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NEW RCA SEALED CARTON
PROTECTS YOU AGAINST OLD
RADIO TUBES SOLDAS NEW
Assures your getting genuine
Micro -Sensitive RCA Radio Tubes
AMETAL-LOCKED safe for every radio tube
... protection against hundreds of thousands
of old radio tubes repolished and slipped into
new cartons and sold to the unsuspecting public
as new. To guard the marvelous new Micro -Sensitive RCA radio tube, experts have developed
the new non -refillable RCA Sealed Carton. Strong
metal sealing staples lock up the tube from factory to your set. The tube can be tested without
being removed from the carton ...but the carton
must be completely destroyed before tube can be used.
To put new life in your radio, ask your Authorized RCA Radio Tube Agent to put new Micro the tubes
Sensitive radio tubes in your set
with these 5 big improvements: (1) Quicker Start.
(2) Quieter Operation. (3) Uniform Volume. (4)

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN in
your neighborhood. It identi-

Uniform Performance. (5) Sealed Carton Protection.

fies a dealer selected by RCA.

...

TUNE IN on Radio City Studio Party
9 to 9:30 E. S.T. every Saturday night
over N. B.C. Blue Network. Hear the
big stars of your favorite programs.
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of these girls winning
and the other losing this private
is one

BEAUTY CONTEST

have smart clothes and
wear them smartly. Both have
attractive figures, lovely hair. Yet
one is getting all of the attention
and all of the compliments.
One is winning, while the other is
losing one of those little beauty contests which are a part of the daily
life of every woman.
You cannot avoid these contests,
for everyone you meet judges your
beauty, your charm, your skin.
The daily use of Camay, the Soap
of Beautiful Women, can change a
BOTH GIRLS

dull, drab skin into a fresh, lovely
complexion, and help you win your
beauty contests.

Camay's delightfully perfumed
lather is smooth and rich, made up
of millions of tiny Beauty Bubbles
that cleanse and refresh your skin.
WOMEN EVERYWHERE PRAISE CAMAY

Thousands of women have
written recently praising the
mildness of Camay. "It is as
gentle as cream, "says a girl from
New England. "The lather is

CAMAY
rt/3

wonderfully smooth and soothing,"
writes a young matron from the
South, "and it keeps the skin smoother and clearer than any other soap."
Try Camay yourself. Just see how
much this pure, gentle, creamy white beauty soap can do for your
skin. See how much it can improve
your complexion.
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Things that will never trickle through your loudspeaker

"If

Were a Girl,

I

Wouldn't"

The rescue of the greatest servant of the universe

America's best -loved Radio Family
The

the milder cigarette

I

Ozzie Nelson gives you gala some pertinent advice

Radio!
If you want to learn anything at all read this story

Now Sponsors Kentucky Winners

that

CAN'T get Stale

Girl Behind the Men Behind the Mike
Vida Ravenscroft Sutton takes the announcers in

hand

Bland

The conclusion of the true experiences of a girl who wanted to be a radio star

-

grand, lovable, human drama of
1 American life -"One Man's Family"
now sponsors Kentucky Winners -the
wonderfully mild cigarette that CAN'T
get stale.
Already this fascinating program has
won millions of listeners. And every day it
is attracting new friends as the loves, adventures,sorrows and joys of the Barbour
family become of national importance.
"One Man's Family" was voted the
gold medal for distinguished service to
radio by the editors of Radio Stars. .
And now, this thrilling inside story of
America's favorite family will be brought
to you every Wednesday evening 10:30
E. S. T., over N. B. C. WEAF network.
Kentucky Winners are the mildest,
freshest cigarettes you ever smoked.
Each individual cigarette is made with
moist-proof paper.This remarkable tasteless and odorless paper SEALS IN the
full flavor of the fine tobaccos. That
means they can't dry out-can't become
"dusty" and cause coughing. The tobacco
remains moist and pliant. Made of the
finest tobaccos. They can't stick to the
lips or cause ugly yellow finger stains.
For a fair trial -get a carton or at least
three packs. And be sure to listen to
"One Man's Family".
rpHAT
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ONE OF THE GREAT!
You have heard so much about it. The

world's eagerness to see this beloved
Charles Dickens novel on the screen will be
amply repaid. The two years of waiting are
at an end. Never before has any motion pic-

ture company undertaken the gigantic task

bringing an adored book to life with such
thrilling realism. 65 great screen personaliof

ties are in this pageant of humanity, adapted
to the screen by the famed Hugh Walpole.

The original scenes, the vivid characters,

the imperishable story

METRO-Goldwyn

... they

Directed by
Produced by

live again!

GEORGE C U K O R
DAVID O. SELZNICK
S
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with the wonderful results obtained with
a Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere. Therefore, we want you to try them for 10 days
at our expense!
Massage -Like Action Reduces Quickly!
Worn next to the body with perfect
safety, the tiny perforations permit the
skin to breathe as the gentle massage -like
action removes flabby, disfiguring fat with
every movement ... stimulating the body
once more into energetic health!
Don't Wait Any Longer... Act Today!
You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely in 10 days whether or not this very
efficient girdle and brassiere will reduce
your waist and hips THREE INCHES!
You do not need to risk one penny... try
them for 10 days...at no cost!
SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

!

PERFOLASTIC,
Inc.
41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N.Y.

Dept. 531

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name
Address
State
on Penny Postcard
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43 inches to 341 inches "...says Miss Brian...
"Massages like magic "...writes Miss Carroll
... "The fat seems to have melted away "...
says Mrs. McSorley.
Such enthusiastic comments as these
from so many Perfolastic wearers assure
us that YOU, too, would be delighted

and Address
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World's Fair model of the home of NBC

THE VAST and starry spaces

of the world are no longer empty.
They are chock-a -block with
those etherial wiggles called radio
waves. They are jammed with
the booming voices of kings and
clowns and crooners.
With a wizard's collection of
wires and tubes, we spin a knob
and pull into our parlors such a
treasury of wit or wisdom as the
world has never known.
For much of this, we can thank
the National Broadcasting Company.
Not to thank them (for what
are the efforts of one magazine
compared to the millions upon
millions who hear their broad-

casts), but to record their contribution to the richness of our
lives, we have devoted this issue
of RADIO STARS Magazine to the

players and programs that are
sent to us, as the ubiquitous announcer sings it, "through the
facilities of the National Broadcasting Company."
It is a thrilling story, this tale
of radio broadcasting.
From
humble, stumbling beginnings, it
has pulled itself up, largely by
tugging at its own bootstraps,
until it has become, as an article,
in this same issue says, :'the
greatest university in the world."
Its towers are the highest, its
(Continued on page 75)
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NBC NETWORK STATIONS
Basic Red Nefwork
Station

Cry

WEAF

New York

W EE I
WTIC

Boston

Hartfard
Providence

WJAR
WTAG

Worcester
Portland, Me

WCSH

WFI -WLIT
WFBR
WRC

Philadelphia
Baltimore
Washington, D. C
Schenectady
Buffalo

WGY
WBEN

WCAE

Pittsburgh

WTAM
WW)

Cleveland
Detroit
Cincinnati

Kilocycles
660
590
1060
890
580
940
560
1270
950
790
900
1220
1070
920

WMAO

Chihicago

670
550
1000
590
610
1

KSD

Louis
Des
es Moines

WHO -WOC
WOW
WDAF

Omaha.
Kansas City

OVENSERVE dishes

Basic Blue Nefwork
Boston

WJZ
WBZ

Springfield
Baltimore
Washington, D. C

WBZA
WBAL

WMAL

Syracuse
Rochester
Pittsburgh

WSYR

New York

WHAM
KDKA

Cleveland
Detroit
Cincinnati
Chicaga
St. Louis
Cedar Rapids....
Des

Maines......

WGAR
WJR
WCKY
WENR -WLS
KWK
KW CR

r..
.

KOIL
Omaha -Council Bluffs
WREN
Kansas City
KYW
Alternate stations... { WCFL

760
990
990
1060
630
570
1150
980
1450
750
1490
870
1350
1420
1320
1260
1220
1020
970

Optional Bask Service
Cincinnati
Indianapolis

700
1400

WLW

... ....

WKBF

Canadian Supplementaries
960

CRCT
CFCF

Toronto

Mantreal

600

Southeastern Group
WRVA

Richmond
Raleigh

WPTF

WWNC

Asheville
Calumbia
Jacksanville

WIS

WJAX
WFLA -WSUN
WIOD

Tampa

Miami

Optional

S.

E.

680
570
1010
900

620
1300

Group Service

WSOC

Charlotte...

1110

1210

Soufhcenfral Group
Louisville
Nashville
Memphis

WAVE

Birmingham
Jacksan

WAPI
WJDX

WSM

WMC

Atlanta

WSB

WSMB

New Orleans

940
650
780
740
1140
1270
1320

Soufhwesfern Group
Tulsa

KVOO

Oklahama City
Dallas -Fort Worth

WFAA -WBAP

WKY

KPRC

Houston
Son

Antonio.....

Shreveport

....

,.

WOA1
KTBS

,

Hot Springs...

KTHS

1140
900
800
920
1190
1450
1040

Northwestern Group
Milwaukee
WTMJ
Madison
.. WIBA
Minneapolis -St Paul... KSTP
.

Duluth- Superior
Fargo
Bismarck

WEBC

............

WDAY
KFYR

620
1280
1460
1290
940
550

Mountain Group
Denver
Salt Lake City

KOA
KDYL

830
1290

Basic Pacific Coast Nefwork
Son Francisco

Las Angeles

Partland, Ore
Seattle
Spokane

..

KGO

790
640
620
920
590

KFI

KGW

KOMO
KHQ

Pacific Coast Supplementaries
Diega
Phoenix
Son

KFSD

KTAR

600
620

North Mountain Group
Butte

KGIR

Billings

KGHL

1360
950

make a big hit as
Christmas gifts
OVENSERVE dishes are the gay,
attractive TABLE dishes you
can also use for oven baking! You
can buy them by the piece, or in
complete table services.
There are meat platters, for instance, on which you bake meat
loaf or fish and pop right from oven
to table. The shirred egg dishes are
another suggestion. Look at the
cute one -handled French casseroles,
too, or the round baking dishes,
bean pots and all the other pieces.
Every single OvenServe dish stands
full oven heat, even to the cups,
saucers and plates.
Nice for the refrigerator, also.
For they don't mind cold any more
than they do heat.
Cost a lot? No indeed! They're
economical gifts, the kind a woman

can use every day of the year. And
every time she does she'll call down
blessings on your devoted head for
giving her something that's so useful and so attractive.

MEAT LOAF BAKED ON
SERVING PLATTER
1

pound round steak ground

tbsps. melted butter
egg, slightly beaten
2 tbsps. onion chopped
1 tsp. salt
trs tsp. pepper
i cup bread crumbs moistened with water
water
2 slices bacon
2
1

...
...

Combine all ingredients except bacon and
water. Shape into loaf. Lay slices of bacon
across the top. Place on OvenServe Meat
Platter. Bake in a moderate oven (375° F.)
about 11 /4 hours. Add a little water at a
time and baste occasionally. Serve with well seasoned hot tomato sauce. (A can of tomato
soup, seasoned and heated, makes a fine
sauce.) Makes six servings.

OV E NS E RV E
SOLD AT KRESGE 5 and 100 STORES

AND OTHER

50-100 AND

$1 STORES

ToGuaantccd

Wdhttend Chngct of
Rcingcrator Tcmperaturct

cn and

OVENSERVE
'Thc Oncn Ware for Tablc Senicc°
Ths Horner Laughfn China Co.
Newell, W. Va.

Special Hawaiian Service
Honolulu

KGU

750

7
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TUNE IN ON
THESE HOLIDAY

BEAUTY IDEAS!

YOU'LL FIND A

LOT OF HINTS
FOR A GLAMOROUS NEW YEAR

foundation for successful makeup
for all good cosBy
is a clear, smooth skin. That isn't
metics to come to the aid of the
news to you. If I had some magic
party -goers, and the perplexed
Wood
Ruth
by
Decoration
Christmas recipe to send to you at
Christmas shoppers as well. The
the turn of the dial that would give
right makeup can often make the
you
lovely
a
skin
overnight,
that would be news. You
mistletoe.
of
help
the
right things happen, with or without
know,
however.
that
you
prepare
your skin for its attracthose
solve
to
The easiest and most satisfactory way
you have given
tive
appearance
clay
by
the
attention
each
memfeminine
nagging little problems of what to give the
it
preceding
during
weeks.
The
nightly
cleansing
of your
regular
a
out
bers on your Christmas list is to follow
skin
is
important
most
beauty
rites.
We
one
of
your
cunning
a
hands,
beauty program for Sally of the lovely
Don't
can't
broadcast
into
with
too
often.
slide
bed
that
ones,
a
clever
especially
manicure kit (we know of two
out
your
if
last
removing
makeup,
even
the
party
did
real
in
set
'`club"
a
"five minute" set in Bakelite and
the wee hours ; it's so easy to make yourself a
leather) ; for Irene of the not -so- lovely skin, a complete until
smooth
little promise that "Tomorrow I'll make up for
hope'
surprised
be
kit for skin care and makeup (you'll
it."
We
can just as easily promise you that you probably
to
according
individualized
complete for the price, and
won't.
A
good pure soap and an effective cleansing
eight different types of beauty, so you'll be guided cor- cream
two
are
of the most important beauty allies you
rectly in your selection for her) ; for Peggy, the change- can
1935
enlist
for
and their faithful use will help you
able, temperamental redhead, several vials of perfume (so
face
makeup
mirror with good cheer.
to
the
she can have the thrill of changing her perfume when she
changes her mood . perfumes don't have to be expenLET'S suppose that we're all set for the business of
sive to be alluring) ; for efficient cousin Margaret, an
applying our evening makeup. It's Christmas eve,
office kit (use your originality and your nickels and
or any other party eve All
I'll be or New Year's eve
an- d so on.
dimes in making it up for her)
and
all -day makeups of business
makeups,
the
glad to send you the gift list I've prepared, with names evening
be
applied
over
a foundation cream for
women,
should
and prices. If you're holding to a budget of "around a
lasting
finish.
The false notion to
more
and
a
smoother
dollar," you'll want to know about the distinctive new
-that
cling
few
people
still
a foundation cream
which
a
picpowder and perfume gift box, the cover of which
be
banished
with the Old Year.
should
poresclogs
the
tures a life -size orchid.
apply
cold
cream under their
actresses
know
that
Did
you
into
Now for the business of turning wallflowers
the
pores
? You should
clogging
to
grease
paint
prevent
for
popularity
orchids, or at least into "runners -up"
cleansing
a
cream the
cream
or
vanishing
either
a
in
use
down
honors at holiday parties. Let's sit ourselves
removed
with
leaving
thoroughly
tissues,
sort
latter
should
be
of
a
take
and
front of your dressing-table mirror
to
which
the
powder
the
skin
moisture
on
to
only
a
slight
needs
face
your
pre -New Year's inventory of what
appear at its partying best these clays. Of course the can adhere. If your skin is oily, (Continued on page 87)
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Vy 9up,situ,it
IN A LAXATIVE FOR WOMEN
(Can you answer these questions
in eight minutes ?)
1. From what state does the program "One Man's Family" originate ?
2. Which network carries the
Gulf program?
3. Who is the star of the Swift
Hour broadcast over NBC Saturdays ?
4. \\'hat radio comedian is sponsored by two products on the same
program ?
5. Who directs the orchestra on
the Atwater Kent Radio Hour?
6. Who are the comedians on
"The Big Show" sponsored by ExLax on CBS ?
7. What program uses a woman
announcer to read the advertising
announcements ?
8. What is the name of the
theme song on the Amos 'n' Andy
program ?
9. For what network does Ted
Husing announce ?
10. Who is the master of ceremonies on the program called "Hollywood Hotel" broadcast over CBS
Friday nights ?
11. \\'ho is the singing star of the
Pontiac program on NBC?
12. Who directs the orchestra on
the program featuring Mary Pick ford on NBC Wednesdays?
13. What orchestra uses the theme
music of ''Stroke Rings ?"
14. What program uses as its
theme song "Moonlight and Roses ?"

Is James Melton married ?
What is the only day -time
dramatic show on radio ?
17. Who announces the Jack Ben ny programs ?
18. What two
moving picture
theatres in New York are on NBC
Sundays with hour programs?
19. Who is the soloist on the
Wednesday evening Chesterfield program on CBS ?
20. Who is the Voice of Experi15.
16.

ence ?
21. From what hotel in New York
does Little Jack Little and his or-

chestra broadcast ?
22. 'Who is known as "Radio's
Harmful Little Armful ?"
23. Who is Dick Leibert ?
24. What is the only five minute
program on NBC and CBS ?
25. What is the shortest program
on the networks ?
YOU

CAN

FIND ALL THE
ON PAGE 69

ANSWERS

9t must be attic!
STRONG, powerful "dynamite"
laxatives are bad for anyone. But
for you women ... they're unthinkable!
Your delicate feminine system was
never meant to endure the shock of
harsh, violent purgatives or cathartics.
They weaken you. They often leave
bad after -effects. !Madam, you must
avoid them!
Ex -Lax is the ideal laxative for every
member of the family, but it is particularly good for women. That's because
while Ex -Lax is thorough, it works in a
mild and gentle way. Why, you hardly
know you've taken a laxative.
And Ex -Lax checks on the other
important points, too: It won't cause

pain. It won't upset digestion. It won't
nauseate you. It won't leave you weak.
won't
And what's very important
form a habit. 1óu don't have to keep
on increasing the dose to get results.
And Ex-Lax is so easy to take. It
tastes just like delicious chocolate.
All the good points of Ex -Lax are
just as important for the rest of the
family as they are for women. So millions of homes have adopted Ex -Lax as
the family laxative.
Keep a box of Ex -Lax in the medicine cabinet -so that it will be there
when any member of the family needs
it. All druggists sell Ex- Lax -in 10c
and 25c boxes.

-it

When Nature forgets -- remember
THE

EX- LAX
CHOCOLATED

LAXATIVE
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RADIO STARS

UNCLE ANSWER
MAN ANSWERS

"RED DA T'I S," red-blooded athletic boy whose
wholesome adventures are packed with interest.

"RED

DAVIS "
IS BACK

AGAIN
Laugh, fans, laugh! "Red Davis" is
back. And, knowing "Red," you know
that means fun to spare.
What's more, here's a program chock ful of typical real life action. For "Red
Davis" is a regular American youth
every day in the week! And Mr. and
Mrs. Davis and all the other characters are as familiar to you as the folks
next door.
You'll be heartily amused -and
moved -as you follow "Red Davis,"
his family and friends, in this new
series of entertaining episodes. Don't

miss "Red's" puppy loves ... his
growing pains ...
his wholesome ad-

ventures- they'll
remind you of
your own.

LINDA- lovely girl

friend of Clink, Red

Da vis',compan ion -introuble!

NBCWJZ NETWORK
COAST TO COAST

MON., WED. & FRI. NIGHTS
Sponsored by the Beech -Nut Packing Company, Cana joharie, New York. makers of Beech -Nut Cum, Candies,
Coffee, Biscuits and other foods of finest flavor.

That's not a ball player on the left, folks, it's Joe Penner who went
to the World Series to sell Dizzy Dean (right) a duck.

The place Uncle Answer Man's
Olde Curiosity Shoppe.
The time Half -past what it was
thirty minutes ago.
The O. C. Shoppe is filled with
gee -gays, knick- knacks, Uncle A.
M.'s lank frame, and worn leather
tomes full of information on who's
who In the radio world. So let's do
it as would a radio script writer...
Biz : (That means business. The
business of what happens around
the joint.) Doorbell jangles. Door
opens and closes.
You Good morning, Uncle Answer man.
Me Good morning. What can I
do for you?
You I am a curious person.
Me : You look all right to me.
You : That's not what I mean,
silly. I want to know about some
radio stars.
Me Oh, I see. Well, you know I
get so many of these calls a day that
:

:

.

:

:

:

:

10

I have one rule.

.

.

.

You : One rule : I've seen hundreds. "The questions asked the
most number o f times are the ones
that'll be answered." "Two questions
for a person at a time are all that
can be handled." "Ask only about
network stars." "Sorry you can't tell
me about getting artists' photographs
or addresses !" I know all about it.
Die : All right. How about a big
spree ? You ask all the questions you
think most óf the readers are interested in.
You : Thanks. Now tell me, are
those real birds on the Cheerio program ?
Me Used to be. They were two
canaries named Dickie and Blue Boy.
But now, alas, they're just sound effect records.
"You Are Muriel Wilson and
Lois Wilson of the movies, related?
Me Nope.
You : Are Leon Belasco and Emil
:

:

:

RADIO STARS

BOYS AND GIRLS, YOUR UNKIE'S GONE BROADCAST -MAD
Velasco related?

:

Me: Yaw. The fact of the matter
that Leon's real last name is Berladsky. The name Belasco was conceived back in the days his orchestra played for Morton Downey at
is

Delmonico's.
You : Is Eno Crime Club off the
air?
Me : Eno Crime Club is. They call
it Eno Crime Clues now. It is on the
\WJZ -NBC

network Tuesday

and

'Wednesday nights from 8 :00 to 8 :30

EST.
Who directs the "First
N ighter" programs ?
Me : Charles P. Hughes, who also
writes and plays in the dramas.
You Is he married ?"
Me: Yes.
You How long have the Sinclair
Minstrels been on the air ?
Me: Since March, 1928. They
celebrated their 300th performance
October 22nd.
You : \\'ho is Rush on the "Vic
and Sade" program?
Me : Oh, let's shoot the works.
Art Van Harvey, Bernadine Flynn
and Billy Idleson are respectively
Vic, Sade and Rush in the NBC
family sketch.
You

:

:

:

You Oh yes, I remember now.
Tell me, is Lanny Ross engaged to

marry ?
Me : No.
You Is Rosaline Green Captain
Henry's niece ?
Me Not really and truly.
You : Tch Tch What a pity.
Phillips Lord is married. isn't he?
Me: Yes. His wife's name is
Sophia. They were married by Phil's
father, who is a minister.
You What ever became of Phillips Carlin who used to announce
:

:

!

!

:

NBC programs?
Me He's Eastern Program Manager of the National Broadcasting
Company now.
You Does Lanny Ross speak for
himself on every NBC program?
Me : He speaks for himself,
nia'ani.
You : Who plays Tim and Ali on
Frank Buck's programs?
Me Tim is played by Bill Barr
and Ali by Aristede de Leoni.
You How about some information on Roy Heatherton ?
Me Gladly. Gladly. He is a
twenty- five -year -old bachelor. He pre
fers to do his practicing before breakfast (maybe in the bathtub). His
:

:

:

:

:

favorite sports are riding, swimming
and tennis. He is five feet seven
inches tall, weighs 137 pounds, is of
light complexion and has brown hair.
He dislikes long-haired musicians,
professional children and efficient
women. He has a weakness for
striped neckties. He says he's collecting soap wrappers and expects to have
enough to turn in for a baseball suit
1937. When asked for his favorite
anecdote. he replied, "White of eggs
and mustard." ( Poisonous pun, say

I.)
You Oh, you're not so funny. Besides I'm mad at you twice. You said
you were going to give the Answer
\Ian popularity contest winners in
the November issue and you didn't.
Me Oop Sorry. I meant in the
one coming out November first.
You That's a terrible excuse. How
about your saying Kate Smith's birthday was May 3, 1908. Its May 1,
:

:

!

:

1909.
Me Right you are. Please don't he
:

mad, though.
You Well, I am, and I'm going.
Me : Well don't slam the door.
Business of door being slammed.
Music.
:

ORE than a mere perfume, FAOEN will give
you a new personality . . a more mysterious, thrilling personality, to bring men's hearts to your feet!
As Parisian as the Café de la Paix . . as feminine as
Cleopatra .. as exciting as a champagne cocktail . .

FAOEN enhances your charm and discovers your
hidden depths of lovely, languorous allure!
You would have to pay more, for a less effective
perfume! The tuck -away size
can be bought at
your local 5 and 10 cent store.

..
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Says: MIMI RICHARDSON, Model and New York Debutante
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Face Powr.er, Lipstick, Cleansing Cream, Cold Cream,Rouges,Perfurnes
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RADIO STARS

Curtis Mitchell

Si Steinhauser

RADIO STARS Magazine, Chairman
Alton Coak
New Yark Warld- Telegram, N. Y.

C. L.

Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Lea Miller
Bridgeport Herald, Bridgepart, Cann.

C.

S. A. Caleman
Wichita Beacan, Wichita, Kan.
Narman Siegel
Cleveland Press, Cleveland, O.
Andrew W. Smith
News
Age -Herald, Birmingham,

Wisconsin News, Milwaukee, Wis.

Larry Walters

Buffalo Evening News, Buffalo, N. Y.

Charlatte Geer

Evening

Fla.

and

Cincinnati Enquirer, Cincinnati, O.

Martin A. Gasch

Sunday Star, Wash-

inglan, D. C.

Caurier Past, Camden, N. J.

Oscar H. Fernbach

H. Dean Fitzer
Mo.

San

Dell Publishing Ca., Hallywaad, Calif.

Unian

Kansas City Star, Kansas City,

Lauisville Times, Louisville, Ky.
R. B. Westergaard
Register d. Tribune, Des Maines, la.

Haustan Chronicle, Haustan, Texas

Jahn G. Yaeger

James E. Chinn

Dan Thompsan

Ala.
Lecta Rider

Jae Haeffner

Chicaga Tribune, Chicaga, III.

Newark Evening News, Newark, N. J.
Richard G. Maffett
Florida Times -Union, Jacksonville,

Vivian M. Gardner

Kern

Indianapolis Star, Indianapalis, Ind.

Francisca Examiner,
Francisca, Cal.

Walter Ramsey

San

Jack Barnes
Tribune, San

Diego,

Colil.

Leah Ray with Phil Harris and his orchestra. You can see, they look, as well
as sound, like they are having a good time Friday at 9 p.m. EST over NBC.

*** **

****
* **
***

Excellent
Good

Fair

Poor
Not Recommended

* * * ** ATWATER KENT

RADIO HOUR WITH
JOSEF PASTERNACK'S ORCHESTRA AND
GUEST ARTISTS (CBS).

* * ** PALMOLIVE

BEAUTY BOX THEATRE
WITH GLADYS SWARTHOUT AND JOHN
BARCLAY WITH NAT SHILKRET'S OR-

* * **
* * **

* * **
* * **
* * **

* * **
* * **

CHESTRA (NBC).
MARCH OF TIME (CBS).
FORD SUNDAY EVENING HOUR. SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (CBS).
THE GIBSON FAMILY (NBC).
GENERAL MOTORS SYMPHONY CONCERTS (NBC).
ONE MAN'S FAMILY, DRAMATIC PROGRAM (NBC).
"TOWN HALL TONIGHT" WITH FRED
ALLEN AND LENNIE HAYTON'S ORCHESTRA (NBC).
SIGMUND
WITH
SWIFT PROGRAM

ROMBERG

AND WILLIAM

LYON

PHELPS (NBC).
PACKARD PROGRAM. LAWRENCE TIBBETT WITH WILFRED PELLETIER'S
ORCHESTRA AND JOHN B. KENNEDY
(NBC).
JACK BENNY, COMEDIAN (NBC).
FORD PROGRAM WITH FRED WARING
AND HIS PENNSYLVANIANS (CBS).
*CHASE AND SANBORN HOUR WITH
RUBINOFF AND CANTOR (NBC).
MANHATTAN MERRY -GO -ROUND WITH
RACHEL DE CARLAY, ANDY SANNELLA
AND ORCHESTRA (NBC).
AMERICAN ALBUM OF FAMILIAR MU-

** ** MAXWELL HOUSE SHOW BOAT (NBC).
* * ** PAUL WHITEMAN'S MUSIC HALL
(NBC).
* * ** ROSES AND DRUMS, DRAMATIC SKETCH
(NBC).
* * ** EDWIN C. HILL (CBS).
* * ** THE ROXY REVUE WITH "ROXY" AND
HIS GANG (CBS).
* * ** RCA RADIOTRON COMPANY'S RADIO
CITY PARTY (NBC).
* * ** CITIES SERVICE CONCERT WITH JESSICA DRAGONETTE (NBC).
* * ** LUX RADIO THEATRE (NBC).
* * ** THE PONTIAC PROGRAM WITH JANE
FROMAN AND FRANK BLACK (NBC).
* * ** KANSAS CITY PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA (NBC).
* * ** BEN BERNIE AND HIS ORCHESTRA
(NBC).
* * ** "MUSIC BY GERSHWIN," PIANO SOLOIST:

(CBS).

* * **

* * **

* * **

* **

* * **
* * **

* * **
* * **

SIC WITH FRANK MUNN, VIRGINIA
REA AND GUS HAENSCHEN'S ORCHES-

***

* * ** HALL OF FAME WITH GUESTS (NBC).
* * ** STUDEBAKER CHAMPIONS WITH RICH-

* **

TRA (NBC).

* * **
* * **
* * **

* * **

ORCHESTRA
(NBC HIMBER'S
ARD
CBS).
THE VOICE OF FIRESTONE CONCERT
WITH GLADYS SWARTHOUT AND WILLIAM DALY'S ORCHESTRA (NBC).
FLEISCHMANN VARIETY HOUR WITH
RUDY VALLEE AND GUESTS (NBC).

EVERETT MARSHALL'S BROADWAY
VANITIES WITH ELIZABETH LENNOX
AND VICTOR ARDEN'S ORCHESTRA
(CBS).
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
WITH ERNO RAPEE (NBC).

CONCERT

* * ** GULF HEADLINERS WITH WILL ROGERS (CBS).
PROGRAM WITH LEO
* * ** PHILIP MORRIS
PHIL
REISMAN'S ORCHESTRA AND
DUEY (NBC).
* * ** THE ARMOUR PROGRAM WITH PHIL
BAKER (NBC).

KATZMAN'S ORCHESTRA

* * ** ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT. THE TOWN

* * **

* * **

LOUIS

* **
* **
* **

* **
* **

CRIER. ROBERT ARMBRUSTER'S ORCHESTRA (CBS).
THE CAMEL CARAVAN WITH ANNETTE HANSHAW, WALTER O'KEEFE
AND GLEN GRAY'S CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA (CBS).
CHESTERFIELD PROGRAM -ROSA PONSELLE WITH ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS (CBS).
CHESTERFIELD PROGRAM -NINO MARTINI WITH ANDRE KOSTELANETZ ORORCHESTRA AND CHORUS (CBS).
CHESTERFIELD PROGRAM -GRETE
STUECKGOLD WITH ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
ORCHESTRA
AND
CHORUS
(CBS).

SENTINELS SERENADE WITH JOSEF
KOESTNER'S ORCHESTRA AND GUESTS
(NBC).
LOMBARDO -LAND WITH GUY LOMBARDO'S ORCHESTRA (NBC).
LAVENDER AND OLD LACE WITH
FRANK MUNN, HAZEL GLENN AND
GUS HAENSHEN'S ORCHESTRA (CBS).
BOND BREAD SI_IOW WITH
FRANK
CRUMIT AND JULIA SANDERSON (CBS),
LADY ESTHER PROGRAM WITH WAYNE
KING'S ORCHESTRA (CBS) (NBC).
KATE SMITH AND HER SWANEE MUSIC (CBS).
HELTON
ROY

(CBS).

-

LOOKING

AT

LIFE

* ** AlLAS
* **

BREWING CO., PRESENTS SING IN' SAM (CBS).
"FATS" WALLER, ORGAN -PIANO -SONGS
(CBS).

* ** MELODIANA WITH

* **

ABE LYMAN'S ORCHESTRA. VIVIENNE SEGAL AND OLIVER SMITH (CBS).
TITO GUIZAR'S MIDDAY SERENADE
(CBS).

* ** THE BYRD EXPEDITION BROADCAST
FROM LITTLE AMERICA (CBS).
* ** VISITING WITH IDA BAILEY ALLEN
(CBS).

* ** CARSON ROBISON'S BUCKAROOS
* ** CALIFORNIA MELODIES WITH
*

**

(CBS).
RAYMOND PAIGE'S ORCHESTRA AND GUEST
STARS (CBS).
LITTLE MISS BAB -O'S SURPRISE PARTY
WITH MARY SMALL AND GUESTS

(NBC).

* ** GENE ARNOLD AND THE COMMODORES
(NBC).
* ** HOLLYWOOD ON THE AIR, GUEST
STARS (NBC).
* ** SILKEN STRINGS WITH CHARLES
PREVIN'S ORCHESTRA AND COUNTESS
ALBANI (NBC).

* ** CHEERIO. INSPIRATIONAL TALKS

***
* **
* **
* **

* **
* **

***
* **
* **
* **

* **

AND

MUSIC (NBC).
GENE AND GLENN, COMEDY SKETCH
(NBC).
THE DIXIE DANDIES MINSTREL (NBC).
A. & P. GYPSIES WITH HARRY HORLICK'S ORCHESTRA (NBC).
COLGATE HOUSE PARTY WITH JOE
COOK,
DONALD NOVIS, DON VOORHEES'
ORCHESTRA
AND
FRANCES
LANGFORD (NBC).
LANNY ROSS AND HIS LOG CABIN INN:
HARRY SALTER'S ORCHESTRA AND
GUESTS (NBC).
SALLY OF THE TALKIES (NBC).
CONTENTED PROGRAM WITH GENE
ARNOLD, THE LULLABY LADY. MORGAN EASTMAN'S ORCHESTRA (NBC).
THE BREAKFAST CLUB, DANCE ORCHESTRA AND THE MERRY MACS
(NBC).
TODAY'S CHILDREN, DRAMATIC
SKETCH (NBC).
NATIONAL FARM AND HOME HOUR
(NBC).
BETTY AND BOB, DRAMATIC SKETCH
(NBC).
LOWELL THOMAS, COMMENTATOR
(NBC).
PEPSODENT COMPANY PRESENT!
FRANK BUCK, DRAMATIZED JUNGLE
ADVENTURES (NBC).
YEAST FOAMERS WITH JAN GARBER':
SUPPER CLUB AND DOROTHY PAGE
(NBC).
SINCLAIR GREAT MINSTRELS (NBC).
PRINCESS PAT PLAYERS, DRAMA WIT'
DOUGLASS HOPE, ALICE HILL. PEGGI
DAVIS AND ARTHUR JACOBSON (NBC)
OXYDOL'S OWN MA PERKINS, DRA

MATIC SKETCH (NBC).

THE SINGING STRANGER, WADI
BOOTH AND DRAMA (NBC).
HOUSEHOLD MUSICAL MEMORIE:
WITH EDGAR A. GUEST, ALICE MOCK
CHARLES SEARS AND JOSEF
NER'S BAND (NBC).

KOEST

PROGRAMS ARE JUDGED BY THE MOST OUTSTANDING RADIO EDITORE
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THE LEADERS
1.

2.

* * ** *Atwater Kent Radio
Hour with Josef Pasternack
and guest (CBS).
* ** *The Palmolive Beauty
Box Theatre with Gladys
Swarthout, John Barclay and
orchestra
Shilkret's
Nat

(NBC).

March of Time,
news dramatizations (CBS).
4. * ** *The Ford Sunday Evening Hour, symphony music
3. * ** *The

(CBS).

5. * ** *The

original

(NBC).

Gibson
musical

Family,
comedy

Fractional averages place the
above programs at the head of the
list in the order named.

RADIO REVIEW WITH
CLAUDINE MacDONALD (NBC).
WITH
GELATIN PROGRAM
* ** ROYAL
MARY PICKFORD (NBC).
SKETCH
COMEDY
SADE,
* ** VIC AND
(NBC).
* ** IRENE RICH FOR WELCH. DRAMATIC
SKETCH (NBC).
* ** CONOCO PRESENTS HARRY RICHMAN.
JACK DENNY AND HIS ORCHESTRA
WITH JOHN B. KENNEDY (NBC).
* ** FRANCES LEE BARTON, COOKING
(NBC).
DRAMATIC
DAYS,
VALLEY
* ** DEATH
PROGRAM (NBC).
* ** LET'S LISTEN TO HARRIS- PHIL HAR.
RIS' ORCHESTRA (NBC).
* ** "HOUSE BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD"
WITH TONY WONS (NBC).
* ** THE JERGENS PROGRAM WITH WAL.
TER WINCHELL (NBC).
* ** LITTLE KNOWN FACTS ABOUT WELL
KNOWN PEOPLE WITH DALE CARNE GIE (NBC).
* ** CLARA, LU 'N' EM (NBC).
* ** THE SINGING LADY (NBC).
* ** SMILING ED McCONNELL (CBS).
* ** VOICE OF EXPERIENCE (CBS).
* ** BOAKE CARTER (CBS).
LUD GLUS*4* EX -LAX PROGRAM WITH
KIN AND BLOCK AND SULLY (CBS).
* ** FORTY -FIVE MINUTES IN HOLLYWOOD
WITH MARK WARNOW'S ORCHESTRA
(CBS).
* ** BILLY BATCHELOR (NBC).
* ** ENO CRIME CLUES (NBC).
* ** CLIMALENE CARNIVAL (NBC).
* ** ONE NIGHT STAND WITH PICK AND
PAT (NBC).
* ** GRAND HOTEL WITH ANNE SEYMOUR
AND DON AMECHE (NBC).
* ** TERHUNE DOG DRAMA WITH ALBERT
PAYSON TERHUNE (NBC).
* ** PEGGY'S DOCTOR. DENNIS KING AND
ROSALINE GREENE (NBC).
* ** ED WYNN. THE FIRE CHIEF (NBC).
* ** WARDEN LEWIS E. LAWES IN 20.000
YEARS IN SING SING (NBC).
* ** PLANTATION ECHOES WITH MILDRED
BAILEY AND WILLARD ROBINSON'S
ORCHESTRA (NBC).
* ** NATIONAL BARN DANCE (NBC).
* ** FLOYD GIBBONS; ORCHESTRA (NBC).
* ** SONGS YOU LOVE WITH ROSE HAMPTON AND NAT SHILKRET'S ORCHESTRA (NBC).
*** LITTLE JACK LITTLE (CBS).
* ** PAT KENNEDY WITH ART KASSEL
AND HIS KASSELS IN THE AIR ORCHESTRA (CBS)
* ** LAZY
THE MINSTREL MAN
DAN,
(CBS).
* ** OPEN HOUSE WITH FREDDY MARTIN'S
ORCHESTRA (CBS).
* ** DOCTORS.
DOLLARS AND DISEASE

***WOMAN'S

(CBS.)

*

** MYRT

AND MARGE,

DRAMATIC

SKETCH (CBS).
*** CHEVROLET PROGRAM WITH ISHAM
JONES AND HIS ORCHESTRA WITH
GUEST STARS AND MIXED CHORUS
.(CBS).
* ** GEORGE GIVOT, GREEK AMBASSADOR
OF GOOD WILL (CBS).

* ** HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
* ** FREDERIC WILLIAM

TICAL SITUATION
TONIGHT (CBS).

** *BENJAMIN

(CBS).
WILE -THE POLIIN
WASHINGTON

FRANKLIN, DRAMATIC
SKETCH (CBS).
** THE FITCH PROGRAM WITH WENDELL
HALL (NBC).
** LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE (NBC).

Jack Benny receives RADIO STARS Award for Distinguished Service to
Radio. From left to right: Don Bestor, Frank Parker, Mary Livingstone,
Jack Benny, Editor Curtis Mitchell, Don Wilson, and Harry Conn, writer.

NOTES FROM OUR
MEMO PAD
Probably you remember in the
October issue of RADIO STARS, in
which we told the exciting story
mentioning Madame Sylvia, Hollywood's dynamic beauty expert. One
of our anecdotes related the suit filed
by Ginger Rogers as a result of one
of Madame Sylvia's broadcasts.
Metropolitan newspapers carried
the story and we were complacent in
our opinion that here was a bit of
news in xyhich admirers of Madame
Sylvia would be interested.
Now comes the following letter
from Madame Sylvia that explodes
the firecracker beneath us and Ieaves
us wondering who was kidding who:
"Upon my return from Hollywood
recently, it was called to my attention
that RADIO STARS Magazine stated in
an article, `I'll Be Suing You,' published in the October issue, that Miss
Ginger Rogers had filed a Iibel suit
against me for impersonating her on
one of my radio programs. That
statement is untrue.
"After a thorough investigation by
the lawyers of the National Broadcasting Company, both here and on
the Coast, no such suit has been found
filed. and as far as I am concerned
I know nothing whatsoever about

such a suit. I have been served with
no papers, nor have I been notified
of any such action.
"Further I wish to state that there
would have been no grounds for such
action, since every star's name which
is used in my broadcasts is released
to the National Broadcasting Company and to me by the motion picture company' which employs said

stars.
Miss Ginger Rogers' name was
released by R. K. O. Studios to
the National Broadcasting Company
and to me August 31, 1933. You are
at Iiberty at any time to see this
release.
..I have never, either on the air
or personally. had any conversation
with the above mentioned Miss
Rogers in regard to my sponsor's
product. Nor have I ever given the
impression of having had such a
conversatio with her, as it is definitely stated on all my programs wherein
I use actresses' names. that all characters, with the exception of myself,
are impersonated. which in this case
is in accordance with the release from
R. K. O. Studios, granting me permission to use said Miss Ginger
Rogers' name."
1
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FOR SEVEN YEARS JOHN CHARLES THOMAS HAS BEEN BREAKING
EACH TIME John Charles Thomas has sung over the
radio he has defied Congress, the Federal Radio Commission, the Department of Justice and the local police.
And he will continue to commit the same crime as Iong
as Zliss Microphone will accept his attentions and people
will listen.
His crime boils up into one word -mother. Stay right
where you are. We are not going to be sentinmentaI.
This is a matter of fact story. And it's the truth's truth,
s'elp nie. Every time this singer signs off with "Goodnight, mother," his now famous signature, he breaks a
law of the land which states that the broadcasting facilities
of the land shall not be used for the delivery of personal
messages.
There's a story of a great friendship in this signature
and this I. shall tell you presently. L'ut before doing so,
let nie whisper the real reason the authorities do nothing
about John Charles Thomas' terrible crime. They are
afraid of a nmiIlion women, all mothers. Touch one hair
of this man's head, make one militant move in his direction and they'Il start marching on \Washington armed
.

with crib slats, baby bunting, rattle handles, rolling pins,
roller skates and ballot boxes!
Verily, they will smash everything that menaces him.
Because they love a man who each night adds to songs,
which only an angel could sing, a thought of his mother.
In a sense his daring and his law defiance, have made him
their son and in a sense America's soui.
One night he omitted the signature and gosh all hickory.
was there hello and halleluiah to pay You see. it traced
back to the fact that John Charles Thomas has a theory
that there are two kinds of singing : one directly to an
audience ; the other to radio listeners. And so, when he
is on the air, he bars all visitors from the studio. L'ut one
particular night a crowd of people tiptoed into the studic
and they listened without saying boo. So quiet acre they
he forgot they x'ere there. L'ut when his last number
was sung, they could control themselves no longer anx
exploded in applause. The explosion so startled Thomas
he forgot to say "Goodnight, mother" -for the first tiro
in seven years! Once was enough to upset that unseei
audience waiting at home for his special sign -off.
!

(Below, left) As you see,
John Charles Thomas always looks at home.
(Right) The big reason
J.C.T. is such a success
Mrs. Milson Thomas, his
mother -and the reason
Johnny's a "lawbreaker."

-

John Charles Thomas is on the following NBC stations each Wednesday at 9:30 p.m. E.S.T:
\ 'BAL, WN1. \L, WI3Z, WBZA, WSYR, KD KA, \ 'GAR, KSO,
WJZ,
14

WKBF,

«ENR,

KWCR,

KW,

By

Paul Meyer

HE LAW, YET NO AUTHORITY DARES DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT!
'HAT evening the telephone started to ring. \Vhy, why

by -the listeners wanted to know -had he forgotten ?
he next day came telegrams, letters by special messenger,
pecial delivery, air mail. Mothers, grandmothers, daughers wanted to know what was the trouble. All of them
vere ready to scold, fight, or make peace. Two days later,
he telephones were still ringing, the letter carriers
ng. and porters, bearing floral bouquets, began to

curs arrive

-gifts from listeners who had decided there was only
reason the signature was omitted and that was Mr.
Choraas' mother had died.
Cell, that will give you a slight idea of what "Good tight, mother" means to radio listeners to you, for eximple. Also what it will mean to any law enforcement
)fficer who attempts to give J. C. T. a ticket.
Mother in the case of John Charles Thomas is a twinking little lady, just beyond fifty and is not a itty -bitty
sentimental. She lives in a charming cottage in Towson,
\Iaryland, has a large flower garden, a vegetable garden,
t cat and a canary.
This is a story about a mother. so we
'von't mention that staunch idealist, the singer's father,
me

;

the Reverend Milson Thomas. whom some of you know.
I tell you about the house because it \vas a gi ft from
her son, who, by the way, is her only son. She was the
wife of a Methodist circuit rider, which is to say a
preacher who changed his parish every year or two.
The house, you see, is important because it is the first
permanent home she ever had. "Home, home . . ." the
\vay he sings it, takes on real importance now, doesn't it?
In the house is a radio set, the big kind that stands on
four legs, and it's over this that she hears the voice of
her son. She doesn't have to read the newspapers to know
when and where he is going to sing. He lets her know,
by mail and telegraph.
If you ask him, how he happened to say "Goodnight,
mother" that first time seven years ago, he will reply
that "It just happened. A happy thought." And let it go
at that.
Hundreds of other loving sons have sung into the
microphone before and since, but none ever had this
"happy thought." He was thinking of her that night and
suddenly it was as if she were (Continued on page 85)

(Below, left) Gino Monaco
gives the baritone a lesson

Italian kitchen harmony.
(Right) Thomas with Max,
who hails from Paris and
has crossed the Atlantic
Ocean fifteen times. for
business engagements.
in
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WREN,

KOIL,

KOA,

KDYL,

KGO,

KFI,

KG W,

KHQ

KOMO,

\VJR,

..._v+a+41%

\\'HA\i,

\VL\V,

a

AN.4

WC KY.
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THIS IS the story of the most famous rodent

.,

in the
world.
One that jumps, dances, sings, speaks French, Spanish,
German and Italian. And of course his own native tongue,
English. From Hollywood to Timbuctoo his presence is an
every day occurr. nce. At breakfast the cereal is shaken
out of a box over which he trips the light fantastic. His
arms click around clocks and watches to remind you that
time flies. The kids wear his clothes and play with him all
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day long. He's a doll, a kiddie car, a jumping jack an
even a balloon. Broadway. shops and trading hosts i
Africa sell over 600 products that sponsor the littl

creature.

\\'ho is this remarkable personage whom children knot
better than Santa Claus ? Whom kings and queens an
all the great men and women in the world acclaim? Thi
rodent who along with the Prince of Wales and sud
fellows as Josef Vissarionovich Djugashhirli Stalin mad

By

St. Clair

Duncan
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teat Britain's "\Vho's Who of the World" while Hitler
dn't even get a mention.
\\'ell, here's a clue. The Art Workers Guild of Lon in, filled with such Royal Academicians as Bernard
haw, has made hint an honorary member. The Queen
Italy formally requested that he be on hand for the
-rival of the royal heir to the throne. Can you guess

...

decuiatecl v%ith the silliest cartoons of Europe. Those
cartoons did a lot to convince the French that Americans
were crazy.
Now here's an amusing thing. Mice and rats were
aiicong, the constant companions of the i\inerican soldiers
of France. Most of the doughboys chased and killed
them, but \Valt built himself a cage and collected himself
a baker's dozen of the oddest pets out of Paris. Gray
ho he is yet?
mice, black mice, spotted mice-they were all in \Valt's
You and I know him as Mickey Mouse.
But. you ask, how does it happen that a mouse, the mild - dizzy zoo. He has never admitted it. but I suspect that
many of the Mickey Mouses future adventures were
t and sleekest of all tiny creatures, should receive all
recorded in his mind during dull evenings in France when
is glory and honor?
A
certain
man
wanted
to
earn
he watched the antics of his pets.
a
It's as simple as this.
kind
the
At the end of the war,
ring. This elan was
he
hundreds
well
if
of veterans were
ho had to do a job
was
His
name
huntiicg
jobs,
and \Valt was one
d it at all.
of them. What should lie do ?
,'alt Disney.
Well, what would you do if you
Now, you and I both know
radio
is
not
a
Disney
were a young elan with a talent
\Valt
tat
BUT
IT
HIM
COST
MORE
is
Mickey
for doing ftinny things on paper
Nor
indeed
ar.
with charcoal? With all iicsatialouse. Yet so tremendous
ble hunger for experience in
ive their reputations become,
life?
id their appeal so irresistible,
THAN THE PRICE OF
Before lie did anything else
tat the radio has reached into
\Valt took stock of himself :
teir Hollywood studio and
1.
He could draw cartoons.
.rsuaded them to lend us their
2. He could do imitations of
lents briefly on the night of
CHE ESE
'ecember 23rd. Lehn and
Charlie Chaplin. 3. He could
inks Sunday night program
eat three square meals a day.
tiled the "Hall of Fame" will
and that was about all.
A want ad seeking a farm
esent Walt Disney, creator
journal cartoonist drew a letter
kd confidante of Mickey the
from hii i into which lie packed
Ouse. Don't miss this event.
This story of the world's most famous mouse is really all his hopes and dreams. That letter has been lost, but
\Valt will never forget it. For it got hint the job that vas to
e story of one who is very nearly the world's most
odest man. It begins on that clay when, at the age of become the first rung in the ladder leading to success.
ne, Wait Disney was out hustling to help pay the fancily
Of course it wasn't iccucic of a job. \11 clay long he
perched on a high stool drawing -not mice, but happy
-ocery bill. To do his job well. he had to get up, snow,
in or shine, at 3 a. ni., to get his papers delivered to farmers regarding wild -eyed liens who had accomplished
ansas City residents before the school bell rang. Mickey stupendous results as a result of being fed a certain
louse iccight never have seen the light had not his
marvelous plash. In his expert hands dejected cows y. ho
grandparents" packed \Vast up and moved to Chicago. happened to sample a certain salt block became positively
rid dumped him into an art school.
ecstatic. He might have accomplished even greater
Even then, the call of wanderlust Nyas much more ap- miracles with other barnyard beasts had not some imp of
aling than a mouse's squeak and Walt hopped a train renienlbrance iscade lciicc embellish his commercial sketches
become a newsbutcher-selling peanuts, candy. ncaga- with impudent cartoons of a carefree mouse.
nes and roast beef sandwiches.
That, ladies and gentlemen. was the official birth of the
When the United States declared war on Germany in world's No. 1 Entertainer.
)17. Mickey Mouses future creator was carrying iccail
Fame first crept close to Mickey when \Valt joined a
it Uncle Sam. Naturally, \Valt enlisted, and though he
company to do animated cartoons. That was his real start
ad mightily about his age, he was turned down because
in the animated cartoon business. Soon he was on his
was too young. Nevertheless he persisted in his deterown. Caricaturing local Kansas City incidents and throw illation to see and learn more of life. He discovered int them on the screens of three theatres. A few months
at fellows too young to fight could go to war as aiicbiilater he was producing modernized fairy tales taking picncc drivers. Within two weeks he was wearing a Red
tures with a second hand camera that he had repaired and
ross on his arm and driving a Ford in France.
using his garage as a studio.
From one end of the battlefield to the other, there was
Strangely enough not One of these cartoons was of
Mickey Mouse. Even when his animated version of
°ver an ambulance like Walt Disney's. It became the
-iuyre of Alsace- Lorraine. Or. perhaps we should say,
Little Red Riding Hood threw his company into bankfour- wheeled funny sheet. From stern to steal it was ruptcy, it never occurred to him ( Continued on ¡'tige 83)
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Three big guns of radio meet in Hollywood -Dick Powell, Rudy Vallee and
Jolson. You'll soon be seeing them this way on the screen for Rudy went t
the Coast to make "Sweet Music" for Warner Brothers, while Dick Powell, wh
looks so very Beau Brummelish, is working in "Gold Diggers of 1935." When f
Jolson, whose next flicker is "Casino de Paree," dropped around, the new
photographer got busy and you got this "preview."

Dorothy Page is the most beautiful woman in Radio.
No doubt about it. It isn't one man's opinion. She
was elected by the ballots of the most distinguished
group of radio editors in the world, the members of
RADIO STARS' Board of Review.
Not all of them picked her for regal honors, by any
means. Some leaned toward the Lane Sisters who sing
with Fred Waring. But Dorothy Page, songbird on
those Monday night Northwestern Yeast programs with
Jan Garber's orchestra, was awarded more first places

than any other. By the same process that gives four and
five star ratings to the air's fine programs, she was voted
Queen.
The most beautiful woman in radio is in her middle
twenties. She has been singing publicly since she won a
Paul Whiteman audition in Buffalo, New York, in 1932.
But even before that, most of America had seen and
appreciated her beauty. Philadelphia artists were the
first to discover and paint it. Those paintings have been
printed on millions of magazine (Continued on page 71)
19
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DAWSON

at 7:45 p. m. EST, over the
Paradise' each Monday, Wednesday and Friday WE
Are starred in "Dangerous
\R, KWCR, ESO, KWK, WOM.
KDKA.
%%'HAM,
WSYR,
11'87.:\.
WJZ. WBAl.. WMAL, WHY...
following NBC stations:
WJR.
WLW,
WKY.
WFAA.
WSB,
WSMB,
KTBS, WREN. KOML, WSM.
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IF you

were a man, could you get a thrill out of
touching a dry, chapped hand? You know you

couldn't -it's the dear- little -smooth- little hand
that gives him a romantic feeling...
This winter, keep your hands thrillingly smooth!
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream will help you.
Hinds soaks the skin with rich soothing oils
quickly relieves chapping and gives velvety texture! This is because Hinds is much more than a
"jelly." It is the penetrating liquid cream -it
lubricates deeply with quick -working balms.
Use Hinds Honey and Almond Cream after
you've "washed things out," also at bedtime! See
how quickly Hinds gives you silken -smooth hands!
rich
as the liquid creams
As fragrant
costing $2 at expensive beauty salons. But Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream costs only 25c and 50c
at your druggist, or l0c at the dime store.

-

...

...
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By

Robert
Eichberg
ILLUSTRATED BY H. M. STEELE

THERE

is no censorship of radio broad-

casting !"

That's what executives of both the
CBS and NBC networks say.
But no less a personage than Senator Borah
claimed that a talk of his was cut off in the
middle of a broadcast because he said something
to which the station operators objected. The cutoff was explained by station officials as being due
to mechanical difficulties necessitating a temporary shutdown. But still some people who read
of the incident in the newspapers wonder just
what the facts of the case were.
What do you think?
To find out what sort of material, if any, is
"too hot" to broadcast I interviewed employees
of the two chains, heads of independent stations
and the program director of New York's socalled "radical" station, advertising agency
executives, broadcasters, and even a representative of the Federal Communications Commission
itself. Nearly everywhere I went, I got a different story, and many of the people I spoke to
were afraid to talk. Most that were willing to
give in formation did so with the strict proviso
that their names be omitted.
But what did they have to say?
Well, I went up to a man seated at 'a desk in
the oufer office of the Commission, in the Federal Building on Washington Street, New York,

and said, "I want to find out what sort of material can
not be broadcast. \Will you tell me ?"
He answered. "Why, there's no censorship whatever.
You can broadcast anything."
So I saki, "Suppose I wanted to give readings from
the unexpurgated version of 'Lady Chatterly's Lover' or
`Fanny Hill.' Could I do it ?"
"Oh, no." he answered in somewhat shocked tones.
"but nobody'd want to do that."
"Well. what if I wanted to sell sweepstakes tickets or
dope? Would that be allowed?"
"Of course not- I think you'd better go into the office
and talk to the Supervisor."
The Supervisor paused in his work of giving some
aspirant radio operators their test and slug out his copy
of the Communications Act of 1934. which repeals and
replaces the Radio Act of 1927. It is a document which
is a trifle self -contradictory in spots.

For instance. in Section 315 it says that if a station
permits a candidate for office of one political party to
speak without charge for time. it must offer the sane
privilege to representatives of opposing parties, and that
the station may not censor such talks.
However. in Section 326 it says that no person shall
broadcast "any obscene. indecent or profane language."
and mentions as the penalty for violation $10,000 tine, or
two years imprisonment or lxoth ".
What would a station do if a candidate for office wished
to call his opponent a damned fool? Toss a coin for it,
no doubt.
Nor is that the only prohibition. Section 316 forbids
any advertising of, or information relative to "lotteries.
gift enterprises or similar schemes offering prizes dependent in whole or part ulxm luck or chance. or any list
of such prizes." The operators of a station violating
this section may be fined (Continued on page 76)
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THESE WORDS ARE TOO HOT
YOU'LL NEVER HEAR THEM
ON THE AIR

Belly

Diarrhea
Pimples
Infected areas

Expectant
mothers
Pregnancy
Belching
Gagging

Gooey
Phlegm
Liverbile
Blood

Pus

Cracked toes
Colon
Vomit

Scabies
Eruptions

INCE you bought your last Spring bonnet, Ozzie
Nelson, that baton waver for the Joe Penner broad-

casts, has probably come in contact with girls of
more varied classes and types, than any young
band leader before the microphone. The past summer
he's seen them at play in their own home towns, entertained them, talked with them -and drawn some very
definite and enlightening conclusions concerning young
Miss America.
Would you like to know what they are? Well, if you
think you can take it when the finger points your way,
read on. It was only with considerable pleading, conniving
and questioning, Ozzie reluctantly consented to set down
his observations, provided you'd receive them in the spirit
of a good old Truth Meeting, where everybody tells everybody else exactly what they think and there aren't any
hard feelings.
Be it known here and now, girls, that he's still raving
about the charm and beauty of all of you whom he's
seen. You were hospitable and grand and appreciative,
with only a few minor reservations that might be made
to start off like this:
If I were a girl I wouldn't indulge in. sensational dancing. You know the type. At nearly every hop there's
usually the blonde in the low -cut, red beaded dress who
insists upon doing a Yazoo- Shakedown right up in front
of the orchestra. Hotcha. Suggestive. Showoffish. The
life of the party girl.
Ask any musician in anybody's band what he thinks
of such a display and he'll tell you. Next to nothing,

frankly. He'll also be willing to wager that the gal's
poor escort slinks outside for a smoke until the dust
settles again under the lovely lady's rhinestone heels.
It's only in the other fellow's girl that men like sensationalism, Ozzie believes, and even then they can't stand
a steady diet of it.
She's a much smarter person who dances gracefully
and tastefully and let's the same two attributes run over
into every phase of her life. For any exhibition on a
girl's part, from a Lindy Hop all the way down to a small
breach of etiquette, throws a man into a glaring limelight
of embarrassment which he very naturally resents. And
plenty of men are enduring that limelight according to a
young bandmaster, who ought to know after some 150
recent dance bookings throughout the eastern part of the
country from north to south.
Sling your happy little feet as much as you like. But
he artful about it, not vulgar. That's a tip from Ozzie

tolA

,00b0)
4Gs
(Above) An informc
snap of Ozzie Nelso
as his friends see hirr

left) Mixing football and
rhythm in those good old days at
Rutgers when he was an All- Eastern
quarter -back. (Right) Discussing new
football rules via the airlanes.

(Below,
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Ouie Nelson h

By Mary

Watkins Reeves
on the air each Sunday at 7:30 P.M., E.S.T., over

the following NBC stations: tyJZ, wBAL, «'MAL, «'BZ, «'BZA,
R'SIZZ, WHAM, KDKA. «"CAR, wJR, WLS, KWCR, KSO, KWK,

WREN, KOIL, tyTalJ, wIBA, KSTP, wEBC, R'DAY, KFYR.
WRVA, wPTF, R'JA\, «'IOD, R'FLA, wSM. «'>1C, «'SB, wJDx.
WSMB, KVOO, WKY, «'FAA, KPRC, wOAI, KOA, KDYL, KGO,
KFI, KCw, KOMO. KHQ, KTAR.

Nelson, who believes he's right when he asserts that men,
loathe as they may be to admit it, do really admire and
demand propriety on a dance floor.
If I were a girl I wouldn't make a public display of
emotion. Ozzie had grounds and then some for making
that statement. For, as you probably know, he and Rudy
Vallee just about hold the record for having had strange
feminine fans suddenly drape themselves around them
in a public embrace. And if you think celebrities like
strange clinging vines just watch one's reaction sometime.

THE particular incident which so completely chagrined
Ozzie occurred in one of the southern states. A fair

young damsel walked up to the bandmaster, grinned,
pandoned huh Suthun accint, and asked him to lean down
for a moment so she could whisper in his ear. Unsuspect-

ing as you please, Ozzie leaned-and the gal got a death
clinch around his shoulders that was unbreakable for about
five minutes. It didn't take a split second for the "Look !"
news to spread over the whole floor, for all the dancers
to stop and stare and for Ozzie's face to make the common garden variety of tomato look positively anemic.
"I was terribly sorry and upset about the whole affair,"
he stated seriously. "Naturally, for the rest of the evening I was totally miserable. You see, I knew the gesture
was made not because I uas me, not for myself alone
and the qualities I'd want a woman to admire. but just
because I happened to be an orchestra leader, if that's an
excuse. The incident did neither myself nor the young
lady any good. I am sincerely sorry it happened."
Dance band members have a name for it. They call
Musician's (Continued on page 89)
it an ''\1. C. "

-a
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RAH
RAH
RADIO
THIS IS RADIO'S ZERO HOUR
We listeners are the soldiers of broadcasting.
Whether you know it or not, we've got a war on our hands.
Radio broadcasting as we know and love it is threatened. By whom and by what? Roughly,
it can be said thus: various groups of so -called "educators" wish to secure for themselves the dictatorship of certain phases of broadcasting.
For example, they wish to make broadcasting more "educationaL" When we who work by day
come home at night, they wish to "entertain" us with lecturing college professors. Like Hitler and
Goebbels who give their German listeners exactly what Hitler thinks is good for them, they seek to
give us, not what we need to help us forget the day's battles and perplexities, but what they think
is good for us. We listeners, they say, will be much better off listening to lectures than to Captain
Henry's Show Boat, Jack Benny, Fred Waring, and Lowell Thomas.
Already, Congress has ordered the Federal Radio Commission to get the facts. Even now, the
invaders are whining their complaints through the halls of Congress.
This is the attack we soldiers of broadcasting must beat back. The way is not easy. Unorganized, we can only write letters, but we can write a great many of them. We can ask our friends to
write them and we can see that the members of the Federal Communication Commission know truly
how the listeners of radio feel about radio broadcasting.
We will be the first to suffer if the structure of broadcasting changes. Let us not be the last to
testify in behalf of that which we hold dear. Write your letter immediately, address it to Hampson
Gary, Chairman, Broadcast Division, Federal Radio Commission, Washington, D. C.
This is Radio's Zero Hour. It is our zero hour, too.
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ARE YOU GETTING ALL YOU CAN

FROM YOUR RADIO? IT'S THE

GREATEST, FRIENDLIEST, MOST
COMFORTABLE AND ANXIOUS -TOPLEASE UNIVERSITY IN THE WORLD

By

George Kent

I L L U S T R A T E D

B Y

J

I

M

K E L L Y

A
11

AH, RAH, Radio has more
teachers, more professors, more
doctors, more lecturers than any
other school, college or university in the world-but they don't watch
the students. They don't pick on them.

¡

No sir. You can cut classes, play hookey,

1

!!
/I

\

be late and make funny faces and they
won't say a word. Not a mumbling word.

Over 40,000,000 people went to this
school in 1934 and there was no crowding.
Any other college that had even 50,000
would explode or all the dear boys and
girls get trampled to death. Columbia
University in New York is about the
largest in the country and that has only
about 35,000.
The class rooms in dear old Radio are
comfortable, maybe too comfortable. You
can go to school as you comb your hair,
as you do the ironing, as you drive, as
you lie in bed. Wherever there's a radio
set, there's school. And if you don't like
the teacher-click!
I don't care what it is you want to

learn-from winning a horse race to winning a husband-it's taught over these
bewitching waves. And it's taught with
an artful and dramatic twist and twirl
that makes even the hardest subject seem
easy. The variety of subject matter is
almost incredible. There's music that
helps one -year -old babies jump up and
down in their cribs ; nursery rhymes for
four-year-olds ; John Martin for eightyear-olds ; Uncle Don for ten -year -olds ;
and so on up the scale to the Battle of
Bull Run which is a story told for the
special benefit of grandpaw.
Had you been a careful person last
year and gone to school instead of
squandering your radio hours on such
charming v-astrels as Eddie Cantor, Fred
Allen and all, you could have been quite
a bit further along than you are today.
You could have
And this is serious
gotten started on any of twenty careers.
By whirling the dial you could have heard
lectures on law, medicine, journalism,
advertising, (Continued on page 78)
!
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HERE'S THE PRIVATE
DOPE ON PUBLIC FOLK

NBC Announcer James Wallington poses with his new wife, Anita
Fuhrmann, New York dancer.

Here's Walter Paterson, the Captain
Nicky of "One Man's Family" who,
on the air, is engaged to Claudia.

The blase announcers at Columbia studios in Chicago
have offered to take the unsophisticated engineers of the
net to a- few night spots in order to inoculate them with
a little nudity. The offer came in the wake of Sally Rand's
broadcast from the World's Fair to the Byrd expedition.
One of the younger broadcast technicians was assigned to
Sally's boudoir to cut in the fan dancer at the proper
second in a six -point pickup from the Fair. Sally breezed
into her dressing room without the usual fan or balloon.
It was too much for the engineer. He got his wires
crossed, plugged in the wrong spot and burned out his
amplifier. There was just time enough to make a replacement.
Virginia Rae, NBC soprano, surprised her friends and
fans by taking time out between programs to marry
Edgar H. Sittig, New York cellist. He draws the bow
for several NBC orchestras.
Pat Kennedy was held up, stripped of his clothes and
.

(Top) The Honeymooners, Grace
and Eddie Albert of NBC. (Bottom) The Vass Trio, harmonizers.

beaten senseless the week before he was to premiere on
his new Columbia show with Art Kassel's orchestra.
When he came to, he flagged a cab and slipped into his
hotel in BVDs. Pat had been at the Chez Paree to see
Helen Morgan, appearing there with Henry Busse's Orchestra. The Unmasked Tenor lives just a couple of
blocks away at the Medinah Athletic Club. Feeling the
need of a little fresh air he decided to walk home. As he
passed an alley a couple of thugs darted out and overpowered him. Three days later he was to have a dress
rehearsal for his new commercial show, but his voice
was in no shape to do any singing. One holdup man had
almost choked him to death and did serious injury to his
vocal chords. For several days physicians doubted that
he would be able to open his own show. Sponsor told
him to take it easy and when the big moment arrived Pat
was again fit as a fiddle.
Abe Lyman's sister recently became the mother of a
baby girl. When she returned from the hospital, a nurse
was employed to care for her and the child. But when
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INTIMATE ITEMS HOT

OFF THE GOSSIP LIPS
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(Top) Judy and Jane are on NBC.
Bottom) Reed Brown, Helen Claire,
John Griggs in "Roses and Drums."

Irene Beasley was recently crowned popu-

larity queen of the National Radio &posifion in New York's Madison Square Garden.

the nurse learned the family was Jewish, she walked out.
Did you know that sisters of Ben Bernie and Phil Baker
operate a milk farm and sanitarium together at Harrison,
New York ? That's the second team of Baker and Bernie.
One Man's Family has been increased. Bernice Berwin, who plays the part of Hazel, has a brand new baby
son. He was born in October, weighed six and a half
pounds and was named Berwiri Brooks Berlin. Bernice,
in private life, is Mrs. A. Brooks Berlin, wife of a San

Francisco attorney.
A budding romance is that of Elizabeth Love, the leading lady in Roses and Drums on NBC, and James Glover,
who writes the script for that program.
If his doctor will guarantee to take out Bing Crosby's
appendix around midnight on a Tuesday and have him on
his feet again for his broadcast the following Tuesday,
Bing is going to indulge in the operation as soon as he
finishes his next picture, "Here Is My Heart."
Though divorced from Captain Eldon Burn, Alice Joy
and her two children recently passed a vacation with

Dennis King h heard both
as an actor and a soloist on

the National networks.

Burn's parents in Canada. Burn is now employed at the
swank Blackstone Hotel in Chicago. He never fails to
keep Chicago newspapers informed when there is anything noteworthy in the divided family.
Conrad Thibault has just signed a contract with the
producers of Show Boat which assures him of remaining
on that program until September, 1935.
Two Chicago radio beauties have headed for glamorous
movieland this fall. First to leave was Dolores Gillen
who played with NBC's Princess Pat Players and took
the part of the baby in Today's Children. At Columbia'
she appeared in The Romance of Helen Trent and was
to have taken the lead in the show, Fish Tales, when she
got the call from Hollywood. Dolores Gillen in many
pictures bears a striking resemblance to Janet Gaynor.
Second beauty to leave Chicago airlines for pictures was
Dorothy (Dolly Face) Lamour, featured songstress with
Herbie Kay's orchestra. Miss Lamour comes from way

Brown
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(Above) The famous Mormon Tabernacle Choir of Salt Lake City
heard every Sunday over CBS. (Left) The King's Guards, discovered
by Paul Whiteman in California. (Bottom) Fred Huffsmith, tenor, is
heard on the Firestone series on NBC.

down south in New Orleans.
David Ross, ace CBS announcer and
poetry reader, was politely kicked out
of NBC the other day. The Studebaker
people were so pleased with the way
Ross announced their CBS shows that
they hired him to announce their NBC
programs. Ross showed up at Radio
City ready for work. But NBC had
Announcer John S. Young on the job.
Richard Himber, Studebaker orchestra
leader, broke the news to Ross that NBC
had turned thumbs down and wouldn't
permit the CBS man on its network.
Ross left in a hurry. The odd part of it
all is that singers and orchestra leaders
appear on both networks. But not announcers.
Baby Lily Segust lay dying at Cook
County hospital in a charity ward. Her
mother was also dangerously ill. Joseph
Segust. her penniless father, was frantic
because the baby needed a transfusion
but no donor could be found whose
blood matched the infant's. A friend
had an idea. She called Dr. Herman
Bundesen at WLS. The Chicago health
commissioner was on the air at the time.
A studio attendant interrupted him with
the plea that he ask for volunteers so
that the baby might have a transfusion.
I)r. Bundesen called for donors. Within
fifteen minutes, three men appeared at

the hospital to give their blood. The
first one was found to have the right
type and the baby's life was saved,
thanks to radio and the donor.
It's no use offering John Barclay,
star of the Palmolive Beauty Box Theatre a cigarette or a cocktail. He's off
both for the sake of his voice.
Elaine Melchior, the Ardala of the
Buck Rogers series, underwent a mastoid operation recently.
The Betty Borden who had the honor
of being the first unknown guest presented on the program, "Lanny's Log
Cabin Inn," by Lanny Ross and RADIO
STARS Magazine had never sung before
over a microphone. Yet many who
heard her said she wasn't as nervous
as a lot of the network stars. The surprise of the program came when the
real identity of Betty was discovered.
She's the great- great -granddaughter of
the founder of Borden's Condensed
Milk Company.
Though it's been on the air two
years, John Royal, NBC program chief,
has just discovered Irma Glen's program of "Lovable Music." The program
is sponsored by a woman who does not
want her name known, so it has been
presented just as if it were a sustaining
feature. Mr. Royal objected to this on
the ground that the broadcasters' code

(Right) Tony Wons, master of ceremonies, for "The House by the Side of
the Road" on NBC Sundays. (Bottom) Anne Seymour appears in the
Grand Hotel dramas. She's the seventh consecutive generation of
her family to be an actress.

an unorthodox arrangement. So Irma has become the
sponsor, but the dope is that the mysterious lady is still paying for the
lid not permit such

program.
s Joe Penner stopped off in Detroit recently to visit his parents. He wanted
them to give up their little home there
in an unfashionable section of the city
and let him install them in a comfortable
little place in Southern California. But
they wouldn't yield to his entreaty.
A year or so ago, Joe's father was
laid off from his job in an automobile
factory. He heard that there was work
to be had at PWA headquarters so went
around to ask for a job. Joe felt awfully
badly. about that. He knows that lots
of folks would criticize him for such an
occurrence in his family. To Joe's
father it was just a way of getting a
new job. He doesn't need work, but
can't feel comfortable without it. His
mother is the same way. She won't
even let Joe hire a maid for her.
Jessica Dragonette journeyed to Chicago in October to help the sponsors of
the Sentinels Serenade celebrate their
seventh anniversary on the air. There
was a bit of sentiment behind this trip
for this sponsor first presented her on
the air seven years ago. Incidentally
she got about seven times the fee for

this single broadcast as she did for her
first week with this show.
When Gertrude Niesen travels she
takes her father with her. Recently she
made an äppearance in Chicago, her
first in the midwest. Daddy was along.
Now her father is a youngish looking
man, so when they were presented as
Miss Niesen and Mr. Niesen, Papa
Niesen regularly added, "I'm her
father," lest he be mistaken, possibly, as
husband of the exotic Columbia singer.
It costs to be popular. Conrad
Thibault had so many guests dropping
in at his four room apartment that he
had to move to a seven room place.
Helen King, who is Em of Clara, Lu
'n' Em, spent a month's vacation in
Mexico. With her husband she was the
guest of Diego Rivera, the painter,
whose murals in Rockefeller Center
were refused on the grounds that they
extolled communism.
Jerry Cooper, the CBS baritone, had
a very unusual experience. While enacting the role of a fireman on a radio
program, the New York fire department was actually putting out a fire in
his hotel room.
A recent story on Dick Leibert, Radio
City organist, published in RADIO
STARS, mentioned the fact that Dick had
suffered from (Continued on page 97)
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(Left) Here is Radio City, a broadcastin
dream come true. In the tower is located th
home of the National Broadcasting Compan
of New York City. (Above) Helen Hahn
WEAF's first woman announcer, is picture
in the old type studio, now a thing of the pas
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IN THE YEAR 1926 Radio was ready to mount its litt
kilocycle and ride away into the night. The excitemer

tl

the novelty was over. And there was nothing to tal
its place. Nothing -zero
Radio was through!
People were still buying a few radios. But folks w?
had owned them a month or more were dipping t
aerials. Set owners from coast to coast were totil
them up to the attic, leaving them there between the lot
game and grandpa's mustache waxer. Radio was of
ward bound, going the way of mah joug, pogo sticl
diabolo and jigsaw puzzles.
Then flash! Out of nowhere Radio crashed throu
the waves in the most dramatic episode of its care,
Its greatest moment. On November 15th of that ye
the National Broadcasting Company came on the
for the first time-and yanked Radio back from oblivic
It's only eight years ago and many of you may reme:
ber the program. Graham McNamee was the announc
He spoke into a WEAF mike, hung, if you please,
the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf- Astoria. Everybo'
in Who's Who was there ! Radio had come a long d
tance from the day when studios were squeezed ii
cloakrooms or at the junk ends of factory buildings.
"Good evening, ladies and gentlemen . . ." said G
ham when the white light flashed. Historic won!
Thirty -six hundred miles of telephone wire carried s
!
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THE ADVENTURE OF THE MAN WH

.

bove) NBC brings its listeners many
special importance. Here is George
inouncer, broadcasting the Lake
lympics of 1932. (Right) Merlin H.

events
Hicks,
Placid
Aylesprth, president of NBC. Mr. Aylesworth's
imb to fame has been in step with radio's.

fent
reefing to nineteen stations extending as far west as
:ansas City, thence out over the air to 10,000,000 lisners. If you were one of them you must remember
our excitement when he introduced Mary Garden, singfrom Chicago; and then Will Rogers, doing a monlogue from Independence, Kansas. These great swoops
f radio, commonplace today, were brand new in 1926.
'his, you and the rest of us decided, was romance, adenture, a new world. And on that day broadcasting
ave the coffin a kick and came to life.
The muscle behind the kick was a man, a minister's
on named Merlin Hall Aylesworth. When he was made
Iresident of NBC he didn't know a dial from a file.
When he spoke into the mike he got the jitters. He
queaked and blasted, made an awful impression. He does
ots better now.
That night at the Waldorf, Aylesworth, who operates
)n nine or ten cylinders more than most human beings,
vas in the pantry with Weber and Fields. These fanous comedians were so scared they could barely talk.
\ylesworth was there telling them funny stories, scratch ng their heads, doing backflips-trying to make them
augh so that they could go on the air and make mil ions of radio listeners laugh. He succeeded, they clicked.
It's an old Aylesworth custom.
Radio was on its way But there was a big job to
!

Radio was a menagerie of stations clawing the air
for as much time, wave length and air possible. A free
for all The loud speakers were full of spaghetti. First
job of Merlin, the magician Iron out the air. Line up
the stations. Clear the tracks. Give the listener a break.
He walked, he rode, he drove, he flew. He had nineteen stations basted together that night of November
15th. A year later he had forty -eight sewed up.
The station question fixed for the moment, he gave
his attention to programs. Aylesworth puts on his hat,
calls on theatrical producers, bites his nails like a schoolboy. What makes people laugh ? What makes them cry?
He pleads for advice. What makes listeners listen? But
nobody seems to have the answer. Take a chance, they
suggest. Try everything. Experiment. It comes home to
Aylesworth that he is operating in virgin territory. It's
up to him to do the pioneering.
January, 1927. NBC is not yet two months old. But
Aylesworth has crossed the Rockies. A microphone is
in the California sun. An announcer in shirtsleeves reports the Rose Bowl game between Leland Stanford and
Alabama. Shivering occupants of New England and North
Dakota farmhouses hear for :he first time a coast to
coast report of a football game.
Thousands of letters pour in. Approval from his
people. This is what they like. All right, we'll give
do.

!
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YANKED RADIO OUT OF OBLIVION AND MADE IT YOUR SERVANT
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(Above) When the Lindbergh baby
was kidnapped, NBC was on the air
from the scene. (Upper right) Special
equipment was set up in South
Dakota by NBC so that Major Kepner and Captain Stevens might be
in communication with the world
during their stratosphere flight.

them more just like it. Radio stunts
don't happen, they have to be planned
far in advance. All through January
and most of February they plan for
President Coolidge's Washington
Birthday broadcast. Where shall we
place the mikes, who will be the announcers, how many stations . . .?
Countless questions find countless
answers. And the President reaches
20,000,000 over a forty -three station
hookup.
The carbon mike-in use in those
days
a bad actor. Spoils good
broadcasting. Memos to the engineering department Work on the
mike. Hire experts. Improve it.
Make it more reliable. Today, there
are mikes for every purpose.
Aylesworth calls on Otto Kahn,
lord of the Metropolitan House.
The minister's son wants grand
opera for his millions. He argues
and loses. Back to his office, but
not black with discouragement.
There are other opera companies almost as good. When does the next
plane leave for Chicago? He grabs
it and a day later he arranges the
first broadcast of grand opera. In
late January, the arias of Faust flow
into sheet -iron shacks and under leaking roofs from coast to coast for the

-is

:
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first time -broadcast from the stage
of the Civic Auditorium in Chicago.
Radio has to stand on its own
feet, must pay for itself. No British system for America under which
every set owner is taxed so much
each year. How about advertising?
He sends a salesman to an advertising agency. Pooh., says the agent.
Pooh yourself, says the salesman.
The upshot : The Queensborough
Corporation goes on the air for fifteen minutes. The first advertiser in
radio
Hundreds of letters reach
the corporation. Proof that the air
is worth money. Radio advertising
has arrived.
The Goodrich Tire people follow
with the Silvertone Band and their
masked tenor. Aylesworth has another idea. He charges out of the office
into the street. Up he goes to a
building, hurdles clerks, office boys
and secretaries and at last stands
before the power behind Pepsodent.
No, says the power. Yes, says
Aylesworth. And yes it is. Yes to
Amos and Andy. And this pair begin their march into the hearts of
the radio public.
Another day he bags General
Motors.
Not without sleepless
nights and long planning. He spins
!

a web for Lucky Strike and la
year's Metropolitan Opera broa
casts were paid for with cigaret
money.

What to do next ? It is 1927. Rad
must advance along three fronts.
must go ahead technically. It mu
pay for itself. Most important of a
it must maintain a high entertai
ment standard. Millions are ,horr,
less because of the floods in t
Mississippi Valley. Money, cloth
and food are needed. It is an oppc
tunity for Radio to perform a r(
public service. Secretary of Cot
merce Hoover comes to the mike al
broadcasts an appeal. An app(
heard by the greatest audience
history. The response is overwhelr
ing.
Lindbergh flies the Atlantic. I
turns homeward. A reception hug
than anything hitherto imagined
planned for him. Radio must
there. Aylesworth and his engine(
conspire. Six mikes are scatter
along the line of march, at t
White House, at the Cupola, at t
station on Pennsylvania Avent,
other places. Set owners in Wyoi
ing applaud with the onlooke
Three days later the same thing
repeated in New York City.
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The Peace Bridge over Niagara is
dedicated in August and the NBC
mikes catch and share with the nation the voices of the Prince of
Wales, Prince George, Premier Baldwin, Vice- President Dawes and Al
Smith. Dempsey and Tenney go
into the ring at Soldiers' Field in
Chicago. Graham McNamee sits by
the ringside. mike to his face. He
sends the blows out on the air as
fast as they are delivered.
The year conies to a close. Aylesworth examines the result. Money
earned through advertising $3,760,000. Still in the red, but not bad
for a beginning.
Politics crashed through in 1928.
The air is yours. says Aylesworth to
all political parties. Democratic and
Republican conventions go on the
air. The listeners hear Franklin D.
Roosevelt at Houston, Texas, put Al
Smith's name in nomination. They
hear him described as "the happy
warrior," a name he will always
bear.
A Democrat complains that NBC
shut him off the air in the midst of
a speech denouncing the Republicans.
Aylesworth laughs and investigates.
It's true the wire was cut -but not
by NBC. Three boys hunting a
:
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(Above) The largest
studio in the world -78
by 132 feet by 3 stories.

length of wire for a chicken coop
did the clipping.
Norman Thomas, Socialist candidate for Governor comes to the
NBC president. He lays his speech
on the table to be censored. Aylesworth throws it back at him. "You
can tear up the speech, so far as I
am concerned. Go on and speak
whenever you are ready."
Son of a Protestant minister.
Aylesworth sweats with his staff
working out a solution to the religious problem. All denominations are
welcomed. With two provisos. They
must not try to make converts.
They must not abuse another religion. Aylesworth himself overcomes
the reluctance of the Catholics and
brings Cardinal Hayes to the mike.
His father twinkles as he tells
you : "I never dreamt that a son of
mine would introduce the country's
greatest Catholic to the radio public."
That year the Farm and Home
hour and Walter Damrosch came
to the mike. The number of stations
has grown to fifty -six, a powerful,
harmonious network connected by
14,000 miles of iv ire. Aylesworth
groans as he looks at the telephone
bill:
(Continued on page 91)
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Vida Ravenscroft Sutton

VIDA RAVENSCROFT SUTTON will be remembered
when all the radio announcers of all the radio stations
have retired to dude ranches and double -entry bookkeeping. For Vida is the silent, sharp -eared lady who
changed the radio announcer from a pain in the neck to a
joy forever.
Her job is conducting the Magic of Speech program
for NBC, but her work is school marm and official spanker
for the company's announcers. She has made announcing
sweet, clear, sincere and painless. She has stuck pins in
their swell heads and boxed their ears when they tried
to talk "clawssy, doncher know, pip -pip."
There are about 3,000 radio announcers in America
and, except for a few honky -tonk talkers, all of them are
men. Behind them all- behind the high level of their
lingo and elan- stands this gray -eyed lady, barely five
feet tall. Girls, let that at least be a comfort to you.
Early in 1929 Vida Sutton came to NBC. It was shortly
after the American Academy of Arts and Letters an-

nounced that it was going to award an annual prize fo:
diction in radio. She came for the express purpose o'
making first class announcers out of just fair announcers
So Vida set up school in the studios, rang the bell, rapper
on the desk and started embroidering dunce caps.
All of the radio announcers in the network's New Yorl
stations went to her school. A hard boiled lot, a con
ceited gang, flawful and inaccurate, stilted, stiff an(
scared, contemptuous of instruction. They came to scoff
they stayed to learn. One of them, Milton Cross, a radi
pioneer, carried off the diction prize for 1929. Hi
sympathetic delivery won for him.
The next year, another of Vida's school boys won agai:
-Alwyn Bach, a head-of- the -classer. In 1931, a thir
member of the class, John Wesley Holbrook wa
crowned diction king for a year. All of which wer
feathers and feathers in the smart Paris bonnet of th
little school mistress.
When the year 1932 rolled around she looked over he

VIDA RAVENSCROFT SUTTON IS THE LITTLE "SCHOOL MARM" OF NB(
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(Above) James Wallington
( Below)

Milton J. Cross

THE MIKE

(Above) David Rou
(Below) Alwyn Bach

announcers and gave a long deep thought to David Ross,
of CBS. She was too devoted a lover of good speech,
too honest an individual not to recognize his great merit.
And she herself suggested him for the 1932 award. And
so it was.
Last year Jimmy Wallington, impetuous charmer, her
fourth winner, carried off the diction prize. Did I say
she was honest ? She is too honest, too
conscientious for her own best interests. When Jimmy won she declared
she had contributed very little to his

By B

success.

(Above) John Holbrook
(Below) Franklin b. Roosevelt

Some day when you are alone with Massa James, just
ask him and he will tell you what a profound help Vida
Sutton has been to him in his crawl up the ladder.
The lessons she taught, the methods she used, have
travelled the breadth of the land. Announcers in dinky
500 watt stations have learned by imitating her pupils.
They have learned by listening to the Magic of Speech
program. They have learned from
letters she took the trouble to write
them. The result is : Credit to Vida
Sutton for raising the standard of
radio speech, especially radio announcing, twenty notches above what it was
when she pricked up her ears and started telling radio
folk what's wrong with their talk.
Her methods are simple. The principle behind them
A-B-C, she says, and you who have a yen for going
into radio had better listen. Ah, that's the point. Listen!
Listen, listen, listen and listen (Continued on page 68)

land

Mulh olland

"His diction," she went on to say,
"is far from perfect. But he has a dramatic style. A
great enthusiasm. He brings to his reading a gusto and
a sincerity which outweigh the technical defects in his
speech."
As you see, she takes more than only correct pronunciation into consideration before passing judgment.
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WHO HAS SHAKEN UP THE BEST ANNOUNCERS ON THE KILOCYCLES
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WOULD YOU RISK
YOUR LIFE FOR

A

CAREER? ACTUALLY
STARVE AND GO WITH-

OUT SHOES? JACK AND
LORETTA CLEMENS DID!

By

Helen Hover
(Above) Jack and Loretta Clemens, who are
Bobby Gibson and Dot Myers, his wisecracking
girl friend, of "The Gibson Family." Anne Elster
(left) is one of the actresses of the same program.

WHEN you hear Jack and Loretta Clemens
basking in the golden spotlight as the juvenile
leads of "The Gibson Family" every Saturday
night over NBC, don't envy their luck.
'l hey're on top now, yes, but each step on the way up
was such a heartbreaking, torturous one that I sometimes wonder if any career is worth it.
It seems incredible that so many tough breaks could
have been crowded into their short lives. They walked
the streets of New York looking for work until their
soles were worn completely through. They didn't know
where their next meal was coming from, in fact once for
two whole days they had nothing at all to eat. They
lived in a damp basement that all but ruined their health.
And this isn't the half of it, either.
Believe you me, they deserve every bit of success
they're enjoying. I don't think there are many who would
have gone through their bitter experiences without
throwing up the sponge.
Jack and Loretta are brother and sister and they hail
from Cleveland. Ohio. They got their taste of trouble
at an early date for their father died leaving the family
almost destitute.
Loretta let down the hem of her dress, adopted a
.

Loretta and Jack Clemens are an the fallowing NBC stations each Saturday of 9:30
WEAF, WTIC, WTAG, WEEI.
P.M., EST:
WJAR, WCSII, WFI, WFBR, WRC, WGY,
WBEN, WCAE, WTAM, WWJ, WLW, WMAQ,
KSD, WOW, WDAF, WTMJ, WIBA, WEBC,
WDAY, RFYR, KOA, KDYL, KGO, KFI,
KGW, ROMO, KIIQ, KSTP.

grownup air and got a job on a local radio station as
staff pianist. Later she introduced Jack and his guitar
on her programs. Between the two of them they were
making just about enough to keep house. Things were
looking bright, when suddenly with no warning sorrow
again descended on the Clemens household. Their mother
became desperately ill.
"She must have expert care," the doctor said. "A day
On
nurse and a night nurse, special medicine and
and on he droned, while the brother and sister, wide -eyed
with terror, wondered how they coulçí raise the money.
Swallowing her pride Loretta pleaded with the station
manager to give her more work. Jack got a job at
night waiting on tables, and he would trudge home at daybreak exhausted, but with a few pennies in his pocket.
After appearing on so many programs Loretta finally
came to the attention of Station WBEN in Buffalo where
she was offered more money. So she kissed her mother
goodbye and squeezed Jack's hand hopefully.
In two months she sent for him to come. Loretta
at the piano, Jack at the
guitar and a light, bubbly
banter and songs between them. comprised
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(Above) Jack Clemens can tell you a thing
or two about the high cost of a career on an
empty stomach.

their act. That was the beginning of the team of "Jack
and Loretta."

How they managed to make ends meet, I don't know.
Their salary was almost nothing and they sent practically every cent they earned to the doctors and nurses
in Cleveland to keep the spark of life in their mother.

THEN came the black day that changed the whole course
of their lives. They shudder when they talk of it now.
First came the telegram from Cleveland. It was from
the doctor. '`Expect the worst. Mother not expected to live." Right on top of that came a call

(Above) To look at Loretta Clemens you
would never suspect what she went through
to reach the top.

from the new director at the studio where they worked.
"You're here a long time," he told them. "Two and
one -half years
too long
changing staff
two
weeks' notice
understand
sorry
you
The words suddenly took on a grim importance. "You
can't do that," Loretta cried. "You can't. We'll take a
cut in salary, but you can't let us go. We need our jobs
more than ever."
The director summoned a frozen smile. "Sorry," he
mumbled. "Have to do this."
Anyone else, I imagine, would have just broken down.
Oh, don't think that Jack and Loretta weren't bitter.
But instead of wailing and whining, they thrust their
chins out and made a resolution.
"New York!" they said. "New York or bust." They
sent their two weeks' salary to the doctors in Cleveland
and hopped on a bus.
There they were, two scared, green kids, alone in the
Big Town, no connections, no contacts, no friends, no
clothes, nothing but thirty -three dollars, a flock of worries
and a boundless amount of courage. What a start
How were they expected to know that it was almost
impossible to crash the New York networks? But they
found out soon enough.
One morning Loretta looked (Continued on page 93)
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SHOOTING TH

WORKS WITH
(Above) John Daly Murphy who is Luther Ben
of Roses and Drums. (Below) Two of the best
loved characters of NBC--the Lady Next
Door (Madge Tucker) and Milton Cross, an
ace high announcer, whom you all know well.

CAMERAMAN

Hollywood way-(left to right) Ann
Sothern, Vincent Lopez, who is crazy about movie stars,
William Van Rennselor Smith and Nancy Carroll.
(Below) Out

r

(Above) A Jack and a pair of queens: (left) Eunice
Howard (Linda) and Elizabeth Wragge (Betty Davis)
under the wings of Burgess Meredith-Red Davis himself.
(Below) Is that nice? Josef Pasternack, ork leader on
both networks, and Grace Moore of air and screen fame.

(Above) Now we ask, what chance does Eddy
Duchin's notes have when the Are Chief goes
torchy? (Below) An NBC Radio Guild show. (Left
to right) Burford Hampden. Charles Webster. Elsie
Mae Gordon, Bennett Kilpack and Marie Carroll.

0,

(Below) With a final tug at the old trunk strap Ray
Perkins wheeled off on a 1200 mile tour the past
summer. The wanderlust bug is always biting Ray.

r

(Below) At home: Gladys Swarthout and Husband
Frank Chapman (center) and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
S. Firestone, Jr., choose a song for their show.

(Left) In the
merry old days
in England when
Dad did all the

worrying-John
Young at Cambridge where he

learned that
trick announcing for NBC.

(Right) Those famous twins, Cliff
and Claudia Bar-

bour of One

Man's Family,
are Kathleen
Wilson and Burton Yarborough.

(Left) Have you
been wondering
how Bing Crosby's brother Bob
looks? Here he
is. Sings with the
Dorsey orchestra.

(Lower

left)

Muriel
Wilson and

When

Lanny Ross were
in Hollywood
they took Cop'n
Henry this way.

(Below)

Rudy

-

Vallee does his

daily dozen

working out arrangements for
his big Variety
show each week.

(Right) Nobody
suspected Irma
Glen, NBC organist, of being
an angler until
she went on her

vacation last

summer. She assures you that
she caught fish.

(Left) Al Pearce
with part of his

Gang,

Mabel

Todd, his snappy
little
humming

bird, and the

young baby
goat, "Celeste."

(Right) Walter C.

Tetley,

child

actor of NBC,
got the biggest
thrill of his life
when this ship
sailed for Europe.

(Lower right)

If

our Joe Cook

doesn't watch
out he's going to
kiss the verdant

green

young
:elow) This picire fibs for Al

so -.o

-o

hard.

;oodman really
nit at all bossy.

ut does

that

an know what
he wants!
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SHE PAID THE PRICE
THAT SUCCESS DE-

MANDED UNTIL

. . .

SYNOPSIS

Myra Gorman was born and raised in the little
Missouri town of Gilesburg. Besides being very
pretty she had the kind of a voice that radio was
making famous. So when Cass De Voe, a handsome,
dashing fellow from the city, found her working in a
music store he did not have a hard time persuading
her to come to him at Beacon City with the promise
that he would arrange a radio audition for her.
Naturally Myra Gorman was overwhelmed with
gratitude, besides being attracted by Cass's suave,
easy manners. And in spite of the pleadings of
Dan Kelland, who was in love with her and warned
her against the "city slicker," she left Gilesburg.
From the first she was suspicious of the phoney
setup of Cass De Voe's office, but being half in love
with him, she would not admit to herself that he was
running a racket although it was apparent.
When her savings were gone she was forced to
become an entertainer in a cheap roadhouse. There
a talent scout discovered her and she became a star,

believing Cass had arranged it.
That night she went to his apartment. She was
more in love with him than ever and she made no
objections when he became her business manager
and drew up a contract that took half of her salary.
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SINGER
WAS only when a day or two passed without my
I tortured myself with the age -old quest n: "Does he still care?" But when I did see him, when
took me in his arms and kissed me with the old passionfervor, I was lulled into a false security. How false,
night not have guessed so soon but for my unheralded
;it to his office one late November afternoon, after our
1st real quarrel.
My hundred a week -which was only fifty, after his
didn't go very far. I knew now, from what I'd
irned at the studio, that I was giving him an exorbitant
mmission. It wasn't the money itself that rankled. but
tatuated though I was, I couldn't help feeling that he'd
Ken a pretty raw advantage of my ignorance and
experience. The night he told me to get myself a
appy winter outfit. a frock and hat with real dash to it,
Hear to a Board of Trade luncheon at which I was
be guest of honor, I implied as much. " \What with,
iss ?" My voice was shaky. but the words rushed out.
'm just able to get by on my salary, or what's left of
and you know it
You're getting a pretty big cut
it of my earnings.
If I'd known more about such
1

:ing Cass that
1

t-

!

ings.. . ."
He wheeled on me, his handsome eyes narrow and
;rd. I'd never seen that look on his mouth before. It
as mean, rapacious. "Yeah? Who's been getting at
)U ? I didn't coerce you any into signing up with me,
I remember.
You were pretty anxious to do it, the
wght before your audition."
The significance of the reminder made my cheeks burn.

"So you think I'm gypping you.

Any time you want

to call it a day, kid, it's oke by me!"
"Cass!" He was reaching for his swagger coat, as if
everything between us could be broken off like that, so
far as he was concerned. "I didn't mean it! I know
you're plugging me, getting me all this publicity. . . .

Darling, I'm sorry I said anything...."
The door slammed after him. His bluff worked, just
as he'd known it would. And I put in a hag -ridden,
sleepless night that made my next morning's rehearsal a
complete fiasco. When I got back to the apartment there
was no message. I didn't even go out to lunch. lest he
call up. But the phone didn't ring. And at four o'clock,
unable to bear the uncertainty, the awful emptiness of a
life without Cass in it. I went to his office.
Ten days before, he'd hired a new stenographer, a pretty
little redhead named Julie. She wasn't at the switchboard
and I went straight to Cass's door: I knocked, but didn't
wait for any "come in." Wait, when I wanted so to
feel his arms about me again that my heart was beating
a sick tattoo?
I opened the door-and longed for the earth to open
under nie. I might as well have seen them in each other's
arms. Cass, swearing under his breath. was dabbing at
his mouth with a handkerchief. (It didn't help much,
there was a smear of, orange lipstick still visible on his
cleft chin.) And the stenographer was doing things to
her hair.
She got out, -while I leaned against the wall, my knees
buckling under nie. Cass greeted me as if nothing hac
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happened. It wouldn't have hurt so much had he been
sullen or defiant. But to have him play the lover almost
killed me. And to my undying shame, I ignored the
whole episode. I let him take me in his arms; I asked
him to forgive nie for what I'd said the night before.
Oh, a girl in love is a glutton for punishment!
We made up. I couldn't lose him, could I? And I
pretended, in the weeks that followed, that everything was
just the sanie. But in my heart I knew better. I knew,
now, why he was away so often. I knew that he wasn't
That he only wanted to
capable of loving any woman
keep me in this abject state because I might prove a gold
mine to him some day. Yet, wanting him with every
breath, I clung as long as I could to the diminishing
crumbs of comfort his facile lip service of love held out.
!

H

But I might have spared myself my fine resolutions,
It wasn't Cass the lover who beat down my resistance
that night after my broadcast. It was a trigger -tense,
wary -eyed Cass who had too much on his mind to make
any show of devotion or penitence.
He knew, of course, of my big chance. But when I
told him why I meant to take it, at any figure, his lip
curled. "Getting ready to bail out on me, huh ?" he said
softly. "Not so fast, Baby! Listen to me for a minute.

."

.

.

"If you think you can keep me from going

to Mid

.

.

!

EAVEN only knows why my broadcasts didn't suffer.
L'ut they didn't. Maybe a torch singer to be really

hot has to know what a torch song is all about I did,
God knows.
However that, my fan mail kept increasing; my sponsor
began to talk about signing me up again, at double the
figure. Then, just before my contract ran out, the miracle
happened. I was offered a thirteen weeks' contract over
the networks, singing iii Mid -City on the Beauty Glow
hour.
It meant a nation -wide hookup ; it meant a salary that
took my breath away it meant leaving Beacon City where,
despite my success, I was so unhappy. And above all,
it meant a clean break with Cass. That, I realized at
last, had to come. I couldn't go on cheapening myself
much longer. And so long as I was seeing him at all,
T couldn't set myself
free.
So, after a four -day stretch of not seeing him or hearing
from him, I braced myself for the final showdown. I was
through, I told myself. I owed him nothing but humiliation and heartbreak and this time nothing he could do or
say would change me. Life was becoming too miserable.
!

;

"Why, Dan

..."

I whispered in my
funny new voice. "Dan

..."

-

City
." I blazed at him. For the first time the toue!
of him seemed to soil me. I struck his hands from mi
shoulders.
He laughed. "Would I be keeping us out of the bi¡
money at this part of the game? Us, I said
Listen
I'm in a bad jam, and the dough we're going to sign ul
for tomorrow is going to be a lifesaver -for both of us!
He blew a smoke ring that broke, scowled at it. "Th
I). A. is making a grandstand play against the radi
rackets next month, it seems. A lot of suckers have bee
bellyaching and it's time for Cass De Voe to do a fad(
out. Unless I leave town fast I'm going to be indictee
So let's drink to the Beauty Glow sponsors-and a fres
start in Mid -City !"
I watched him splash Scotch into a glass with a sicl
dead feeling inside of me. "You don't seem to under
stand," I told him. "I'm sorry you're in a jam, Cas
But it doesn't concern me-and it isn't going to. We'

through...."

"Yeah ?" His grin was insulting. "You'd be su
prised, sweetheart Just let me be indicted and see ho
much it concerns you There'll be plenty of publicity and the wrong kind, I promise you that. The sort that
cook little Myra Gorman's goose. Once it's known th
she's my girl ..."
And that was that. It was blackmail, of course. But 1i
most victims of their own folly, (Continued on page 7
!
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waved to her.
he waved, too, but she didn't yell back which was
ny, but maybe it was because we were so far away.
urge said, "Don't be silly, Gracie -that's not your aunt,

t

is the Statue of Liberty." But I know it was my
It because she was

taller than the Statue of Liberty

my uncle wasn't with her.
Ve stayed on the water five days because we couldn't
off. And really water isn't bad to stay on when you
tt t take anything else. I felt fine when we had a
rm, but as soon as it calmed down, I was so sick I
traght maybe I was in the wrong stateroom. But after
I!
I

third day out, I knew I wasn't because I recognized
He looked exactly like the photograph on his

orge.
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You can hear Burns and Allen each
Wednesday at 9:30 p.m., E.S.T., over
the following Columbia stations:

WADC, WOKO, WCAO, WNAC, WKBW,
WKRC, \VHK. CKLW, WOWO, WDRC,
KMBC, WCAU, WJAS, WEAN, KMOX,
WSPD, WJSV, KERN, KMJ, KHJ, KOIN,
KGB, KFRC, KDB KOL, KFPY, KWG,

KVI, WBT, KRLD KLZ, WBIG, KTRH,
\CCO, WDSU, KOLA, KSL, KTSA, WORC.

Gracie Allen

By
UCH as we needed a vacation, we hated to
leave New York. But we had to, because
it was very hard to pack and we had too many
grips as it was. We got on the S.S. Rex
I, we certainly were rex by the time we battled our way
e railing to wave goodbye to everyone. I didn't see
aunt till after the pier pulled out and then I yoo -hooed

4401

passport. And you know those funny passport pictures.
The boat was as large as a hotel and there were lots of
people all around, but I stayed, with George because I
didn't have anyone else to miss.
Finally we arrived at Naples. Did I tell you we were
away three months -June, July and Naples ? I was
awfully disappointed right away. Everyone was talking
about the Bey of Naples, but I didn't see one Arab in
the whole place. There's one thing I can say for it
though, when the Boy Scouts over there make a fire,
it surely is a good one. They call it Vesuvius -which I
think is awfully silly, don't you? I looked around for "The
Last Days of Pompeii "
thought maybe they'd be playing a return engagement, but I couldn't find it and so I
hunted for Cecil DeMille but I couldn't find him either.
So we went to Capri, but we had to leave it because
Capri is seven and one -quarter and George takes a six
and seven- eighths capri.
Well, since all roads lead out of Rome, we went there
next. I liked it pretty well except that I think after all
these years, they'd -at least paper (Continued on rage 4,4')
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RICHARD HINHER WAS JUST AN EASY -GOIN
UNTIL THE GIRL HE LOVED THREW HIM OVE:

Richard Hirnber
A girl hadn't jilted Richard Ilimber. he most certainly would not be directing his own orchestra_
Have you ever been turned clown' Well. you am
imagine that desperate "to- hell -with -it -all" feeling it
gives you. It gave Himber the nerve to plunge into the
wildest. most reckless idea in the world. a scheme that he
normally would never have attempted.
As for hi, romance with the girl -well. that was all a
mistake from the beginning. They were as mismated as
any two people possibly. could lie_ but they were both
terribly in love. TImmt combination is as dangerous as
TNT, but in Dick's case the explosion proved to be a
lucky accident.
He met the girl about three years ago at a society party
while he was working in the band. She was a guest there.
one of the laughing debs who Glanced past the bandstand.
If I were to tell you her name you'd recognize it, for
you've doubtless seen it loads of times in the society
columns. Whatever prompted her to sneak away from
her blue- blood friends to be with him, the violinist. is
1:
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more than I can say. But their meeting that night
on to other date- and plunged them headlong; in boy,
They didn't have much in rnmmon. He was wra(
up in music, she was interested only in the social wl
She was a (laughter of prominent Social Register s.
Dick had been born on the wrong side of the tracks. le
was a sleek pr(xluct of a finishing school and Himber
most boisterous. unaffected redhead I've ever met. I
tell you this about these two right off so that you
understand what a strange romance theirs was boun
be. It started off on the left foot. but like a ball of

Their romance was the talk of Broadway and Fir
Avenue. At late spots. after Dick was through work;
he would be seen with this girl. tall. aristocratic
beautiful. clinging to his arm. On the surface it P
peared like an ideal match, for they were both in
with each other and they cooed and held hands op(
It was when the girl asked him to give up his ca
that the fireworks started.
I)ick was in a critical situation at the time. Ever s ct

MUSICIAN
AND THEN-

By

Martia

McClelland

Richard Nimber is on the fallowing NBC
stations each Monday at 8:00 p.m. EST:
WEAF, WTI C, WTAG, WEEI, 1VJAR,
\V('SH, WRC, W( ;v. WREN, WCAE,
WTAM, \\'SA1. W\IAO, KS!), 1V11O, WOW,
WI)AF, KVOO, WKV, WFAA, K1'RC,
WOAi, KTBS, WOC, WBAI'.
and an the fallowing CBS stations each
Saturday at 9:30 p.m. EST: WABC, WADC,
WOKO, WCAO, WAA1(, WKIIW, wBW1,
WKRC. WHK. CKLW, WDRC. WFIO.I,
WCAU, WIAS. WEAN, WFBL,
WSI'I). 11'JSV, WGST, KSIOX,
WCCO, WRNS, WDSU, WSBT, KFII.

Peg LaCentra, girl singer,
going over an arrangement.

Dick and

he was fourteen he had been earning a living with his
violiil. Ile was one of those "child prodigies," but instead

of basking in the smiles and beams of gushing adults.
he left high school to get a job. It was Sophie Tucker
who gave him his first chance. He toured the vaudeville
houses as her accompanist all(l his whole life from then
Nva' spelit in the theatre with its rough and ready
people. It r('as his life, an(1 he loved it. His fame ás a
musician spread and Rudy Vallee sent for him to be his
chief musical arranger.
He didn't intend to work much longer for Vallee or
for any other bandleader. for that platter. Dccp clown
in his heart he wanted to have his own orchestra. but he
wasn't (luite ready for it yct. For as a shrewd showman
he knew that his orchestra would have to be different.

\TI(,

he had achieved this ambition, he (lecided, he
could not possibly ask the girl to marry hint. First
of all. she couldn't be expected to adjust her life to live on
his present salary. And ;,esides the money problem, Dick

felt that he had to balance her social standing by building
up his own prestige in the music world. It wasn't just
pri(le, it was good common sense. You can understand
how he felt.
But the girl didn't understand. She just knew that
Dick was spending more of his time with his music than
with her. With all of the arrogance and confidence of
the wealthy, she thought that money could solve any problem. "Let's have fun." she would say. "Leave all of
this and let's hop on a boat and see the world."
\\'hen Dick would remind her that he had a job and a
career to think of. she would pout. "But you don't have
to work. I have plenty of money. We can live on that.
There's nothing wrong in that."
Can you imagine Richard Himber, knowing his background as you already (lo, living on money provided by
a rich girl's father ? the idea repelled llinl.
That was the beginning of the end. They were both
pulling in opposite (lirections. Every time they saw each
other, the old argument was (Continued on page 79)
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Helen Marshall, soprano.
Dr. William Lyon Phelps,
commentator.

The Swift Hour h on the air of 8 p. m.
each Saturday, over these stations:

EST,

WEAF, WTIC, WTAG, WEEI, WJAR,
WCSH, WFI, WFBR, WRC, WGY, WBEN,
WCAE, WTAM, WWJ, WLW, WMAQ,
KSI), WOW, WDAF, WTMJ, WIBA, KSTP,
KTBS, KPRC,
WEBC, WKY, WRAP,
WOAI, KOA, KDYL, KGO, KFI, KGW,
WHO.
KHQ,
WOC,
KOMSO,

Sigmund Romberg, conductor -composer

ICJ
SERVICE TO RADIO
OUT of the Treasure Chest that

is

my and your radio

It is called the Swift
cames another notable program.
Hour, and it presents ta every son and daughter of Uncle
Som an "open sesame" ta life made fuller and mare

beautiful.

At the risk of seeming saphomaric in my enthusiasm,
want ta call attention again ta the richness af the fare
that rides the airwaves these winter nights. I want ta call
attention, toa, ta the mogic af the men-scientists whase
camplex gadgets propel beauty and inspiratian to the
earth's addest carners. Art and science naw came hand
in hand to our parlors, and
for one shall never cease
marveling.
shall never cease marveling, far instance, at the miracle
af the Dakota former and the Flarida fruit -grawer having
at her fingertips the voice and music of such a master
I

I

I

os Sigmund Ramberg. "Music by Romberg" has lang been
o magic phrase in the skyscroper canyons af Monhotton.
For a decade, New Yarkers have poid high prices to listen
to his "New Moan," "Desert Sang" and "Student Prince."
But to mast af the rest af the world, his warks have came

by "second-bond."
The Soturday evening Swift Haur has changed that.
It gives us Sigmund Romberg and Dr. William Lyan Phelps,
fomaus Yale professar and student af life, as ca- members
af as friendly and effective a rodio team os these eors
have yet heard. It gives us rich and understandable music
written by the masters of oll time, climaxed each week by
an original number composed especially for radia by
Sigmund Romberg himself.
These twa men, masters of their craft, have added much
to the jay of listening. With their talents, they embellish
this newest farm of entertainment, making radia even richer
and finer. With their fellow entertainers, they deliver to
us each Saturdoy evening at eight o'clock EST a musical
tonic for tired business men and mothers olike.
Because of this, RADIO STARS Mogazine presents
to Sigmund Romberg and his distinguished associates this
month's RADIO STARS Award far Distinguished Service
to Radio.
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T sixty, Nellie Revell, mother of two grown
daughters and grandmother of an eighteen -yearold granddaughter, is alive and on! the air today,
because she had the courage to fight with death
and the spirit to laugh at it.
For five long years the Grim Reaper was ever by her
side, through every tortured and agony -scarred moment,
Nellie laughed.
If you have heard part of her story before, don't
stop me, for it is the magnificent saga of a magnificent
woman and every single word of it bears retelling.
Nellie won't like this
story, for she hates to
be painted as a heroine. Once she said,
"Every letter I have
received, telling nie
how courageous I was,
has made me hang my
head in shame. I any
not the Pollyanna that
many people have called
me. The biggest coward
in the world would fight
for his own life, and
that was all I did."
You have had your
share of bad hick, you
think. Perhaps all your
savings were wiped out
with the depression.
Perhaps you lost a
dearly loved one. Perhaps you have known
pain and suffering that
made you cry out in
agony.

hospital, we humped into a pillar and almost killed the
patient before we could get her to the hospital."
And Nellie Revell, a quivering mass of flesh, laughed
silently to herself. "If you didn't get her on the way
there, you'd get her in the hospital," she said. She was
too weak to speak the words aloud, but to herself she
spoke then and laughed within.
They took her to St. Vincent's
and put her in a plaster of Paris
cast. When she recovered consciousness and found herself flat

The

Well, all these things
happened to Nellie
Revell. Her life's savings were wiped out by
an unlucky investment.
They brought her news
that her son had died
at the Front. It was
then Nellie Revell, who
had always been so
brave under all the
rains of misfortune,
who had taken everything that life handed
her with a grin, collapsed. It was no momentary thing, but the
result of a malady that
had
been
growing
steadily worse f o r

year s,

a

WOMAN

who
LAUGHED

at DEATH
By

Dora

Albert

HAS NELLIE REVELL

KNOWN WHAT IT
MEANS TO BE LICKED

tubercular

spine.
Nellie didn't
know that, of course.
All she knew was that a thousand devils racked her
body.
Friends told her that she must go to a hospital, and
she, who had always been a great newspaper woman and
a 'famous press agent, who had been part and parcel of
the glittering life of Times Square, was trundled away
in an ether ambulance.
The ambulance dashed madly on its way, narrowly
missing this pillar and that post, almost crashing into
cars. The Grim Reaper's icy breath blew upon Nellie
Revell.
Then dimly, as out of a distant fog, she heard one of
the nurses saying, "The last time we went down to the
52

NEVER IN HER LIFE

on her back, she moved her right arm across the smooth

plaster casing and laughed, "So this is Paris !"
The months that followed were trying ones for Nellie
Revell. Accustomed all her life to earning her livelihood
by trouping through every darn state in the union, never
having known before what it meant to ask for help,
Nellie Revell couldn't even turn from side to side now
unless a nurse turned her. Never had she known what
it meant to be licked. Now for the first time she was
helpless in the grip of a malady she couldn't understand.
In all her armory she had only two weapons with which
to fight- courage and laughter.
"What in the world have you got to laugh at ?" her

Nellie Revell with her
friend Irvin S. Cobb.

friends asked, voices choked and eyes misty with tears.
Had she told them the truth, she might have said, "If
I don't laugh, I may cry, and whatever happens, I'm not
going to whimper."
All her life Nellie had found it easy to laugh. Why,
she'd even been kicked out of school for laughing in the
midst of a serious lesson. Now for the first time in her
life, she had to look around for things at which to laugh.
\N-hen her pain and agony grew overwhelming. she told
herself. "I'll take the blackest thing that happens each
day and turn it into a laugh. I'll look at it sunny side

up"

They put her into every kind of surgical corset and

she laughed. They strapped her in leather and iron
braces. While the mixture was soft, they put her on a
bed of mortar. which had to be built around a core,
which was Nellie. When it dried it held her more rigidly

than iron gates. She laughed.
One day Dr. Adolph Lorenz. the Viennese specialist.
came to visit Nellie Revell. While he was there, someone
said something amusing. and Nellie laughed. Dr. Lorenz
frowned. "Do von realize," he asked solemnly. "that every
time you laugh, you keep your hones from knitting together again? Stop laughing. if you want to get well."
They had taken out N ellie's teeth. they had taken out
her tonsils, they had operated on (Continued on page 70
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Here's

Lanny at

work.

Ken

Sisson,

arranger, is at the
right.

7f;,
Lanny's Log Cabin Inn can be
heard Wednesdays on these stations:
7:30 p.m.- WENR -WLS, Chicago;
KWCR, Cedar Rapids; KSO, Des
Moines; KOIL, Omaha -Council
Bluffs; WREN, Kansas City.
8:30 p.m. -WJZ, New York; WBAL, Baltimore; \\'MAL,
1W'ashington; WSYR, Syracuse; WHAM, Rochester;
KDKA, Pittsburgh; \VGAR, Cleveland; WCKY, Covington; 1VJR. Detroit; KPO, San Francisco; KFI, Los
Angeles; KGw, Portland, Ore.; KOMO, Seattle; KHQ,
Spokane; KFSD, San Diego.
9:30 p.m. --KOA, Denver; KDYL, Salt Lake.
10:30 p.m. -W KY, Oklahoma City; WFAA -VVBAP,
Dallas -Fort Worth; KPRC, Houston; \VOM, San Antonio; KTBS, Shreveport; KTHS, Hot Springs.

I

T'S

a cold Wednesday evening. A studio in Radio
City is bubbling with excitement. Standing beside
the sensitive mike, awaiting that familiar '`on the
air" signal stands the handsome Lanny Ross. His
"Lanny's Log Cabin Inn" is about to warm the winter
air.
A minute passes. Harry Salter raises his little black
baton. Lanny clears his throat. The lights fade. A
wave of the hand from the control booth starts the
entertainment for which you and I, lounging in our
own parlors, have been waiting.
Already thousands have written their praise of the
program. Some say Lanny sings better than ever before.
The program is congratulated upon its gesture to little
known yet talented and deserving artists who are given
a break on this program.
Few people know the real inside story behind this
program. They haven't heard how it threw aside all
54

ler"

Betty Borden, the first
unknown guest.

rules of broadcasting. It is my pleasure to tell that story
here for the first time.
Not so many years ago, Lanny Ross was what some
of us call "just another singer." Yes, he was good, but
so were hundreds of others. His name was unknown.
When the Maxwell House Coffee Company decided to
put Show Boat on the air, its representatives heard
Lannv and hired him.
That was over two years ago. As the program grew,
Lanny grew. Or perhaps we should say,-as Lanny grew
the program grew. In that short space of time his name
became as welcome to housewives and young girls and
college boys as the call to dinner in the ears of a hungry
youngster.
All of a sudden it dawned upon the hard-hearted souls
of Broadway that this fellow Lanny Ross had to be
watched. They couldn't ignore him any longer. He
wouldn't let them, for lie was playing on the stages of

IIEHIND THE SCENES WITH
'RADIO'S PROGRAM BUILDERS
By Ogden

Mayer

ARE YOU A LANNY ROSS FAN? THEN YOU'LL WANT

TO READ THE INSIDE STORY OF HIS NEW PROGRAM

Carolyn Strouse writes the
show's scripts.

The

orchestra director,
Harry Salter.

York theatres, touring in vaudeville, not as
'just another singer," but as the headliner, and Hollywood was making screen tests and hunting stories for
uim. Broadcastland called him one of its "big names."
Thousands of fans were writing to him each week.
Over on Park Avenue, where are located the offices of
Maxwell House Coffee and its parent company, General
Foods, they chuckled. "You're surprised?" they said.
"Well, we're not. We expected it."
It was this faith which gave Lanny his new program.
In September, when Log Cabin Syrup wanted a radio
program, its representatives didn't have to look far for
talent. On Park Avenue they had a conference. Out
in Hollywood, Lanny was unaware of the goings -on.
They rushed a message from New York to Hollywood.
"We want you to be the star of our new radio program."
The first two fundamental rules of broadcasting were
broken. Whoever heard of signing an artist without
big New

The star of the program,

Lanny Ross.

first having a special audition ? Whoever heard of sponsors asking for artists when it is usually the artist who
goes after the sponsor? But General Foods, also the
parent company of Log Cabin Syrup, knew Lanny could
do it. So why bother about a lot of silly rules?
Even then you'd think the sponsors who were paying
thousands of dollars for a program would like to hear
it once before it went on the air. Or watch a dress rehearsal. That's a rule as old as Rip Van Winkle's whiskers. But in this case, the sponsors were in New York
and Lanny was in Hollywood. They could, of course,
have found a way to get arou.id this. But another rule
the wastewas thrown where most rules belong
basket. Again their faith in Lanny gave them the confidence that the show would be good, whatever it might

-in

be.

In the meantime, not to interfere with Lanny's picture
work, his sponsors sent four (Continued on page 97)
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LAWRENCE TIBBETT
GIVES A VOCAL LESSON

1

By

Harriet Menken

pp

COULUN!
Lawrence Tibbett as intimates know him

SINE UNTIL
TO LEARN to sing well you must learn to live!
Here's a lesson for every girl and boy who has an
ambition, a yen to sing, every man and woman who
secretly dreams of some day standing behind the footlights, a dazzling operatic star, applauded by the hands
of the world.
For one. who has reached this desired musical mecca,
burningly believes this theory to be true. I speak of
Lawrence Tibbett, who has risen from a country boy who
delivered milk for ten cents a day to be a leading star
in the operatic firmament, a glamorous figure in the greatest opera house on earth-the Metropolitan.
Lawrence Tibbett told me : "I honestly believe that
unless you've had intense life experience you can't give it
in your art. To learn to sing superlatively, you must live

colorfully."
As the singer said these words, as we sat in his beautiful
East Side apartment overlooking the river, my mind reverted quickly to the colorful panorama of Tibbett's
existence. I thought that indeed I knew his life proved
his theory, but nevertheless I asked him to point out
definite instances to me which showed that he himself
really had "lived." That he'd led the colorful existence
he believed necessary for a great artist.
In reply Mr. Tibbett spoke first of his financial struggle
56

-his battle of

years to emerge from his poverty. All
experiences in this regard, Tibbett believes enriched I.
life, "though like Al Smith I may be over -sentimen
about my childhood," he said smilingly. As he sat in 1,
gorgeous study with white leather furniture and lo,
silver leaves on the piano, Tibbett spoke of the days h.
fried doughnuts for a living, of the time he'd set pins e
a bowling-alley for pennies, of how he knew the sensatii
of being tipped twenty -five cents and being glad to t
the money, of the time he'd coaxed the dimes by picki;
grapes, by milking cows, by riding horseback ten miles 'r
the mail. Mr. Tibbett believes that all this gave hin i
wider sympathy, that it was emotionally intensifying, a1
he insists that because of the breadth of his experi.er.,
when he comes to a good high note now he knows e
meaning of it
So, if like Lawrence Tibbett your pockets are not lied
with gold, take courage in your vocal ambitions.
Lawrence Tibbett laughed a little and with great chat b
when he came to another phase of his life that he :lieves made it a full one-shall we call this phase his 1.e
life? The singer honestly believes that an artist m;t
always be in love. "It's a necessary state of mind fo a
singer," he affirmed smilingly. "Fortunate, indeed, is ,e
who finds one to adore, but if he can't discover his is it
1

!

!

j

He didn't drop his collar button

Tibbetts-Mama, papa and son.

0

LIVE"

ady Fair in one individual, I believe he is perfectly
.stifled in falling in love often."
It took a great many years and a great many heartaches

indigestion than starvation." He is always extreme.
Well, young Lawrence's next love affair was in high
school when he adored Maude Howell, who was then his
'fore Lawrence Tibbett found the one true Juliet of his teacher ; and his next lady love after that was a niece of
an and in the meantime he exercised the privilege of Edmund Lowe. The following affair d'amour ended in
ring constantly with the tender passion. Indeed. his temporary wedding -bells when young -Lawrence at twenty Est youthful love affair started when he was nine and the
one married Grace Mackay Smith who had for several
aject of his affections was, alas, thirteen! Like most
years boarded with his mother. As most people know,
notional passages at that age it was a
this marriage was not a happy one, but
:ry hopeless affair indeed for young
when I asked Mr. Tibbett to tell of his
Tibbett is on the following NBC
ibbett He recovered, however. and at
romances between his first and his secstations each Tuesday at 8:30 p.m.
)urteen fell deeply and despairingly in
ond
marriage, he replied. with a twinkle
EST:
WJZ. WBAL, \atAL, WBZ,
ive again.
He loved her but she
NVBZA, WYR, WHAM. KDKA,
in
his
eyes. "Of course you know that I
WGAR. WLS, KWCR. ESO, WREN.
loved away-to Chicago. Tibbett told
should not say ,that I had many rowJR, FOIL, CRCT, CFCF.
le that he remembers as though it
mances in between, that I'm ashamed of
-ere yesterday how he saved the great
none of them, that they were all briln: of ten dollars with arduous labor. by delivering on a
liant and glorious ---I shouldn't saw this. but it's true."
'cycle for a printing firm, so that he could buy the Loved
In January, 1932, Lawrence married Mrs. Jennie Marshie a gift. It was a bracelet, which he brought to her
ton Burgard, a society girl who loved the arts -and
ith pnde and an overflowing heart. Tibbett believes his
Tibbett. She had several sons by a previous marriage,
-clings at the time were not less intense than those later
Tibbett himself had two, and together the couple have
'notions which resulted more importantly when he led
one baby of their veri' own, Michael Tibbett. whom his
is final Isolde to the altar. He is not sorry for any of
father says is the most wonderful baby in the world. The
amours for '`If you live intensely you live longer," Tibbetts are ideally happy at last. After giving bits of
'ìbbett laughed. "If I must die I'd rather die from his heart here and there, the
(Continued on page 80)
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AND so, good night, boys and girls from
eight to eighty. Next Wednesday night I
will bring you another fascinating story
behind a stamp."
Thus does Captain Tim Healy, world traveler
and lecturer, and one of the leading authorities
on stamp collecting, bid adieu to the fastest growing club in existence, a club whose membership
increases by thousands each week, every single
member newly captivated by what Captain Tim
terms the "fascinating story behind the stamp."
What is this fascination in collecting stamps?
Is it a kid's game which mothers must patiently bear with until their children
get over the craze as they eventually get over measles, mumps
and playing Indian? If so,
how then do you account
for the fact that there
are over 9,000,000
stamp collectors in
the United States
alone, as estimated by Postmaster General
Farley, 9,000,000,

among
are

whom

numbered

Yet there is a stamp of British Guia
gain
known as the "one cent magenta," because of
color, which is held for sale in England by t
widow of a noted collector named Scala. Philat
ists from all corners of the globe have
against onç another for the prize. The "one cc
magenta," is the only known specimen of its kind
existence though there may he another, or ev
several others somewhere among a musty pile
letters stored away in grandmother's attic.
Not only rarity makes a penny stamp, of gr
value. Mistakes often have created philatt
fortunes, because stamps bearing faulty d;
are prized by collectors. "You nel
know when a fortune might
lying a r o u n d your of
home," Captain Tim
fond of saying. A case
point is the story of
office boy who in 1S
purchased for i
employer a sh
of twenty-fc
cent air rr
stamps. The a
planes were i side -down. Jfore returni;
them to
post office,
boy showed
!

I

9, 0 0 01000
people can't
be c razy

kings, presidents, statesmen, men and
women prominent in public
life? Why then is
a single stamp, a
tiny bit of colored
paper that you yourself might have stepped
up to a post office window
and bought originally for
one cent, valued at $50,000?
Surely there must be a reason why
such tremendous sums of money are
represented by a bit of magenta paper with a picture and some words printed on it.
That Captain Tim was qualified to point out
those reasons has been clearly and undisputedly
evidenced by the fact that in the few short months
he has conducted the Ivory Stamp Club, he has
won a half million new converts to this hobby
and raised the total number of. stamp collectors
from 9,000,000 to 9,500,000. Those are big figures!
Fifty thousand dollars for a one cent stamp!
An increase in value of 5,000,000 per cent! Had
the scientists of the middle ages found the secret
of alchemy, they would not have achieved such a

1

oddity to

friend who h pened to be
stamp collect.
H e, o f coin
recognized the va
of the find
bought the sheet r
twenty -four dollars.
,

1

resold them for S20,0

and today they are valued t
$250.000. There is no record f
whether or not the friend split with e
office boy, .but he certainly became a collect
Even without the enhancement in value wh i
comes with rarity, canny investors, versed in sta
lore, frequently utilize them for investment p poses. A friend of Captain Tim's; for exams
withdrew his savings during the banking debe
of the late depression and bought $12,000 wo
of stamps, not from collectors, but right fr i
windows of post offices. He resold them this y r
for $30,000. Unlike a lot of optimists, who bef e
October, 1929, made a hobby of collecting ha'somely engraved stock certificates and bonds, y' r
stamp collector, tiring of his collection, can usuwy
.

at least get his money back, if not a to pass borders without attracting undue suspicion.
"You
can't say that for the average hobby," They devised various codes, some depending on
rit.
Tim
points out, which is only too true. the color arrangements of the sheets of stamps
_jitain
which they pretended were their wares, others using
owever, stamp collecting is, first and foremost,
the first letter of the name of the country printed
ibby, and to the real, dyed -in- the-wool collector,
on the stamp, or in some cases the inscription on
h thought of profiting financially never occurs_
f him, the collection comes first. It's the fun of the stamp itself. Spies who used stamps for communication were most difficult to catch, because
h thing; he works for the reward of happy,
the evidence against them was so innocent appearing
)1 sant hours that his collection brings him. Those
lcrs are yours for the asking.
save to a practised eye."
'ou like stories of adventure. Who doesn't?
Perhaps you are a sports enthusiast? Then
t .re are whole books full of adventure stories there is for you a pictured history of sports in
Jilted on the tiny faces of the stamps in your
which, as a stamp collector, you may specialize,
.section. That is what Captain Tim means
combining your interest in sports with your
w:n, in his broadcasts, he speaks of
new interest as a philatelist. With
"t.! fascinating story behind a
the revival of the Olympic games,
stnp." The stories are endit became a practise for the
e'. A simple example is
nations playing host to istt epic flight during
sue special sets of comtl- World Fair at Chimemorative stamps. In
co last year of the
1924 Hungary's set
WHAT IS TH IS FASCINAItian General
depicted modern
Bbo from Italy
sports such as
wi Mussolini's
football, skiing,
3iarmada. That
skating, diving,
TION THAT OVERWHELMS THE
is a flight of
fencing, e t c.,
a i c h your
which sold for
g °tndchildren
double their
w
read in
postal v a u e.
FAMILY FROM JUNIOR TO GRANDPA?
t e i r history
The profit was
b iks ; no tale
used to finance
o
adventure
national athlecc ld be more
tic associations.
s rring
than
Since that time
tit of these
most of the
ii-epid airmen.
sports issues have
d in stamps, reportrayed modern
v ling a true story
sports with the exsinger than fiction,
ception of the 1932
ti whole thrilling hisAmerican issue, which rety of the flight is there
verted to the ancient Greek
f the collector to read, as
discus throwers, javelin throwF inly as though it were set
ers, runners and the like.
t ore him in cold type instead of
If you were a parent, confronted
isted in series in his own album.
with the oft -recurring problem of making
aptain Tim's favorite adventure story, how - your child's studies interesting, you will achieve a
e-r, deals with the use to which spies put stamps
double end by encouraging his stamp collection.
ding the war. Captain Tim, who served in the First you will present to him, in a form that he
I fish Intelligence Department, because of his
will find enthralling, history, geography, botany,
1nvledge of stamps, was able to ferret out secret zoology and even industry of all the countries of
ants who brought that unique method of the world. More important, you will have found a
cnmunication, hitherto reserved for the use common interest with him that will make a closer
c
lovers, into the open, and apprehended the bond of understanding between you.
s es.
The collection of stamps has its lighter side ; your
`We found many spy codes made up of stamps,"
stamp collector need not be one of those pedants
I related.
"You see, for one thing stamp dealers who considers laughter frivolous. He can tell you,
c all nationalities,
because they have been accus- for instance, how red the faces of the officials of
t ned to going from country to country, were able
government engraving department became when on
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the dollar issue for the 1898 Omaha exposition, a stamp
was issued bearing the inscription "Western Cattle in
Storm," the idea being to represent the huge cattle industry of the United States and the broad reaches of the
western prairies. That was fine-until it was discovered
that the engraving on the stamp's face had been taken
from a famous engraving titled "Highland Cattle in
Storm," and that the cattle were Scottish and the
"prairies" thousands of miles from the American west. It
remained for Turkey, however, to pull the prize philatelic
boner of all time. So optimistic was she about her conquest of Egypt during the World War that she issued a
stamp showing the pyramids. When Turkey was herself
conquered by the Allies, the blow to her pride, which was
contained in the constant reminder of the stamp flaunted
in her face, made the defeat doubly bitter.
Since stamps first came into general use ninety years
ago, nations have used them for miniature bill posters to
advertise their beauties, their industries and their historic
feats. It is this last feature that causes the general impression that stamps have been in use much longer than
a century. Stamps are often used to attract tourists. In
1926, for example, Newfoundland won thousands of visi60

tors by a special issue showing the charms of its scei y
and its fisheries. The National Parks stamps issue( in
the United States just last summer, showing the Gird
Canyon, the sights of the Yellowstone and similar sc is
beauties were designed to serve the same purpose. le
issue met with such success that all the stamps have l:n
sold out except the fives and higher denominations. Sc etimes, nations' stamps sound as though they had been esigned by a press agent, so blatant are their blurbs. in
1898, a Canadian stamp boasted "We hold a vaster ern re
than has ever been," but little Guatemala went her ie
better and made a bid for trade with a stamp that Id
the world "Our coffee is the best in the world."
You have heard of the tirelessly patient genius Io
engraved Lincoln's Gettysburg address on the head ' a
pin -and those who beheld his handiwork said point( y,
"So what ?" Then consider how vastly more is written )n
these inch squares of paper. Whole histories of civi ations, of nations, of man's progress in the arts id
sciences, of love and hatred, and of romance. Small it
der that to those who have been lured by this f ascinz g
pastime, stamp collecting is, emphatically, no mere "lit'
game." It's a game that keeps one forever a kid!

Elizabeth
Walker
By

Charles Previn and the
Countess Albani, who
sings with his orchestra.

HAVEN'T YOU often read stories about husbandless

papers. It was a front page account of how one of the
air divas and screen queens, aspiring to have babies? Windy City's packingtown princesses and her wealthy
But do you recall a single instance of an unmarried king broker husband were seeking twins to adopt.
of the kilocycles. wanting to be a daddy?
"I don't believe I would want to adopt twins," thoughtYet Charles Previn, the dashing and debonair orchestra
fully observed the master melodist.
leader of NBC's Sunday night Silken
"No, I wouldn't think you would
Strings hour. if he has his way, may You can heor the Melodious Silken either," a third person at the luncheon
soon become radioland's first bachelor Strings program Sundoys of 9 p. m.. table cheerfully jeered. "Even half a
EST. on the following NBC stofions:
father.
twin would be one too many for a
WJZ, \yBAL. WMAL WBZ, WBZA,
Perhaps, it sounds like a press agent VSYR, WHAM, KDKA, WGAR, WJR, bachelor."
KWCR, KSO, KWK, WREN,
yarn, this story of an A.B. from Cornell, \LW,
"Why do you say that ?" demanded
KO1L, «'K\', KPRC. \E \R, \TAR,
\RVA,
WWNC, WJAX, W1OD,
Maestro
Previn, annoyed, and, before
who gave up professoring to pound a wPTF,
VFLA, WAVE, WSM, \'SB, W\!C,
piano in Tin Pan Alley, became con- WJDX, WSJMB, WFAA, KTBS, KTHS. the other could explain, he began giving
ductor of a series of Broadway musicals,
all sorts of reasons why an unmarried
wielded the baton at St. Louis' world- famous summer man should phosphoresce among court-made papas.
opera for five years and is now searching for a son. A
FINANCIALLY, a bachelor is capable of providing
small boy on whom he may lavish all the love and luxury
of which an Ace of the Air is capable. But it isn't. And
a good home and educational advantages for an adopted
I'll tell you why.
child. the college -bred ork leader asserted hotly. With
Lunching with him the other day in the stately mid - no wife to divert him. he has more time. more thought,
Victorian dining room of the Medinah Athletic Club in more money and more affection to give. And who
Chicago, where he resides, the conversation veered natdoubts. but that an unmarried man, who volunteers for
urally to a discussion of a story in the morning news- fatherhood. should make a better Continued on ¡gage 91)
(
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RADIO STARS

Chicago musk makers toast Ethel Shutta and George Olsen at the College Inn. Standing,
left to right: Johnny Hamp, Jan Garber, Kay Kayser, Ted Weems and Henry King.

Benny's records and copied his style of playing. When
Benny came to Yale to play for a Yale- Princeton party,
Rudy's was the relief orchestra. While Benny rested,
Vallee and his seven piece orchestra played. Rudy hoped
that Benny would notice him. But the great Krueger
gave no indication that he was impressed by Vallee.
A few months later Benny returned to play for the
Yale prom. This time Rudy determined to make the
acquaintance of his hero. While Krueger was dining,
Rudy sidled up and asked him whether he mightn't play
a bit on his saxophone, thinking possibly to find the secret
to Benny's wizardry that way.
"No, go away and don't bother nie," Benny roared.
Rudy said that he felt humiliated at the moment and
slunk away.
"But I didn't much blame him," Rudy declared in
retrospect. Benny continued to be his idol through the
years. And when Krueger's band broke up some time
ago, Vallee engaged him to play with his orchestra.
The Casa Loma Band was Brunswick's best seller on
records in September. Ray Noble, the English director,
was Victor's best bet. Brunswick has suffered a great
loss by the formation of the new Decca firm. Casa Loma,
Bing Crosby, the Mills Brothers, the Dorsey Brothers
and Victor Young have switched from Brunswick to
.

Decca.

Tiny Bradshaw and his band with the Mills Brothers
are barnstorming the South at the moment, playing
vaudeville.
Annette Hanshaw's pride and joy, Brother Frankie who
is seventeen, has organized a ten piece band to play dances
around his home town, Scarsdale.
Henry G. Weber, husband of the beautiful Marion
Claire of stage and operatic fame, has been named musical
director of WGN, Chicago independent station. Mr.
ó4

Weber has been a staff conductor with the Mid-western
division of NBC at Chicago the past two years.
Abe Lyman is now a partner in a large restaurant chain
of the West Coast.
Vic Irwin, CBS orchestra leader, won the annual tennis
tournament for Columbia employees.
According to advance notices, Enos Light and his
orchestra were due to reopen at the Claremont Inn on
Riverside Drive in New York on December 1.
George Gershwin, just turned thirty -six years, has
completed a new opera called "Porgy."
Now that Sigmund Romberg has been lured to the
microphone, we might expect Jerome Kern to be the
next big time composer to go radio. Kern is said to be
holding out for $200,000 for a thirteen week contract.
The Metropolitan Opera goes modern. Grete Stueckgold, the opera star on the Chesterfield series, recently
sang "The \\Torld Is Mine," a new popular song by
Johnny Green.
Paul Small, the tenor soloist, has slipped again with
Jack Denny and orchestra. Small bas been with Denny
for many months, left for a spell, returned and now he is
gone for good from that combination.
"Bad Dream" is the title of a new song by Jane Pickens
of the Pickens Sisters.
Rudy Vallee recently celebrated his fifth anniversary as
head man of the Fleischmann Hour.
Harry Salter is another one of those fellows lucky
enough to be on both major networks. His orchestra
plays at the Park Central Hotel in New York and is
aired by CBS. On Wednesdays, he directs his band for
"Lanny's Log Cabin Inn" program over NBC.
Beginning the first day of this month, at 10:30 p. m.

EST, the National Biscuit Company goes on the air
over NBC with three solid hours of dance music.
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O'OKING SCHOOL
"I AM A MARVELOUS

COOK!" SAYS MADAME SCHUMANN-

HEINK -AND HER
RECIPES PROVE IT!

By
"Children love my Bavarian cookies," Madame

Nancy Wood

assures us.

that -but it's going to take a whole article and four
recipe cards to tell you of the wonderful foods I learned
about during the course of our conversation. And some
place, somehow, I want to sandwich in a little description
of Madame's geniality, homely philosophy and charm.
Of course when it comes to charm I suppose I should
leave that to the beauty editor, but it is so much a part
of this dear diva that 1 want a chance, just this once, to
stop talking of the things that go into making a good
meal. to speak of the things that
so it was decided.
go into making a lovely woman!
That's how it happens that when
And that is what Madame Schuyou listen in on that program the
mann-Heink typifies -womanhood
Sunday before Christmas you will be
at its finest-mother, grandmother
privileged to hear Madame Schumann and great - grandmother, prima
Heink singing Yuletide songs and
donna, artiste, and now at the
giving you a Christmas message in her
age of seventy -three (she actually
rich sympathetic contralto voice.
boasts of her age) one of the best
Far be it from me to boast, gentle
known and certainly one of the
listeners, but I had the very same idea
best beloved stars of the air.
as the Hoover people long ago When
At the advanced age of over
Clear Soup -f-Mar row Balls =Perfectionl
I wanted someone as guest star for
three score years and ten. when
this Holiday program of mine, there
most women feel that life lies
was no other person I considered for a moment. Madame
behind them as one long dreary vista, Madame Schumann Schumann-Heink it must be And I am pleased to say, Heink talks with pride of the past and plans ambitious
Madame Schumann -Heink it was!
things for the future. Furthermore she executes her
The interview was easily arranged -Madame is like plans in a -masterly manner (Continued on page RI)

EREETINGS, friends and Radio fans.

The other day I heard that when the Hoover
Company decided to do a special Christmas program the question of a guest artist arose. Many
Radio stars were discussed as possibilities until the
moment when one inspired soul suggested Madame
Schumann-Heinle!
"Why of course!" they cried as one man (mv sleuths
inform me). "She's just the person to typify the Holiday
spirit of `peace and good will.' " And

!

!

--

RADIO STARS' Cooking School
RADIO STARS Magazine,
149 Madison A
, New York, N. Y.
Please send me

Name

..

Address.

MA1A\ME SCHUMANNHEINK'S Recipes.

(Print in pencil)
Cit,,

.
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Programs Day

ay

By

TWIRL YOUR RADIO DIAL AND SETTLE DOWN TO A TUNEFUL EVENING
SUNDAYS

(December 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd and 30th.)
9:00 A.M. EST (%) -The Balladeers, )tale chorus and Instrumental trio.
WEAF and an NBC red network. Station list unavailable.
9:00 EST (1)- Sunday Morning at Aunt Susan's. Children's program.
W A BC, \V AC. WCAU, WFBL, WCAO. WDAE. WIC:C, WHP.
\\ "HEC, WW VA. WDNC, WA DC, \\'GAR, WJAS. \VQAS1,
\VSPD. \\'PG, R'LB%', \VFEA. WTOC, \%$JS, WOKO. CKLW,
WEAN, WDBO, WJSV, WLBZ, WBIG, R'DBJ, WMAS, WORC.
8:00 CST-WFBM. KSIRC. WDOD, KRLD. KTRH, KLRA.
WISH, WIBW, KMOX, WCCO, \VSFA, WLAC. KTSA, KSCJ,
\ VACO, \VMT, KFH, \WAX, KGKO. 7:00 JIST -KSL. (Net work especially subject to change.)
9:00 EST (1)- ('oast to ('oast on a Bus. Milton J. ('rot's, master
of ceremonies.
\\'JZ and an NBC blue network. Station list unavailable.
9:30 ENT (1/4)-Trio Kouiantique.
WEAF and an NB(' red network. Station list unavallahle.
10:00 EST ('4)- Southernaires Quartet.
Poignant melodies of
the Soul h.
wJZ and an NBC blue network. Station list unavailable.
10:00 ENT 0/2)-Church of the Air.
WABC and a Columbia network. Station list unavailable.
10:00 EST (%) -Radio pulpit-Dr. S. Parkes Cadman. SIixed
quartet,
WEAF and an NBC red network. Station list unavailable.
11:00 EST (5 urin.) -News Sers ice.
WEAF. W,JZ and NBC red and blue networks. Station list
unavailable.
11:00 EST (1)-Major Bowes' Capitol Family. Tom )IcLaughlin,
baritone; Hannah Klein, pianist ; Nicholas Cosentino, tenor;
The Guardsmen, male quartet; symphony orchestra, N'aldo
Mayo, conductor.
WEAF and an NBC red network Station list unavailable.
12:00 Noon EST (1/2)Salt Lake City Tabernacle Choir and Organ.
Magnificence in relig s aursic.
\%ABC, WADC, WOKO, WJSV. WDAE, WLB\V, WTOC.
CKLW, WNAC, WTIK, \VDRC, WQAM, WLBZ, WHP. WMAS.
WJAS. WFBL, WSPD, WDBO, W'1CC, W'FEA, WORC. 11:00
CST- WBBSI, R'FBM, WDOD, KRLD, KTRIi, KLRA, KSCJ,
\ VACO. WISN, WCCO, WSFA, W LAC, WMBD, KTSA. M 113W,
WMT, KFH, KNAX, WNOX, KGKO, WALA. 10:00 )INTKLZ, KSL. 9:00 PST-KOH. (Network especially subject to
change. Majority of above stations begin carrying program
at 11:30 EST.)
12 :30 P.M. EST (1) -Radio City Concert.
Symphony orchestra;
Chorus; Soloists.
R'JZ and an NBC blue network. Station list unavailable.

(Left) Mildred
Bailey, the Rocking Chair Lady,
is now on NBC.

12:30 EST (1/.r) -T1to Guitar singing with his guitar. (Brlllo,)
\VAJ3C, WADC, \YOKO. WCAO. WNAC, WKBW, WKRC,
WHK. ('KL\V, WDR(7, WJAS, WEAN. R'ó'731., WSPD, WJSV,
WMAS, WORC. 11:30 UST- WBBSI, WOWO, WFBM, KMBC,
WHAS. KMOX.
1:00 EST (r ) -Dale Carnegie tells strange tales of people who

made history. Leonard Joy's orchestra. (Slaitex)
WEAF, \VTAG, \\'Flak, WREN, R'T1C, WEE', WRC, WCAE,
WJAR, \\'F1, WGY, WTAM, W\\'J, \VSAI.
II:00 EST (',4)- Church of the Air.
W ABC, \\'AAIi, ('KL\%', \VFI31,, WQAM, \VF'G, %VDOD, WHP,
\\'TOC, R'SJS, WOKO, \VGR. \\'DR(', WSPD, WDBO, \V1.13Z,
\VDBJ, (SFR IL \V(_)R(', WCAO. WKRC, WJAS, WDAE. WBT,
RBIG, WHEC, \\'\\'\'A. WDNC. 12:00 Noon CST- 1,4.'11BM,
KM13C, KRLD, KTRH, KLRA, WCCO, WSFA, WLAC, KTSA,
KSCJ, WSRT, \\'1B\\', WACO, WAIT. KFH, KGKO. WALA,
%VNOX.

KOH.

11:00

A.M. MST -KLZ,

KSL.

10:00

PST-KIiJ,

(Network especially subject to change.)
1:30 EST (%) -The National Youth Conference-Dr. Daniel A.
Paling. Mu.ie and male quartet.
\'JZ and an NBC blue network. Station list unavailable.
:30 EST (1/4)-Big music front Little .Jack Little. (l'inez.)
WA BC. WADC, WCAU, R'FHL, WHK, WJAS, WJSV, WKBW,
W

1

WKRC, CKLW. 12:30 CST -KMBC, KMOX, KRLD, WBBM,
WCCO, \\'F13S1, WHAS, WOWO.
1:30 EST (14) -Mary Small, literally little In years and name.
William U irges orchestra. Guest artists. (B, T. Babbitt um!
Vo.)
\\'1:AF, WFI, \%SAI, \\'RC, WTAG. INFER, \\'TAM, WWJ,
\\'JAR, WGY, WEEI, WTIC, WJ3EN, WCAE, WCSN. 12:30
CST- \\'.MAQ, WHO, \VOW, WDAF, KSD.
1:45 EST (%)
Kennedy with Art Kassel and his Kassels in
the Air orchestra, (Paris Medicine Co.)
W ABC, \VKRC, WCAU, WJSV, WCAO, WHK, WJAS, WI3NS,
Glt. CKLW, WSPD. 12:45 ('ST -WBBM, WOWO, WFBM.
KMBC. \Vero, WMT, \\'HAS, K:1IOX, WGST, KRLD, \\'DSU.
11:45 A.)I..\IST-KLZ, KSL. 10.45 PST-KFBK, KDB, KWG,
KHJ. KOIN, KGB, KFRC, KOL. KFPY, KVI.
2:00 EST (1/2) -Lazy Dan, the Minstrel Man. (Irving Kaufman to
us.) (Boyle Floor Wax-)
WABC, WADC, WCAO, WNAC, WKBW, WMRG. WRNS,
WKRC, WHK, CKLW, \\'DR(', WCAU, \VDBJ, WJAS, WEAN'.
W FBL. WJSV. \VBT. WHEC.
1:00 CST- \VBBM. WOWO.
WFBMI, KMBC, WHAS, KMOX, KOMA, R'IBW, 'VGST,
KRLD. KFA13, WCCO, WLAC, WDSU, WMT. 12:00 Noon
MST -KLZ, KSL. 11:00 A.M. PST-KMJ, KFBK, KDB, KWG,
KH.J, KOIN, KGB. KFRC, KOL, KFPY, KVI.
2:00 EST (1/2)-)1ohawk Treasure Chest. (Mohawk Rugs.)
W EAF, WEEI, \\'LIT. WGY. \\'TASI, WT1C, WTAG, WFBR,
WWJ, WJAR. WCSH, \\'RC. \V('AE. \\'LW. I: 00 CST -WMAQ.
\VHO, WOW. WDAF. \VOC. 12:00 Noon MST-KOA,
KDYL. 11:00 A.M. PST-KOMO, KGO, KF1, KGW,
KHQ.

-Pat

2:00 EST (%)- Anthony Frorne, the Poet Prince; Alwyn
Bach, narrator.
,wJZ, WBAL, W_MAL, WBZ, WBZA, WSYR, KDKA,
WGAR, WJR. 2:00 CST-WENR, KWCR, KSO, KWK,
WREN. KOIL, WKBF.
2:15 EST (%) -Facts about Fido. Bob Becker chats about
dogs.
WJZ, WBZ, WJR. WBAL, WBZA, WMAL, WSYR,
KDKA, \VGAR. 1:15 CST-\\'LS, KWCR, KSO, KWK,
WREN, KOIL.
2:30 EST (%)- Imperial Hawaiian Dance Band. (\Vyeth
Chemical Co.)
WABC, WNAC, WHK, WCAU, WFBL. WMBG, WHEC,
WADC. NS-KEW, CKLW, WJAS, WJSV, )VDBJ, WCAO.
WKRC, WDRC, \VEAN, WBT.
1:30 CST -WRBM,
WOWO, WFBM, KMBC, WAHS, KMOX, WGST. KRLD,
KFAR, WCCO, WLAC, WDSU. KOMA. WIBW, WMT.
12:30 MST -KLZ, KSL. 11:30 A.M. PST-KMJ, KFBK,
KDB, KWG, KHJ, KOIN, KGB, KFRC, KOL, KFPY,
KVI.
2:30 EST (%)-Lux Radio Theatre, Guest artists,
WJZ, WEAL. \VMAL, WBZ. WBZA, WRVA, WPTF.
CFCF, WSYR, WHAM, KDKA, WGAR, WJR, WLW.
1:30 CST -KWCR, KSO, KWK, WREN, WENR. KOIL,
WIBA, KSTP, WERC, WDAY, Kr'YR, KVOO, WKY,
KTHS, W FHA, KTBS, KPRC, WOAI. 12:30 MST
KOA, KYDL.
11:30 A.M. PST -KPO, KFI, KGW.
KOMO, KHQ.
3:00 EST (1) -New York Philharmonic Orchestra.
WABC, WCAO, WKRC, WDRC, WEAN, WJSV, WLBZ,
WLBW, WGLC, WFEA, WHEC, CFRB, WADC, WNAC,
WHK. WCAU, WFBL, WDBO, WICC, WBIG, WDBJ,
WTOC, WSJS, WOKO. WGR, CKLW. WJAS, WSPD,
WDAE, WBT. WHP, CKAC, WMAS, WORC. 2:00 CST
-WFBM, KMBC, WQAM. WDOD, KRLD, KTRH.
KLRH. KLRA, WISN, WCCO, WSFA, KSCJ, WLAC,
WMBD, KTSA. W SBT, WIBW, WMT. KFH. KGKO,
12:00 Noon
WALA. 1:00 MST-KVOR, 'KLZ, KSL,
PST-KHJ, KOH.
3:00 EST (%)Sally of the Talkies. Dramatic Sketches.
(Lnzor, Ltd.)
WEAF, WCSH. WRC, WTAM, WJAR, WTAG, WLIT,
WGY, WWJ. WCAE, WEEI, WFBR, WREN, WSAI.
2:00 CST -WMAQ, WOW, WDAF, WJDY, WSMB,
WHO. WSM. WSB, WAPI, WOC.
3:30 EST (1,4)-Mayhelline Musical Romances, Harry
Jackson's orchestra; Don Mario, soloist; guest stars.
WEAF, WITC, WTAG, WEEI, WRC, WBEN, WTAM,
WLW, W.TAR. WCSH. WLIT, WFBR, WGY, WCAE,
W W.T. 2:30 CST -WMAQ, WOW. WDAF. KSD. KOA,
KYDL. 12:30 PST -KGO, KFI, KGW, KOMO, KNG.
(Continued on page N4)
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REASONS WHY MILLIONS
OF WOMEN USE

I

TINTEX

1. Tintex restores faded color to
in a jiffy.
fabrics

...

2. Tintex keeps "undies" fresh and
gay -looking.
3. Tintex brings the season's smart
colors to your wardrobe.
4. Tintex makes your last year's
apparel look like new.
S. Tintex keeps curtains and drapes
bright and fresh -looking.
6. Tintex keeps all home- decorations color-smart.
7. Tintex is so quick and easy to use.
8. Tintex gives professional tinting
and dyeing results.
9. Tintex is used without muss, fuss,
or bother.
10. Tintex costs only a few pennies
and saves dollars.

r

J

'

_°
I

s

)olor-Magîc for All Faded Fabrics
TIINTEX has become a daily
.ecessity in the home of every
mart American woman. It saves
jollars. It gives color -freshness,
I

prilliance and smartness to
very article of apparel ... and
tome decoration. It has hun-

dreds of practical uses morning.
noon and night -restoring color
to all faded fabrics, or giving
bright new color, if you wish.
It makes home -tinting and
it's so quick
dyeing a joy
and easy.
35 smart colors.

...

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

Tintex
TINTS AND DYES

USE TINTEX FOR:Underthings - Neg
gees Dresses - SweatersScarfs Stocki
Slips - Men's Shirts - Blouses Childre
Clothes Curtains Bed Spreads Dm

Luncheon Sets - Doilies
Slip Cow
AT ALL DRUG STORES, NOTION
AND TOILET GOODS COUNTERS

RADIO STARS

The Girl Behind the Men Behind the Mike
(Continued from page 37)

If you want to speak well in public
you must learn to keep your ears clean.
Clean for good speech. You must learn
to listen to folks who know how to speak.
Yes.
But most important, to yourself.
boys and girls, you must learn to listen
to yourself speak. Sounds easy, but it's
one of the hardest things in the world to
do.

Daily over the NBC announcers Vida
cracked the whip in order to instruct
them in this most difficult art. She made
phonograph records of their speech over
And hearing themselves over
the air.
the wax did much to teach them what their
faults were.
One of the announcers, she told me.
had a smug, puffed -up way of speaking.
"I hesitate to tell
She said to him :
you what's wrong with your speech. It
may offend you. But I'm going to make
a record of your voice when you're on
the air. Maybe. after hearing yourself as
others hear you, you will get the point."
The next clay, before the class, she
The
played the record she had made.
class listened, got the point, snickered
but the smug one only glowed and finally
remarked with a sigh "Perfect, just perfect isn't it ?" That was one member of
the class who won no prizes. ?Miss Sutton said no more to him.
Other students, however, were less difficult. Alwyn Bach, for instance, was intensely interested in the mechanics and
science of speech and made one of her best
One announcer, now famous,
students.
had a way of pronouncing certain words
a la Coolidge. He said mound for round,
staout for stout, etc. He heard the record,
got the point, corrected his style and won
the diction prize.
Another prize winner bore down, German fashion, on his my endings, pronouncing singing. sing- ingha, thinking, think ingha, etc. The error was barely perceptible to any but the trained ear. He heard
the record. listened to himself, wiped out
the fault.
But her great contribution to the announcers was her criticisms of their work.
The day after they had been on the air
each would receive a neatly typewritten
memorandum listing their faults. We may
have thought the announcement flawless,

-

:

-

but not so. Vida. She catches all slips.
Vida Sutton herself has a remarkably
flexible voice. In addition to speaking several foreign tongues, she knows and can
reproduce several hundred American dialects. She learned them by traveling to
the corners of the country, by taking phonograph records of the speech of the inhabitants. Ask her and at a moment's
notice she will talk like an Alabama
gullah negro, like a Tennessee hillbilly,
like a Wisconsin logger, like a Cape Cod
Cabot.
Speech training was her interest when
she was a schoolgirl in Oakland, California. It stayed with lier through college in Montana. And she turned to it
when she dropped the diploma into the
trunk and faced the world. It took her
into the theatre where she played with
It
Julia Marlowe and Annie Russell.
led her into play writing and during the
war a play of hers called "Passport" was
banned by the censors because it contained
the following line: "A woman shouldn't
man who killed."
marry a soldier
She still writes plays and produces them
on her own program. From all of which,
it will be seen that Vida Sutton is a
real trouper, not a prissy old sister with
a pitch -pipe and a pointer.
To her President Roosevelt is the perfect speaker. Clear, precise, informal,
forceful. She likes Will Rogers next best
because of his naturalness and freedom.
With British diction, she has no patience,
for to her it's a warped and clipped speech,
hard on the ear, hard on the intelligence,
much too stiff and distorted for any self respecting radio receiver. She says the
British radio authorities agree with her.
They envy the clear round vigor of American speech.
The first essential, according to this
expert. for persons seeking an entrance
into radio is a definite personality. An
honest, well outlined character. RememIf
ber, you can't fool a microphone.
you're dishonest, an affected person, trying
to appear something you are not, then
stay away from radio. The mike will find
you out. It lias been her experience in
examining thousands of applicants for jobs
as announcers.
A second qualification is a low pitched

-a

voice, although there are instances where
high pitch has helped an applicant make
the grade. This has been true largely for

character parts in dramatic presentations.
Other qualities which help are clearness,
freedom, enthusiasm, energy and a dramatic utterance. Above all, if your voice
is warm and sympathetic, you may consider
yourself endowed sufficiently to undertake
the campaign necessary for making a radio
debut.

Extremely important is mastery of the
art of reading. Vida Sutton spent a great
deal of time teaching announcers how to
animate dead script by reading it in their
own rhythm, their own intonation thus
making it sound informally conventional.
Always truthful, Miss Sutton does not
encourage young women to strive for jobs
as radio announcers. In the entire country, there are less than a dozen and these
for local stations.
For the networks
there is only one, Claudine MacDonald
and she is much more the hostess and
mistress of ceremonies.
Opportunities for women, however, are
as broad as radio even if the announcing
field seems temporarily closed. In the
dramatic field, the need for good, interesting voices is constantly growing. There
is also an opportunity of even larger proportions in the writing. producing and executive field.
This clear -eyed, keen -eared woman is
slow to praise.
She is no person of

rhapsodies. But she is fervent in her
optimism and lier belief in what radio
has already accomplished and what it is
going to accomplish. It has made us ear
conscious, taught us to listen. And through
this development of the ear, we have
learned to speak better. This good talk is
spreading to all corners of the country,
creating a uniform language, eliminating
dialects.
The standard of the American Academy
of Arts and Letters is a sympathetic, precise, vigorous speech understandable and
acceptable to all sections of the country,
yet not to be identified with any. That's
the English Vida Sutton teaches. Her four
prize winners testify to that. This year
another duke of diction will be named.
We shall see if she is still the girl behind
the men behind the mike.

A RADIO STARS' ANNOUNCEMENT
For the past five years, the American Academy of
Arts and Letters has picked and honored the best
radio announcer of the year. Diction and delivery
have been the principle factors in the eyes of the
judges. Last year, you will recall, the honor went to
James Wallington of NBC.
The Academy this year tells us that it will not

-a

sponsor the move again
policies adopted recently.

decision based upon new

Beginning with the 1934 award, which will be made
known early in 1935, RADIO STARS Magazine will
sponsor the selection. Judges will be members of the
RADIO STARS Board of Review and the basis of
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judgement will center upon five points: (1) diction,
(2 delivery, (3) microphone personality, (4) adapting
one's self to the mood of the program and (5)

versatility.
What we seek is the best program announcer working on America's networks. Therefore all network
announcers are eligible, all will be considered and
they will be picked directly by the judges without
nominations.
RADIO STARS Magazine will present each year's
winner with a trophy symbolic of the award. Watch
future issues of this magazine for the results.

RADIO STARS

Kilocycle Quiz

_

(Continued from rage 9)
Here are the answers to the Kilocycle
Juin questions. This time there were
wenty -five questions and they were pur )osely made a little harder than usual.
ñor that reason, you may consider your elf excellent if you answered all the quesions in eight minutes ; good if you took
line minutes; and fair ii you did it in ten
ninutes.
The answers:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

iy
am/b

Non/o

stances

\T
e.xßlaíns

California.
CBS.
Sigmund Romberg.
Fred Allen.
Josef Pasternack.
Block and Sully.
Lady Esther Program.
The Perfect Song.
Columbia.
Dick Powell.
Jane Froman.
Lou Silvers.
Casa Loma.
Lanny's Log Cabin Inn with Lanny

DR.R.E.LEE
Dr. R. E. Lee, Director of
Fleischmann Ilealth Re-

search, explains: "Discovered by a noted scientist,
it's a new yeast 'strain'!"

ihat Onhzs new
yeast acts quicket!
CG

...

Ross.

pact.? r..!

15.

Yes.

16.
17.

The Lux Radio Theatre
Don Wilson.

v

iln
dliíestlo ó.doaa
u
roubles7ortected

Capitol and Radio City Music Hall.
19. Nino Martini.
20. Dr. M. S. Taylor.
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Hotel Lexington.

"Fats" Waller.
NBC organist.
Press-Radio News.
Bulova time announcements.
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yeast so

much quicker acting it astounds doctors. If you have any questions. read these
answers by Dr. Lee:

-

Why does "XR" Yeast act quicker?
Because it's a stronger "strain" of fresh
yeast, much more vigorous, and so... faster!
It's rich in hormone -like* substances.

*What are Hormone -like Substances?
They are "activators" (like natural body
stimulants) which speed the flow of your
digestive juices and strengthen digestive
muscles from the stomach right on down.
Will it correct Constipation and Indigestion very much faster?
Positively! By making juices flow fast
and muscles work harder inside you, "1R" Yeast makes

-

your foods softer better
"churned," digested. Indigestion, constipation should
soon stop. "XR" Yeast
really "normalizes" you.

alluring

Vera Van wears this
coat designed by
I. J. Fox.

mink

lsPds

aCtln

Constipation, Indigestion
and related Skin Troubles
corrected much sooner. (New Vitamin A checks colds!)
THI\K OF IT!

For evening

ea 5 t
{eQort:

`tiulc atlon
nTalce CgasonstlD

18.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

test

tiR '

F/eicchìiannm

Do Skin troubles stop much Sooner?
The most common skin blemishes come
from self- poisoning caused by your diR"
gestive system not working properly.
Yeast corrects this condition. 1)implec.
boils, etc., disappear sooner!

"t

What new Vitamin does it contain?
Vitamin A. newly added, to help combat
colds. "1R" Yeast also builds resistance
to colds by cleansing your body. With
Vitamins B, D and G Fleischmann's
"NR" Yeast now contains 4 vitamins.

EAT 3 CAKES of Fleischmann's " \R"
Yeast every day- plain, or dissolved in one

third glass of water -preferably half an hour
before meals. Keep on after you've got quick
results. Get a supply today!

\R'

Yeast Is much

Lister.' writes Mrs. Helen
Van Pelt. Stapleton. N. Y.

My

whole system was
I had headaches. no appetite. I
started eating the new
NR Yeast and In just

sluggish

i

a

...

few days felt

grand."

(As food as erer for ba&iat.')

AT GROCERS, RESTAURANTS, SODA FOUNTAINS

r'

Cool
t. l'.-.:4.
Coe,
Standara lita°.C1 Luc.
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The Woman Who Laughed at Death
(Cónlinsied from page .53)

everything from her ankles to her neck
and now they wanted to take away from
her the one thing she had left, her laughter. For almost a full day she tried it.
The world grew grim around her, blackness seemed to be closing in, the Grim
Reaper took a firmer hold on her throat.
Nellie, unable to bear the strain any longer,
wrote a poem about it.
Dear Doctor Lorenz, take back your advice, I quit laughing for nearly a day,
The world seemed so drab, the sun turned
to ice and lost its warm, lustrous ray.
The nurse didn't smile, was silent and cold,
the sky was a battleship gray,
The doctors came in but left stories untold,
and my friends had to hurry away.
Perhaps you are right, but your treatment's too hard, I either must laugh or
I'll cry,
And crying I loathe, it's a coward's trump
card, and tears always blister my eye.
I'll do all the rest, anything that you say,
and then if I can't stand the gaff,
I'll meet Rennie Wolf on Heaven's Broadway and together we'll have a good
laugh.
So Nellie went back to laughter, and
the sun shone again.
Yet there were moments when bitter,
black despair, try as she might to oust
it, touched even Nellie. Would you have
been any braver if you had been hung up
by the wrists, had your chin bandaged to
a board, your mouth packed so you couldn't
bite your tongue off, your knees strapped
together, the support kicked from under
your feet so that you could dangle by the
wrists for fifteen minutes to straighten
your spine? Would you have been any
braver it after all that you had been encased in a plaster -of -Paris cast and left
lying on a board without a spring or
mattress?
Well, then, Nellie at times was a coward, too, and in her moments of greatest
cowardice she was more courageous than
soldiers have been in their moments of
greatest courage. She told no one how
many times, lying motionless, looking at the
gas fixture, she wondered if it would be
possible for her to turn the gas on. And
then with a laugh she threw the treacherous thought out of her mind. "What a
silly old woman I am," she told herself.
"Why, if I were strong enough to be
able to reach that gas jet, I'd have no
reason for wanting to turn it on." She told
no one how when the nurse gave her
veronal tablets to make her fall asleep,
she would hide one out of every dose,
hoping to save enough so that sometime
she would be able to end it all.
Then one day something happened that
made her decide to live. Darkness crept
over her, and seemed to touch her with
cold, welcome wings. She dared not try
to lift herself out of the darkness because
there was peace there and to drift away
from it would mean to awaken into a
world of tortured pain. Then suddenly
she thought she heard a voice, the voice
of a friend, Abe Levy.
"Nellie," he said. "Nellie, didn't you
70

say you owed your life to your friends ?"
"Yes," she murmured, out of the darkness that was close to death.
"Then your friends want it. You must
not give up."
After that she liad many sinking spells,
but she never gave up, and she never

stopped laughing.
Three years went by, and Nellie still
lay on her bed of stone in her coat of
mortar. The sun w as shining outside,
it was the sort of clay on which, if you

several nuns on the run. "What's the
meaning of this ?" demanded one of them.
Nellie told her. "My dear," said the nun,
"we can't bring up hot meat from the
kitchen each time for each of our patients."
"That's just too bad," said Nellie. "If
you were a patient here and had to look
at the same ceiling all the time and eat
the same food, wouldn't you at least want
it hot ?"

The next day Nellie sent for the Mother
Superior of St. Vincent's Hospital.
"My dear," said the Mother Superior,
"why have you been making all this
trouble ?"
"Because," said Nellie firmly, "I believe
that's the only way I can get well. There
are two ways to go out of this hospital,
the front way and the back way.
I've
seen two nuns of your own order, who
were patient and sweet and resigned, and
they went out the back way. If patience
were the way to win a battle, they would
have won it.
Nell, I'm going out the
front way. I want your cooperation, but
even if I don't get it, I'm going to put
up the darndest fight. I won't die a patient

martyr."
Touched by Nellie's spirit, the Mother
Superior promised to help in every way
she could. It may seem just a little thing,
this matter of cold or hot food, but Nellie
was convinced that if she didn't put up
a fight, she'd get into the habit of following
the path of least resistance. And everyone would say that she was a wonderful
woman and a great martyr, and wasn't it
a great pity that she died in the prime of

Nellie Revell
lay on a bed of pain, you would think
of all the people gaily promenading the
For a moment Nellie Revell
streets.
felt something almost akin to self -pity.
She'd be darned if she'd yield
Self -pity
Nothing would
to anything like that.
drag her below the surface sooner than
putting on a sob act to herself. Self -pity
was an enemy to be fought and vanquished.
All of a sudden, in a flash, she knew
why she wasn't getting better. For three
years she had lain there, while ministers
had written sermons on her fortitude and
newspapers had carried stories on her courage and friends had commiserated with
her. Her courage What a hollow mockery! What a joke! Courage wasn't to
lie there like a martyr, giving herself to
Death. Courage was to fight and to fight
like the devil.
A nurse came in just then, carrying
a lamb chop on a plate. Nellie tasted the
lamb chop and made a grimace. "The chop
isn't hot," she complained. "But the plate
is hot, Madam, said the nurse. "Hot plates
aren't on my diet list," answered Nellie
and with one swift movement of her hand
she toppled the chop, plate and all to
!

!

the ground.
The noise of the breaking china brought

her life?
In her great fight, she had two thoughts
to sustain her. Once, just before she wen.
away to school, her father liad said to her
"Nellie, I have no religion to give you
but perhaps this will help.
If you're
good sport, you can't be a bad anything
else."
The other idea was a simple little mott(
she'd picked up someplace, "Only sucker
holler." Nellie made up her mind tha
she wasn't going to be any sucker.
Slowly, fighting every inch of the wa:
for her very life, she began to get wel.
Resistance became her battle cry, and self
pity she flung from her like a viper. Whe
she began to feel blue, she scrapped ir.
stead. She didn't want to be unkind t
the nurses, but after all it was her lii
for which she was fighting. Sometime
she fought because the coffee was ne
boiling and sometimes because it was
sometimes because her window was u
and sometimes because it was down. Some
times the things were real grievances, ar
sometimes she fought simply because wit
a good scrap on her hands she had r
time for the self -pity that would hal
kept her from getting well.
Then she began to get better. She s
her imagination whirring, and picture
herself not as a quivering mass of sic
flesh on the bed but as the glamorot
figure she'd been in her heyday, when sl
ran the publicity for nine shows all
once or took Al Jolson or the divi
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Sarah Bernhardt out on a tour. In her
imagination she saw the bright lights of
Broadway once more. With a pencil tied
to her bed post and a pad on her chest
she began to write columns for Variety,
for which she had written before her illness,
columns for the old Evening Mail and
filially
a book "Right Off the Chest,"
which told of her hospital experiences.
She might have made them sound grim
and horrible, but instead she found the
laughter in each of the hollow jokes that
life had played on her.
From the day she began to write, she
became her old self again and imagination
carried her once more into the brilliant
world that she had once more conquered
with her newspaper yarns and her clever
publicity.
Then one day she went out of the
hospital, and she went out through the
front door. And of course, she went out
laughing.
Today, though she walks with a cane,
she is still laughing, still fighting, still
working. Since she was wheeled out of
the hospital almost ten years ago, she has
done the publicity for at least half a dozen
shows, she has supervised the opening of
theatres in many cities, she's been in
Hollywood supervising the filming of a
novel of her own and writing scenarios.
Now she's on the air over NBC network
with her bits of homely philosophy, her
gay stories and her friendly interviews
with radio celebrities. And she a grandmother, tchk, tchk!
Whenever she walks along Times Square
in New York, every twenty feet someone
stops her
"Times Square," she told me gaily, "is
just a small town and I'm just a neighbor girl, whom everyone looks out for."
I wish you knew Nellie Revell, and
could hear that generous laughter of hers
that is so very contagious.
In the last letter he ever wrote her,
her father said, "Nellie, you've been a
good daughter, a good wife, a good mother,
and you're a damn' good newspaper man."
To it Irvin S. Cobb added this postscript, "Yes, and a damn' good soldier,
Nellie Revel !" And I am sure that all of us
who know Nellie Revell's story will say
"Amen" to that.

Gentlemen,
the Queen
(Continued from page 19)
covers.

Many of you have seen them.
Today, she seeks fame in a medium that
completely discounts her physical loveliness. Today, she is a singer of songs.
She
is very brave, this charming Chicagoan,
to reject the appeal of her beauty
for it
leaves her success dependent solely
on her
vocal talent. That talent, happily, is sufficient. It has given her the kind of success
she seeks. As you hear her sing, we
believe you will enjoy knowing
that she is
the most beautiful woman in radio.

But

maybe she isn't
//

a mild reproof brings a flood of
... or a plucky child cries for a
trifling hurt ... take heed! Often such outbursts are little flags of warning!
One of several things may be to blame
acid stomach, flatulence ... perhaps your
child is catching cold. Or maybe it is con stipation-a disorder so common that 90%
of all children are affected by it.
WHEN

tears

-

Give your child Fletcher's Castoria
When a child is unusually "touchy" it is
wise to give a laxative. But be sure to give a
child's laxative ... not a harsh, bad -tasting
adult laxative that may upset digestion and
cause griping pain.
Give Fletcher's Castoria! It is made especially for children. They love its candy taste.
It is gentle, safe -yet effective and thorough.

The "standby" in 5,000,000 homes
In more than 5,000,000 American homes,
mothers of children of all ages -from babyhood to 11 years -give Fletcher's Castoria
for constipation -and for all those little symtoms that point to incomplete elimination.
Next time you take your child to the doctor
for a regular check -up, ask him about
Fletcher's Castoria. He will tell you that it
contains no harsh, irritating ingredientsonly such ingredients as are mild, effective
and suitable for children's tender systems.

Buy the family -size bottle of Fletcher's
Castoria. It is more economical. The signature Chas. H. Fletcher is always right
on the carton.
Rosy and his Gang -Every Saturday night
your radio is the ticket window to a grand new

show- in usical su rprises presented by that master
showman -Roxy. Tune in this Saturday.
Let the children listen, too. Columbia
Broadcasting System-8 o'clock E.S.T.

CA STO R I A
The Children's
Laxative

1
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Torch Singer
(Continued from page 46)
I
had to pay the price demanded,
couldn't risk my whole career at this stage.
[ signed the contract with the Beauty
Glow outfit, and went to Mid -City, knowing Cass was already there, waiting for
me. If I hadn't been as wretched, as
panicked, as any trapped animal, I would
have gotten a sort of detached amusement
out of the irony of the situation.
From the very first, I put myself over.
I didn't need any more building up, any
smart publicity. My popularity grew by
leaps and bounds. Myra Gorman was the
rising star of radio. My contract forbade
any outside appearances, but I was
swamped with offers. (That was the year
when torch singers were so tremendously
in vogue, if you remember.)
The fabulous, feted life I'd dreamed of
was mine. People recognized me wherever
I was photographed and inter I went.
viewed and written up until it took a maid
and a secretary to secure me any privacy at all. And I had to live up to my
glamorous role
I had to be the radiant
young singer who had skyrocketed to the
heights and had the world at her feet.
That whole winter was an endless, exhausting dress rehearsal. And behind the
scenes of that glittering pageant? There
was Cass. Taking half my salary check
as his just dues borrowing -the term was
his -as much more from me as he needed
with cool insolence. Making himself at
home in the handsome duplex apartment
I had to have for background. Directing
my life as if I were a puppet.
Fortunately I was spared his love-making. Not because he knew that what I'd
felt for him once had turned to a loathing I could hardly conceal ; but because,
being Cass, he had found pleasures and
diversions of his own in Mid -City.
He didn't care for the worthwhile,
intelligent, delightful people -the topnotchers -that I got to know, professionally, at least. I suppose he knew he didn't
stack up. Besides, radio and theatre folk
who're getting anywhere don't dissipate.
So he found his own level in a tawdry.
hard -drinking crowd I detested, but had
to play with, when he pulled the strings.
He didn't often force me to join those
hectic, raffish parties.
Once he'd exploited me as the girl he'd discovered, and
made a star out of, he preferred to be
unhampered. I thanked God for that
much. For by this time, Johnny Destinn
had come into my life.
Johnny wasn't any high- powered radio
star. But he was, and is still, one of the
most popular and highly paid announcers
on any program. His charm and gaiety
and infectious enthusiasm get across to his
audience just as they did to me the night
of my first broadcast from Radio Towers.
I'm still grateful to him for his understanding and helpfulness those first weeks.
He gave me confidence and poise, spurred
me on to my best, many a time when I
might have cracked under the strain.
He gave me companionship, too. A
companionship that was invaluable to me.
When I realized that he was in love with

I

me-that in his eyes I was beautiful and
wonderful and perfect
touched me beyond belief. Only a woman who's been
treated as shabbily as I was- exploited by
a man she has loved -can understand
what healing there is in a decent man's
devotion
So it wasn't any wonder that
I invested Johnny with every idealistic
quality a man can possess.

-it

!

DON'T know yet whether I was actually in love with him, or in love with
the Nv'holesome, decent things he stood for.
He attracted me strongly, his blond, boyish
good- looks. His gaiety and charm would

-I

!

.

!

;
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I knew he was thinking of a party Cass
had staged ill my apartment a few nights
before. I flushed at the humiliating memory.
"He's my manager, Johnny," I said.
"I know that. What did you think I
meant? And I know that he's getting into
you for an unholy commission, without
earning it, too. I'm pretty sure your contract wouldn't be worth the paper it's written on if you chose to break it. But that's
your business, honey. It's the other angle
I'mn thinking of !"
"You've heard -gossip at the studio ?" I
asked, breaking my scone into bits. He
colored to the roots of his fair hair. "Do
you think if I had, I'd listen to it ?" he
said hotly. "Myra
know you're everything that's perfect-but you can't afford
a tieup with the wrong kind of people.
Not in radio
You don't like De Voe's
drinking crowd, you showed it plainly
enough the other night. And as for
De Voe .."
Ills clear. blue eyes looked questioningly
into mine. If I'd had the moral strength
to tell him the truth then, it would have
saved a lot of heartbreak. But I didn't.
I wanted him to go on thinking me perfect. I was so terribly afraid of his disillusionment.
"Cass De Voe is nothing to me, Johnny !"
I said. and God knows I meant it from my
hea' t. "Less than nothing
In a way, I
got my start through him
but our accounts are all squared. Yes, I'll break
with him for good and all And then...."
!

...

Heartbreak and tragedy stalked
her path because she loved.

!

H APPINESS

have attracted any woman, but I was content enough to let things drift along between us -until the mild February afternoon we drove out to Ravenswood for
tea. and he asked me to marry him!
Then I knew that life with Johnny
a home, a shared career -was worth anything it cost.
He leaned across the table, so close that
his breath warmed my cheek, but I could
just see him through a sharp mist of tears.
"I've a hot nerve to be asking Myra
Gorman to marry me... ." he was saying
unsteadily. "But Myra, I'm so crazy about
you. And I could take care of you, honey
and I don't just mean by paying the

-

rent."
To be cherished and cared for and
babied is every woman's dream. But
Johnny meant something more than that.
"You're such an adorable kid, Myra, for
all your being radio's sweetheart," he
went on awkwardly. "You're so young
and sort of untouched by all the big town
glitter. Innocent, I guess is the word I
want."
"Do you think so, Johnny ?" I had to
smile. He was only twenty -two himself.
"All right !" he grinned back at me.
"I'll say what I mean. I want to marry
you first of all, because you're the girl
I love. And secondly, because I want to
get you away from Cass De Voe, and that
cheap riff -raff he runs with !"

-

warmed me with its loveLife owed me more than just
the empty trappings of the success I'd
bought with such bitter coin ! I had a right
to the dear realities that Johnny offered
me. "Ask me to marry you again, Johnny!"
I said, "Even if you know the answer
already."
We stayed in that fire -lit tea room so
long that neither of us had time for dinner
before our broadcast. At that, we just
got to the studio in time for the program.
I like to remember that hour.
It was
innocent and radiant and perfect as a
spring morning when the world is washed
with dew. And it was as short, too For
my lovely assurance in the future didn't
last long. A little more than twenty -four
hours, to be exact.
The next night I was dressing to go out
to dinner with Johnny-there was no
broadcast, no rehearsal to bring us down
to earth again -when Cass turned up. It
was late and my maid had left for the
day. I let him in, even though he'd been
drinking fairly heavily. After all, I'd
been trying to get him at his hotel all
afternoon. I might as well say what I
had to say now and get it over with.
It wasn't just the mental image of my
lean, laughing, cleancut Johnny that made
me recoil from Cass. How had I ever
been hypnotized into caring for this swaggering, over -dressed gigolo of a man?
What irresistable glamor had I ever read
into his sleek, second rate good- looks? His
ly glow.

!
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,nfidence in his own charm? I wondered.
His slightly blood -shot eyes, that belied
e barbered freshness of his face, looked
I pulled my peach up and down.
bored negligee closer about me, hating
m for that look.
"Getting all prettied up for the boy -

sweetheart ?" he said with a chuckle.
'ou guessed right. We're going places,
lend,

night. . . ."
"Oh, no, we're not," I assured him.
wanted to see you on business, Cass." I
,ked at my wrist watch with a coolness I
'lift feel. "I've got just half an hour."
He lifted a malicious eyebrow, strolled
er to the lacquered cabinet beneath the
lcony and poured himself a drink. "Get ig pretty highhat, now you're the pride
the network, aren't you ?" he sneered.
Fell, spill it."
AY hands were like ice. But I didn't
` waste any words. I told him that I'd
lit with him, according to our agreement,

the rest of my contract with the
-auty Glow company. But that that was
e end. If he chose to sue, I'd fight him
a finish And from now on, any per nal connection between us was finished
o. If he dared to annoy me, or impose
. .
)on me any further
It wasn't the right approach. But I
as so wrought up with fury at his
solence, at my enduring humiliation at
s hands, that I didn't use good sense.
"So there's a fair- haired announcer in
"Oh, I'm
.e woodpile !" he said softly.
.p to what's the latest studio gossip, too.
ow you've said your piece, Baby, sit
)Wn, and let's be cosy. Kind of stuck on
lis Destinn lad, aren't you ?"
He finished off another straight rye.
he knew about Johnny, there was no
use in trying to deceive him. Wouldn't
be better to appeal to whatever spark
decency he had ? I took the drink he'd
cured for me, swallowed it down. Could
play up to his vanity?
"More than that, Cass," I said. I leaned
irward. "I've said some pretty rotten
sings to you.
Things I'll take back,
adly, if you'll be generous, decent. Johnny
iestinu wants to marry me. He doesn't
now about you and me, he mustn't, ever.
le wouldn't understand. And if you don't
t me go, Cass .
."
He stared sulkily into his glass. Had I
)und a crevice in his ruthlessness at last?
didn't have to fake the break in my
aice, the tears that wet my lashes.
"Can't you see what it means to me,
'ass?
I want marriage,
I love him.
°curity, a home. Terribly. More than
ou can ever know. You aren't going to
heat me out of them, are you ? Please,
:ass, for the sake of the time when you
id care for me .
."
I made my second mistake there.
I
houldn't have said that ; shouldn't have
aught his hand between both of mine. He
'rued and I saw the hot, heavy -lidded look
knew so well. He pulled me to him,
nd my whole being was revolted by the
)uch that had once meant heaven to me.
You're beautiful !" he said thickly. "If
ou hadn't treated me like dirt I'd still be
razy about you, maybe I am anyway.
\'hy should I step out of the picture for
his Destinn guy ? Why shouldn't we start
ver again, instead ?
You just think
ou re in love with him. You're sore at

talk
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MAGIC COOKIES
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1. Two Cups

Raisins

or
2. Two Cups
Corn Flakes

or
3. Three Cups
Coconut

or
4. Two Cups
Bran Flakes

or
5. One Cup
Nut Meats,
Chopped

MAGIC!

1g cups

Brand Sweetened
Condensed Milk
cup peanut butter
Any one of the five ingredients listed at left
Thoroughly blend Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed
Milk, peanut butter and any one of the five ingredients listed at the left. Drop by spoonfuls onto buttered baking sheet. Bake 15 minutes or until brown,
in a moderately hot oven (375 °F.) Makes about 30
cookies.

-

(1 can) Eagle

No flour! No baking powder! Only 3 ingredients!
Mixed in no time! Yet -whichever of the 5 ways you
choose to make them -these cookies are crunchy,
crispy winners!
But remember -Evaporated Milk
won't-can't -succeed in this recipe. You must use
Sweetened Condensed Milk. Just remember the name
Eagle Brand-

most amazing Cook Book!
FREE!World's
Roto avure picture -bnok (60

photographs) showing
astonishing new short -cuts. 130 recipes, including:
Lemon Pie without cooking! Foolproof 5- minute
Chocolate Frosting! Caramel Pudding that makes
itself! 2-ingredient Macaroons! Shake -up Mayonnaise! Ice Creams (freezer and refrigerator). Address:
The Borden Co., Dept. MM 15,350 MadisonAvenue,
New York, N. Y.
Name

-

Street

City

State

(Print name and address plainly)

.

David Rubinoff,
noted NBC violinisi, and his
mother who met
this
favorite
son at the train

when he

re-

cently returned

from

Holly-

wood.
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me and I don't blame you for it.

But

you're still my girl."
I tried to free myself, evade his mouth
as it sought mine. But only the stinging
impact of my palm against his flushed
fare ended that loathsome kiss.
"You vain fool !" I sprang up, dishevelled, blazing. "Do you think I'm still
your love -sick dupe ? I loathe you. And
I loathe myself more for having let you

-soil

me."
was struggling in his arms when the
bell rang three times. Johnny's ring. I
went limp as a rag. I'd left the door of
my apartment unlatched, told Johnny to
come in and make himself at home if I
was dressing.
Cass let me go, put one hand to his
cheek. Drunken malice gleamed in his eyes.
"So that's the boyfriend. Let him in -or
shall I ?"
It was too late for that. The door
opened and Johnny stood there, bewilderment and then something worse glazed his
I

worked out, with a guy like that. You
know it as well as I do. Come on, admit
it. What I said before he butted in still
goes. It's got to be you and me, Myra.
I can't keep away from you, you know
that."
HE was bending over me, but even that

didn't matter. "It isn't the damn money
care about, believe it or not. I'll tear
up that contract now, if you like. But
I'm not going to lose you, Baby. Hell,
if it's marriage you want, we'll go and
get spliced tomorrow
Stop crying, will
you? Think of the swell break you've
got, kid.
Everything you ever wanted
back in Gilesburg."
I don't know how long it went on.
Cass was drinking steadily, and I was
suddenly aware that his monotonous voice
had stopped. He'd passed out, sprawled
I

!

features.
I couldn't speak. There was nothing to
say. The tableau was so screamingly obvious that no stammered words of mine
could help. I found my voice at last.
"Johnny . ." I whispered "Don't stand
there like that. Come in ..."
"Sure," said Cass. "Come in, Destinn.
Have yourself a drink. You and Myra
stepping out ? Don't mind me."

I looked at the vases of
flowers on the dresser, they'd beer
coming every day and my eyes filled witt
weak tears. So he still cared, in spite of

THE
genial

To Cass De Voe, Myra Gorman was
a

financial convenience.

there beside me. I knew what I had to
do in one clear flash of desperation that
was beyond panic.

!

tions.

It didn't matter. Nothing mattered now.
didn't even hate him any more. Through
the daze of despair, I heard his voice.
sorry, kid. But it wouldn't have
to a brilliant, bleak future that was built
I

.
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.

deviltry of the intent behind the
invitation did its work.
"Thanks, no," Johnny's voice was flat.
lifeless. But the dreadful accusation in his
eyes, as they took in my disordered hair,
my deshabille, was like a blow. "Myra
seems to have mixed up her dates. I'll
be going."
"Johnny !" I ran to him. "This isn't
what you think. I didn't know Cass was
coming. You've got to let me explain...."
"Explain what ?" A travesty of a smile
twisted his lips. "There's nothing to exBut
plain. Except my own stupidity
we live and learn."
That was all he said. But it was enough.
The door closed after him, and I knew,
in that, ghastly moment, that it had closed
forever on the happy future we might
have known. God knows Johnny had
jumped falsely, at the obvious, sordid conclusion. But the ugly skeleton of the past
was bared, for once and all.
I think, in my stupor of loss and loneliness, I'd forgotten Cass was still in my
living room. Until he spoke. "There goes
one guy who's been played for a sucker
for the last time. Took it pretty hard,
didn't he? You must have put on quite an
act, Baby, just the hometown girl who
didn't know what it was all about !"
"Get out !" I said. "You've done what
you meant to do. Now get out." Then
something snapped. I remember beating
at him with my fists, like a crazy woman,
sobbing with a wild hysteria that, in time,
must have frightened him. When I'd wept
myself limp and ill and half way back to
sanity, I found myself on the divan, accepting his clumsy, half- drunken ministra-

must have suffered terribly. Gradually, I
came back to life. And it didn't take the
friendly evasiveness of the doctor to tell
me what I'd done- burned the delicate
membranes of my throat and larynx so I
could never sing again
I had a decent,
hardboiled nurse who didn't believe in
evasions. I got the truth from her. Not
that it mattered much. My suicide attempt
had made every tabloid sheet. Headline
stuff, of course. My career in radio would
have been over anyway. Scandal will
wreck any radio star. I was done!
As I got stronger, I began to worry
terribly about money. My salary checks
had all been mortgaged ahead. How on
earth was I to handle the awful expense
of this private room, the treatments?
I asked Nurse Soames about it, in a
sort of panic. She smiled knowingly.
"That's all taken care of. It was, two
days after you were brought in, dear. I'd
say you have a very devoted boyfriend, if
you asked me."

THE alternative of going on with Cass,
an incubus I could never shake off, was
intolerable. What he said was true. He'd
never let me go. We were bound together
by some hideous law of destiny. Go on,
on torment and degradation? Deck out
my misery in the trappings of success and
popularity?
I almost laughed as I stood there looking down at him. There wasn't any choice.
I couldn't go on. Couldn't go back to the
studio, face Johnny Destinn nightly across
the mike, singing the torch songs he
I'd
wouldn't hear, now.
.
. I'd crack.
reached my breaking point at last. Better
the swift way out, than that.
I needn't have crept so quietly to the
bathroom. Cass was dead to the world.
I opened the glittering medicine cabinet
with stiff fingers. Yes, there was the little
brown bottle with its sinister skull and
crossbones. I felt so weak, so half dead
already that I had to steady myself against
the onyx basin. It would hurt. Burn with
the fires of hell, for a minute. Then it
would all be over.
I saw myself in the cabinet mirror, lifting it to my mouth-flaming agony blotted
out everything but my own hoarse scream.
The first weeks in the hospital I didn't
know much about. It was just as well. I
.

everything!
"He's certainly a fine looking fellow
And he's been haunting the hospital unti
you can see company. Maybe this after
noon we'll let him in for a few minutes, i
you're good."
But, when she'd combed my hair an
got me into a lacy bed -jacket, it wasn'
Johnny Destinn she admitted. It was
big, brawny Dan Kelland, trying to wal'
softly, fumbling with the brim of his too
new hat. Dan the faithful lover whor
I had spurned and left behind in Gilesbur
"Hello, Myra !" he said. "Feeling son
of chipper again? Oh, honey...."
I looked a sight. Thin and white, an
my mouth was still scarred from the acic
But his eager, wistful eyes might hay
mirrored the loveliest, most seductil,
creature on earth.
"Why, Dan . . ." I whispered, in m
funny, new voice. "Dan, it's been yo'
looking after me all this time." I tried t
sit up, and his big arm slid under m.
shoulders. He didn't have to tell me am
thing. Johnny hadn't changed. Not wit
his job, his future at stake
I saw it a
in one clear vista. He'd probably sen
!

flowers, and phoned once or twice and
it go at that. But he couldn't risk havir
his name linked with mine after the dams'
ing publicity of my abortive suicide a
tempt, could he? Oddly enough, I didr
care.
He'd failed me when I needed him moE
His faith and his love hadn't stood up u
der the strain. But Dan
"It's the job I've always wanted, honey
he reminded me huskily. I touched Ieyes, and they were wet.
He'd come straight to Mid -City, the d:
he read of my ghastly near -finale. Gott
himself a room a step away from the he
pital, stood by -and now he was telli;
me again about that lot he'd bought, up
the Bluff, overlooking the river at hon
About the house for which he had t
plans.
"Listen, Dan," I said when I cot
speak. "I'm not the same Myra Gorm
you were crazy about, back home. You
sorry for me -you want to make thir
1

!

_..
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easy for me. But it wouldn't be fair, Dan
dear. You know how people talk, in Giles I tried to
burg. No, Dan . . . no
push him away, even though the warmth
of his arm, the feel of his rough blue suit,
was -well, what it should have been, long
ago.
"Let 'em try talking about my wife!" he
said. "Myra -Gosh, I'll try to make up
for everything, honey! Give me a chance,
won't you ?"
\Ve were married the day I left the
hospital. A week later, we went home. It
was just as Dan said. Nobody was going
wife
to cold -shoulder Dan Kelland's
whatever she'd done or been. And after
all, I was still the Myra Gorman who
had sung to a million eager listeners -in.
I ought to be very happy. Dan is the
sweetest, the kindest man in the world.
Our house is lovely and Dan is doing
well. But evenings, after supper, when
he turns on the radio, something worse
than any homesickness creeps over me. I
remember, like something in a dream, the
tense thrill of the studio just before a

..."

broadcast; the marvelous moment of
stepping up to the mike, sending my torch
song over the networks to the people
who've been waiting for Myra Gorman
to sing. And sometimes it's almost more
than I can bear.
But there are always the supper dishes.

We Salute NBC
(Continued from page 6)
carillon rings the loudest, its halls are the
greatest . . and across its stage moves a
flood -lighted parade that reaches from horizon to horizon.
Like all great undertakings, it becomes
ultimately a story of great faith. Great
faith on the part of the men and women
who have helped to build today's broadcasting structure.
For instance, there is David Sarnoff,
chairman of the Board of Directors of
NBC and president of the Radio Corporation of America. Many men have been
pointed out as the father of modern American broadcasting. Many of those pointer outers endorse David Sarnoff as the father
of all fathers. His faith and his vision,
they say, provided the money with which
experiments were made until the clumsy
baby of broadcasting shed its swaddling
clothes and walked erect like a man.
There is the man known everywhere as
"Deke" Aylesworth. His story and that
of the NBC is told in this issue. The title
is "The Saga of NBC." There is a woman
named Bertha Brainard who was presented last month as one of the nine most
important women in radio.
These people had faith in broadcasting,
and the whirring, stirring sounds that echo
in eighteen million parlors today are the
result of that faith. This issue is our salute
to them as well as to NBC.
.
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BROADCASTING
offers you these
and more
Do you, too, want to get into
Broadcasting ? Do you want to have
your voice brought into thousands
of homes all over the land ? If you
do, then here's your big opportunity.
The Floyd Gibbons School of
Broadcasting was founded to bring you the
training that will start you on the road to
Broadcasting success. This new easy Course
gives you a most complete and thorough training in Broadcasting technique. It shows you
how to solve every radio problem from the

standpoint of the Broadcast -gives you a complete
training in every phase of actual Broadcasting.
Through this remarkable Course you can train for
a big paying Broadcasting
position -right in your home
You can train for
a
big paying
-in your spare time -entirely
position in Broadwithout giving up your prescasting as an:
ent position -and acquire the
Announcer
technique that makes Radio
Singer
Actor
Stars.
Musical Director
Send for Valuable FREE
Program Manager
Sales Manager
Booklet
Advertising
Publicity
An interesting booklet enMusician
titled "How to Find Your
Reader
Writer
Place in Broadcasting" tells
Director
you the whole fascinating

s_v

story of the Floyd
casting. No cost or
coupon below today.
Broadcasting, Dept.

Gibbons

School of Broad
Act now -send

obligation.

Floyd Gibbons School of
5A37, U. S. Savings Bank
Building, 2000 14th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting
2000 14th St.. N. W.. Dept. 5A37. Washington, D. C.
Without obligation send nie your free booklet "How
to Find Your Place in Broadcasting" and full particulars
of your home study Course.
Name

Please

Print

Age

or

Write Name plainly

Address

City

Staut
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Read POPULAR SONGS and sing your blues away.
Complete words and music to La Cucaracha Home
Got the Jitters
on the Range
Margie
You're in
Neighbors
After You've Gone
My Power
I Ain't Got Nobody
and dozens
of lyrics to your favorite song hits.

now on sale

. .

ten cents

She Got $400°° for

a Half Dollar

9wit/ pay CASH for OLD COINS, BILLS and STAMPS
POST YOURSELF -IT PAYS!
f paid $400 to Mrs. Dowty of Texas, for one Half Dollar; J D
Martin of Virginia, 3200.00 for a single Copper Cent. Mr Manning of New York, $2.500.00 for one Silver Dollar. Mrs. G. F
Adams, Ohio. received $740.00 for a few old coins. 1 will pay big
prices for all kinds of old coins. medals. bills and stamps.

I

Will Pay $100.00 For A Dime!

Mint; $50.00 for 1933 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo)
and hundreds of other amazing prices for coins. Scnd 4c for
Large Illustrated Coin Foldcr and furthcr particulars. It may
mean much profit to you. Write today to
B. MAX MEHL,124 Mehl Bldg., FORT WORTH, TEXAS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)
1S94 S.

THE SAGA OF NBC IS ON
PAGE 32

-J
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Too Hot to Broadcast
(Continued from page 23)
$1,000 or sentenced to a year in jail for

each day that the offense occurs. In other
xvords, if a station broadcasts the names
of the winners in a sweepstakes every day
for a month, the owner may be fined
$30,000 and go to jail for thirty years. It's
a more severe sentence than is given for
killing a man in some states.
Do you wonder why stations arc care-

ful?
And here are a few more Thou Shalt
the Act of 1934: No
station can put on a paid program without
announcing that it is sponsored. Nor can a
Squeedunk station tune in a network (or
other) program and rebroadcast it without
expressed permission from the station
wherein the program originates. Nor can
anyone send out false distress signals.
That's what the regulations say, so I
asked, "What does the Commission consider
obscene or indecent ? You forbid things that
are permitted to appear in books, magazines, movies and on the stage. Where do
you draw the line as to what's too hot to
broadcast ?"
The reply was, "We feel that every
member of the family has a right to enjoy
radio. If we believe that parents may
consider certain material harmful to their
children, we disapprove its use as broadcast material."
I got an even more concrete statement
from Mr. A. A. Commier, until recently
general manager of \VOR, the largest independent station 'in the East. "There are
three words which are taboo on \VOR,"
Mr. Commier said.
"They are hell.
damn, and nigger. Of course the two
first mentioned may be used in sermons
and religious talks, but we delete all three
from songs, sketches, stories and similar
broadcasts. Nigger is taboo because the
word is offensive to many colored people
who may be listening -and rightly so."
I didn't ask him about "Chink," "Mick,"
"Kike," " \\'op," "Frog," "Greaser," but
they, too, are generally banned.
Mr. Commier continued, "For a long
time \VOR refused to accept broadcasts
for proprietary medicines, but after such
programs had become usual on other major
stations, we let down the bars. Even after
that, the advertising of laxatives was not
permitted by any of the major stations, and
it is only lately that they have relaxed this
ruling.
"Dramatic scripts and stories are carefully read in our continuity department
prior to broadcasting, and any risque allusions or objectionably passionate love scenes
are rewritten in such a wav that no listener
would be offended."
Permitting questionable material to go
on the air would not only offend the
listener, but would react unfavorably to
the station and program sponsor as well.
Many years ago, when I was press agent
for a small New York radio station, a
couple of Irish entertainers broadcast a
song about "Mrs. Murphy's Goat." It was
not an obscene song by any means, in fact
it was available on phonograph records.
But it did poke fun at a mythical Mrs.
Murphy.

rots, taken from
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The following day several hundred letters
of protest were received from Irish listeners and Irish newspapers called the
attention of their readers to the affront,
suggesting that they resent it. The whole
affair was as unintentional as it was regrettable, but it took the station many
weeks to reinstate itself in the good graces
of its Gaelic listeners.
Iiow a station tries to protect its advertisers against such contingencies was another thing Mr. Commier explained. One
sponsor wished to broadcast a contest in
which only a single winner would receive
a prize -and the contest entailed considerable work on the part of entrants. The
station refused to accept an advertising

A new NBC mike -man, Cliff Engle.
He announces from San Francisco.
contract from the sponsor, because it felt
that all the contestants except the one
winner would be disgruntled and resentful.
Another advertiser wished to give a
daily report of automobile accidents -and
the station refused to accept it, because it
would tend to diminish the pleasure which
radio listeners found in motoring. A third
program was put off the air simply because it was tiresome and boring.
The situation was summed up when Mr.
Commier said, "Stations are largely guided
by that one phrase in the regulations governing their operation. They simply have
to decide whether any given broadcast is
in `the public interest, convenience, and
necessity.' For example, no propaganda
against the people or subversive to the
authorized government of the United
States may ever go on the air."
The same is true at the networks, though
they insist that "there is no censorship."
It has to be true, for it's only common
sense. A chain station continuity man,

after being subjected to what almost
amounted to a third degree, broke down
and confessed that they would not broadcast information relative to birth control,
nor would they permit speakers to solicit
funds, misstate facts, or utter slanderous
remarks. There is a good reason for the
latter stand. A station over which a libelous statement is broadcast is just as liable
for damages as is the man who makes the
statement.

SCRIPTS

by experienced radio broadcasters, he said, do not ordinarily need
cleaning, for the writers know what is and
what is not permitted. But amateurs, or
even professionals who have never done
any radio work, almost invariably try to
put smart or ultra -sophisticated gags into
their comedy skits. And then they wonder
why their scripts bounce back!
I next went to some advertising agencies.
One executive refused to comment. It
wouldn't do his stars any good, he said, to
have radio listeners know that their
comedy had to be cleaned up. It would
be even worse to let them know that the
comics didn't write their own script.
Another agency was more willing to
discuss the subject. Here the continuity
chief told me that they had broadcast a
series of true police stories. Before these
went on, they were submitted to Edward
Mulrooney, then Commissioner of Police,
and J. Edgar Hoover, head of the Federal
investigators, who suggested the deletion
of how the police obtained information enabling them to make arrests.
Even then other cuts had to be made,
for the radio audience considered brutal
killings too hot to broadcast and wrote
letters of protest. Crime was made very
unattractive in the series, then, as a consequence, men in the penitentiary objected,
saying that So and So, who shot the cop
in the bank stickup, wasn't really such a
rat as the script made him out.
The use of hell, damn and Jesus is also
taboo at this agency. When the script
calls for a tough guy, he has to be hard
without being profane or blasphemous.
"But," said my informant, "our writers
have evolved a technique whereby they
can avoid such terms without sounding like
`Little IVouteu.' Why, at one time the
stations wouldn't even let them use belly or
lousy, but the rules have eased off on that."
In crime broadcasts the writers have to
be very careful in naming the criminal.
Letters have been received from Jews,
Italians, Irish and Greeks (including a
foreign consul) objecting because they
considered it an affront that the criminal's
nationality or religion was the same as
their own.
Despite what the stations say about there
being no censorship, the agencies claim to
have felt it. One agency man told me,
"The payoff is station censorship. The
only fault we have to find with it is that
it's not intelligent. Scripts are read by
men whose job it is to find something to
cut and they often delete stuff which is
amusing and entirely innocuous. If the
cut is unimportant, we let it go, but some-

RADIO STARS
imes we carry the fight right through and
he stations' sales departments consistently
ide with us."

That's what the agencies say. Now shall
ve look at a few concrete examples?
when in the Amos 'n' Andy
?EMED'IBER
series one of the boys was on trial for
nurder? If you recall, that sequence ended
vith the whole murder, including the trial,
)eing just a dream that Amos was having.
2adio listeners gave it that ending for they
)bjected to having Amos really tried for
nurder, because they just couldn't stand

TAKE CARE..
COLDS- SUSCEPTIBLE!
physician states that of the 60,000 preventable deaths yearly in the U. S., many are due
to neglect of the common cold. It is vitally important,
therefore, that colds be kept under control.
If you catch cold easily-and your colds hang on -don't
take needless chances. Follow Vicks Plan for Better Control of Colds. Thousands of clinical tests, supervised by
practicing physicians, have proved its helpfulness -for
fewer, shorter and milder colds.
AN EMINENT

searing him suffer.

Fred Allen went on the air with some
zags about "The Full Moon Nudist
olony." Gracie Allen (no relation) has
dso quipped about "nudism helping a girl
;et a lot of things off her chest." Eddie
Zantor has had nudist wisecracks. But those
lays are gone forever. The moguls have
-uled that there shall be no more jokes
about nudism.
hat the stations rule-no
Despite
matter how strictly they try to enforce
:ensorship (if censorship does exist)there are occasional lapses. After dinner
speakers at banquets, even in the days
before repeal, sometimes have off -color
stories. Even men giving prepared speeches
will sometimes mutter, sotto voce, but loud
enough for the microphone to catch,
"Where the hell's the next damn page?" as
happened in the last election campaign. A
bedtime story teller, thinking he was off the
air, concluded his talk with, "I hope that
s until tomorrow."
holds the little
The next day he didn't have a job.
Recently a station broadcasting a benefit
aired the words of a master of ceremonies
who was speaking extemporaneously. He
told a risque joke-and the next day the
station had a warning from the Commission.
Do you blame the stations if they're
careful?

If

When Colds
THREATEN
..VICKS
VA- TRO -NOL

a

Cold

STRIKES

..VICKS
VAPORuB

At the first nasal irritation, sniffle or
sneeze, quick! . ..Vicks Va-tro -nol! Just a
few drops up each nostril. Its timely use
helps to prevent many colds-and to throw
off colds in their early stages.

At bedtime, massage throat and chest with
VapoRub, the modem way of treating colds.
Through the night, its direct two- way'action
by stimulation and inhalation brings
soothing relief-without risks of "dosing."

-

-

(Full details of this unique Plan in each Vicks package.)

VICKS PLAN FOR BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS

KITCHEN TESTED RECIPES

Leaflets containing new and appetizing recipes, all carefully
tested in a home-kitchen, are yours for the asking. Read this
month's Cooking School article on cooking and then write immediately for this free recipe booklet. In it you will find several
favorite recipes of MADAM SCHUMANN- HEINK, including:

e
Here he is, folks! The new Captain
to take Cap'n Henry's spot on Show
Boat. He is Frank McIntyre, whom
you have heard on the Palmolive

Marrow Balls for Soup
Potato Pancakes
Holiday Dressing

O

Stritzle -Cake

THE RADIO STARS COOKING SCHOOL
Every Month in

RAUIO STARS

program.
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Rah, Rah Radio
(Continued frone rage 27)
chemistry, engineering, salesmanship, etc.
By paying attention and taking notes in
the courses on psychology you could have
learned enough about human nature to
double your batting average, whatever
your business, That little extra hatful of
knowledge would have given you the
courage to brace the boss for a raise. It
would have helped you understand your
boy friend much better and given you
happier moon times together. Wherever
you came in contact with people it would
have helped.

CUDDLED up beside your loud- speaker
you could have learned how to get the
most out of your own speaking voice. Not
for making speeches, but to make your
words count among your friends, at the
office, over the telephone. And if the opportunity arose, that knowledge would have
helped you no end in breaking into the
radio or movies.
You could have followed the world
through its history from Cain to Dillinger.
You could have become acquainted with
the good plays of all time from Euripides
to Elmer Rice. What could you not have

learned?

Electricity, astronomy, banking

and the Einstein Theory. With Einstein
himself at the mike. Even arithmetic. And
how to cook and what to cook, how to keep
beautiful, how to sew, how to take care of
a baby and how to make a boy eat spinach.
Yes, and about rock gardens and vegetable
gardens, and window boxes, ferns, fertilizers and bugs. How to build a house, lay
a walk, paint, sculpture, whittle and wattle,
how to collect postage stamps and how to
eat peas without becoming a sword
swallower.
There's a broadcast called the American School of the Air. It's part of our
university and it's mentioned here just to
give you an example. Its teachers are top-

notchers from all parts of the country.
History, civics, geography, music, drama,
art, literature and science are taught scientifically. It goes into 45.000 schools
regularly, which means that about 6,000,000
kids listen to it as part of their daily
routine. When Long Beach and other
towns in California were wrecked by the
earthquake it was that school which took
over the work of the disrupted school
system, and carried on for weeks, giving
the children the only instruction they
received.
Mothers also listen. Some never went
to school and clutch at this as an opportunity to make up for what they have lost.
Others who went to school, take it as an
opportunity to brush up. Fathers listen.
They are from all walks of life bank
presidents, factory foremen, boss carpenters
and laborers. They like these simple lessons. Almost as many adults as children
tune in on the program. The total of
listeners is estimated at 11,000,000.
:

folks down CBS way who run the
told of receiving a letter from an
aged Negress, not long after they had
broadcast the story of the Battle of New
Orleans. She said the broadcast was perfect and she ought to know because she
was one of General Jackson's slaves. If
you had gone to dear old Radio, you would
know that General Jackson, known as Old
Hickory and the hero of New Orleans
later became President of the United

THE
school

States.
There are other stories like that. One
is about a blind man who had recovered
the use of his eyes. He became very fond
of reading but he wrote that if he were
given a choice between the knowledge to
be derived from books and from radio, he
would give up his eyesight rather than lose
his radio school.

Then there's the funny story about the
lumberjack who acquired a reputation as
a highbrow in a Missouri logging camp
simply because he had fallen into the habit
of listening to Walter Damrosch's Friday
morning Music Appreciation hour. The
boss of the camp went so far as to appoint
the logger camp librarian when someone
sent out a truckload of books.
The Music Appreciation hour is, of
course, the biggest and most popular course
in the university. Twenty -five per cent of
all the schools in the United States -about
60,000 -get it regularly and weave it into
their regular scheme of instruction. Note hooks, prepared specially for the course,
have been sent to 6,000,000. Every schoolchild in Dallas, Texas, for example,
possesses a notebook.
Total listeners
number roughly 15,000,000.
This course is in its seventh year and
already possesses a large group, numbering several millions, who have completed
the four -year course in Music Appreciation.
Said Mr. Damrosch, "They have learned
to distinguish the different instruments of
the orchestra and how the master composers have used them in combination with
each other. They have learned something
of the development of music from the
simpler song forms to the most complicated symphonies of Beethoven and the
music -dramas of Wagner, all of which
come over the radio.
this vast throng of musicians,
by radio, will come the song
writers, conductors and concert masters of
tomorrow.
There are no walls aro- nd our college.
It is all mixed up with life as it is lived
in the world outside. The news is part of
the day's work. In fact, news often comes
in and breaks right on the college campus
-as when Roosevelt was shot at down in
Miami.
The President has spoken more than
twenty times. When he speaks the 40,000,000 in the student body cluster and listen.
This is the university's star attraction.
Members of the Cabinet have also spoken
Senators and Congressmen. Ambassadors
And hundreds of small fry. All explaining
the exciting, engrossing events that have
taken place since F. D. R. entered tit(
White House.
Oceans don't bother the university. Tc
its myriad halls come kings and their music
The sound of bells in London ; the voice
of choristers in Rome ; the barking o
Hitler and Mussolini ; the call of the muez
zin in Cairo the guitar of a Spanisi
serenader ; the nasal quarrels of orator
in the Paris Chamber of Deputies. Fran:
Buck walks you through the jungle; Burt
on Holmes shows you a mosque ; Riple
introduces you to a man whose bald hea
is shaped like a second face.
Stories of how Radio's explanation c
new government laws helped farmers t
save their land and householders to pay o
mortgages we all know. Stories of ho
families were united by stray news iten

FROM
created

;

Two of America's most famous favorites-you need no introduction to
Mary Pickford and Rudy Vallee.
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Then there's one about
lass marooned on a farm twenty miles
from nowhere with a month -old baby and
sick husband. She turned the dials. Out
)f the magic box flowed a voice telling her
!xactly what to do. Mother and child are
Ioing well.
There's good advice in them thar waves.
Advice from preachers of every sect.
Hymns that raise the spirit. Lessons in
tolerance and the way to behave. Respect
for other nations, respect for neighbors,
the real meaning of a square deal. The
church is an important part of the university, but it comes to the students without a straitjacket of creed.
It is pure
religion, pure goodness. Protestants write
to Catholic priests and devout Catholics
rejoice in the words of the Rev. Dr. Harry
Ire also common.
t

I

Emerson Fosdick.
The morning exercises fix up the body,
the evening vespers invigorate the soul.
Politics are taught from poll to poll; business from idea to dollar; the social life
from fork handling to wife handling. When
the problem of what to do with the leisure
created by the NRA arose, old Radio
rushed in to fill the breach with lectures
on hobbies. No less than 750 hobbies were
and are being discussed in detail on stations
everywhere.
The greatest university in the world is
not exclusive to the networks. Local stations everywhere bear down heavily on

education. The University of Chicago is
on the air from dawn to midnight, using
all Chicago stations. \VL\V at Cincinnati,
which this fall becomes the nation's most
powerful station, will use its new power
to spread the Ohio School of the Air over
half the nation. For the last few years
this complete radio school system lias been
reaching about five states. Now it will
cover the Middle Nest.
In 1934, twenty per cent of all programs
broadcast were strictly educational. Another thirty per cent were classical music,
news, political talks and other features
which possessed cultural value. Thus, half
of the programs were college material.
Now, a little tip for the girls and boys
who really want to get the most out of this
bowl of cherries we call life. A tip from
the inside. The coming year will see the
amount of radio education increased at
least fifty per cent. The subjects now
being taught will be given more elaborately.
New subjects will be introduced. Better
teachers, more dramatic presentations,
more convenient listening hours.
You can improve your chances for success and happiness by sitting down regularly to a good, serious listen -in. Time is
cash. Budget your time. Your radio time.
And make it pay dividends by extending
your knowledge of life and things, widen ing your practical capacities, and deepening
your social and spiritual relations.

Jilted Into Fame
(Continued front page 40)

revived. One day, in a moment of fire, it
reached the climax.
"Can't you wait, darling," Dick begged.
"As soon as I have my own band and I'm
settled in a good spot, I'll have the time
and money to do all the things you want
to do."
"Oh, you and your band !" she cried.
"You may have to wait years. Either now
or never !"
Hot words passed and in a blaze of fury
she left -for good.
Even though their temperaments and
ideas were so different, Himber really
loved the girl. He was young and impressionable and when he realized that she
meant what she said -that she was definitely through with him -he felt that the
bottom had fallen out of his world.
men might have gone on a jag

SOME
trying to forget, but it had

a strange
effect on Himber. Somehow it woke him
out of his easy -going complacency, stirred
up his ego. He felt resentful and miserable
at her lack of confidence in him. Then and
there he made up his mind that he was
going to prove to her how wrong she was.
Before this he had been making his plans
slowly and trusting to luck to give him the
breaks. Now he determined to go to any

extreme to realize his ambition. Nothing
could stop him So you see, it was more
to show her what he really could do, than
just personal ambition that spurred him to
his unusual plan.
After making the rounds of all the hotels,
!
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10 Day
Free

Trial Offer
BIG PRICE REDUCTION

Accept this amazing offer on a brand new Remington
Portable No. 5, direct to you from the factory. Never
before could we offer it on such easy terms that it
actually costs you but 100 a day to own it. This
machine formerly sold for a lot more than its present
price. The price and the terms make it the greatest
bargain in typewriter history.
Not a used or rebuilt typewriter. Not an incomplete
machine. A beautiful brand new regulation Remington Portable. Standard 4 -row keyboard; standard
width carriage; margin release on keyboard; back
spacer; automatic ribbon reverse; every essential feature found in standard typewriters!

COURSE IN TYPING

he discovered that they liad already booked
bands for the season. Sitting in his room
in the Essex House, deciding on his next
move, he hit upon his bold scheme. The
Essex House had no orchestra. Several

times they hád turned him down when he
broached the subject, saying that they did
not care to go to the extra expense. But
now he had a plan which they couldn't
possibly refuse.
He stood before the manager explaining
it. "Yes, I'll pay the band out of my own
money. You don't have to put in a red
cent. \Vhy not give me a chance and tr}
it. You have nothing to lose."
That's how he got the "job." As he
walked back to his room. his emotions were
mixed with joy and fear. Here was his
chance -"Richard Himber and his Orchestra" from now on. He would occupy a
place in the sun and would be able to
show off his new musical ideas. But then
on the other hand he was going to invest
every cent he liad. He had exactly $12,000
in the bank and he was going to put all of
it up to pay his band. He was playing a
long shot, but he liad everything to win
and everything to lose.
He did all of the work himself. Got
the musicians, labored over his new arrangements, rehearsed his men and rushed
around to the radio stations until he got
an extensive hookup. He took the saxophonist out of the band because he recognized in him a glorious tenor voice, and
coached and trained hint to be his vocalist.
The boy is Joey Nash.

-

With your Remington No.
5 you get ABSOLUTELY
FREE a 19-page typing course.
Teaches the Touch System. It is
simply written and well illustrated.
Even a child can understand it.
During the 10 DAY TRIAL OFFER
you should dash off letters faster
than with pen and ink.

CARRYING CASE
With every Remington No. 5,
a FREE Carrying Case sturdily built of 3- ply wood.
Covered with heavy DuPont fabric.
Top is removed in one motion, leaving machine firmly attached to base.
Can be used anywhere-on knees, in
chairs, on trains.

New wage scales point
definitely to higher prices. Iachines
on hand make possible the present unbelievably low cash price on this machine. We don't
uelteve we can maintain the present price reduction for long.
You can try this machine for 10 days without
risking one penny of your money. Not even shipping charges. Send for complete details on this
most liberal offer. Get attractive new catalog illustrating and describing the many Remington models available on unusually low
terms. Clip coupon today!

Rcmingtot Rand Ino., Dept. 140-1
Buffalo, N. Y.
Please tell me how I can buy a new Rcming.
ton Portable Typewriter for only 100 s day.
Also enclose your new catalog.

omei
Address

City

_

Jtate
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162 HANDS TALK
IN 7 -DAY

MANICURE TEST
Test proves Chic Nail Polish equal to

"salon" polishes costing 75c or more

This test was made with Chic, costing only
10c, on one hand and an expensive "salon"
polish on the other. The polishes were supplied in plain unlabeled bottles, simply marked
"A" and "B." The women testing them did
not know which was which.

"A

"-

expensive
"salon" polish
"B

"- Chic

Nail Polish
After 7 days' wear the results show81% find Chic equal to costly salon polishes
or better
and two out of three of them
say Chic is actually better and give definite
reasons for saying so!
This test proved to them that Chic Nail Polish
applied evenly and did not crack or peel .
that Chic retained its color
that its luster
was of lasting quality.
You can make this simple test yourself and
discover a really fine polish for only 10c.

...

.

.

.

.
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5 CHIC SHADES
CLEAR

PiNK
CORAL
RUBY
DEEP
ALSO
Chic Creme Polish
Chic Cuticle

Remover
Chic Polish Remover
Chic Oily Polish
Remover

CHIC
NAIL DOWN
PINK

AT THE 10c STORES
ts`0
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FINALLY, the night of the opening,
Richard Himber and his orchestra were
presented to the public. It was an orchestra different from most of the others his
audience had heard. There was an under current of sadness to even his most lilting
dance tunes. This was the first time they
had heard the classical harp play such an
important part in a modern dance band. It
was strangely thrilling.
Himber felt that he was made. But he
was counting his chickens too soon. He
was very popular at the Essex House and
he was building up a radio following, but
no worthwhile offers had come his way
and he was still paying his men out of his
own pocket. Now $12,000 is a lot of
money, but can you realize what it means
to pay a flock of high -priced musicians
every week ? In less than three months
Dick Himber's bankroll had melted away
to exactly five dollars.
That Friday night, as he stood before
his orchestra weaving his baton and smiling
to the dancers, a feeling of terror clutched
at his heart. He dreaded facing the boys
to tell them that the orchestra would have
to disband. And what about himself? Isis

daring itlea had flopped and with it his
dreams. He felt his world crumbling.
Suddenly, like a Good Samaritan stepping
from behind a dark cloud, a telegram arrived for Dick. As lie opened it his worried face broke into a broad grin. It was
from Pierre Roche, an advertising man in
Chicago, who was listening in to the boys
on his radio.

"PLANNING BIG RADIO SHOW
FOR STUDEBAKER STOP WOULD
LIKE YOU AN1) YOUR ORCIiESTRA STOP ARE YOU INTERESTED
Was he interested Dick faced his men
!

with a beaming smile and waved his baton
more energetically than ever.
From then on, it was comparatively
,innple. They clicked. Besides the Studebaker show they play at the swank Ritz Carlton Hotel and dozens of others are
bidding for their services. Yes, Richard
Himber is a name that means something
today.
And if it hadn't been for a certain girl
who walked out of his life and left a
big dent in his heart he might still
be working for some other bandleader.

"I Couldn't Sing Until I Learned to Live"
(Continued from page 57)
opera singer has found the one woman
at whose feet he can place all the ardor,
all the understanding, all the beauty of his
romantic and intense devotion.
So if you want to warble, learn how
to love, surely this is easy medicine for
you who want to sing.
There are other things besides love that
Mr. Tibbett says have enriched his life,
made him live fully. The first is his love
of nature.
Then, too, he thinks that his intense interest in people, his morbid curiosity to
know about them, has also helped him
to lead a full life. And then, there's eating,
which Mr. Tibbett says is his besetting
sin.

There are several incidents in Mr.
Tibbett's career which demonstrate the
artist as a man who's lead a colorful and
dramatic existence, the kind of existence
he claims is necessary to become a great
singer. I wish I could tell you all of the
instances that I know, but at least I
must lift the curtain on a few anecdotes
for you.
For instance, when Tibbett made his
first disastrous marriage, he had saved
$500. But reckless youngster that he was,
he bought some new clothes and took his
young bride on a sumptuous honeymoon,
from which he returned with exactly
two dollars and thirty -five cents with
which to face the world.
Then there was a time Tibbett was singing the role of "Neri" at the Metropolitan
while Madame Frances Alda (then the
boss, Gatti -Casazza's wife) was playing the
part of his faithless mistress. The part
called for Tibbett to fly into a jealous
rage at Alda ; to be brutal, murderous,
He was! While any other
powerful.
singer would have handled the influential
boss's wife with kid gloves, Tibbett told

me that he was so determined to do justice to his role that, throwing caution to
the winds, he also threw Madame Alda
to the floor
For a time he despaired
of the operatic sky clearing again, and
his fellow artists even took to humming
Chopin's "Funeral March" upon seeing
him. But Madame Alda, whom I realized
!

the one time I met her, was a remarkable
woman, forgave the young singer.
Another instance of the colorful existence that was Lawrence Tibbett's, occurred in the amusing episode at a Hollywood celebrity party, where Tibbett was
This was a
asked to sing in Russian.
language of which he knew not one word,
but he obligingly rose and improvised
sounds, sobbed, ejaculated, emoted. At the
end of the song, according to Mr. Tibbett,
all the gathering, including Charlie Farrell, Janet Gaynor, Robert Montgomery
and Leslie Howard, applauded violently.
An actress, who claimed noble Russian
ancestry, came up with tears in her eyes
and said, "It was tremendous -my favorite
aria -wonderful !" Tibbett, who in reality
had not sung one real Russian word, protested that his accent was not good. "You
are too modest," the so- called Russian actress replied, "I understood every word!"
And then, there was the tragically dramatic event in Tibbett's boyhood. He can
never forget how one of his playmates
came yelling into the Tibbett backyard and
told him that a bandit had killed his father.
When Lawrence Tibbett sang in "The Girl
of the Golden West" at the Metropolitan
Opera House many years later, the whole
dramatic story of his father's death swept
over him and made him sing his role with
a realism from experience.
For Tibbett himself is the living proof
of his theory -that to sing superlatively
you must live vividly.
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AS SIMPLE AS
WHY GERBER'S STRAINED

RA DIO STARS' Cooking School
page

(Continued

it brooks no inteference or denial. Yes,
spite the twinkling eyes and an all 'round
pression of sweetness and motherliness
ere is something very firm about SchuAnd she fairly radiates
Inn- Heink.
alth. Her silver hair is glossy and
ve,

her pink and white skin would be

e envy of many far, far younger women,
Zile the eyes that twinkle out at you are
e windows of a soul still young, eager
d ambitious. A combination of so much
arm and personality in one person is
tremely rare. That's why I carne away
)m our interview feeling that it is indeed
privilege to meet Madame Schumann -

cink. And I shall long remember sitting
tranced as she told me of her long and
sy life and described in detail the days
her childhood in Austria. Had you
ned in on that conversation you would
ve heard her saying:
I was a child we were very,

,HEN
very poor.

My father was an officer
the Austrian army. My mother was
Ilian. I was the oldest child and there I learned
re !tad many responsibilities.
cook early in life, but not fancy things.
rod things, yes, but simple. Over here
you do not have butter and meat that
considered terrible. In my home in the
I country we never had butter and meat
Is a treat to be had only once a month
ten my father was paid. And even then,
you suppose we children got the meat
y mother bought? No-o-o-it went into
When the stew
stew for flavoring!
as cooked my father got the meat while
ch child had one little bite, so big, like
is," and Madame measured off a sec In of her index finger to indicate the
!e of the piece. "Soups, vegetables, cab potatoes,
ge -much cabbage-noodles,
at made up what you call our 'daily
enu.
Our bread was made by my
-Alter at home and taken to the ovens of
e army barracks to be cooked. At other
nes we ate the coarse army bread. So
'u see we lived very simply and the
ings I learned to cook as a child were
odles, soup and marrow balls, and dishes
ade with potatoes such as potato pan kes and potato dumplings. Later on in
y life, when I started my career as a
Iger, I learned to make a few fancier
ings-not many, no, for mostly I was
o busy to cook. As prima donna I had
les to learn, trips to make, many, many
sties.
And there were my children
:e children! They kept me busy. As
ey grew up they learned to like things
eat that I had never had.
"Because the holiday season will soon
here it brings to my thoughts the Christ as cookies and cakes my children and
eir children loved."
(Madame pro Iunced it "loffed" but I despair of trying
convey her accent to you.)
"There twas one kind of cake theyy
especially," she continued, warmingg
subject, "the kind the Germans call
but which in my country is known
s Stritzle.
It was a Christmas specialit é
the cook I had for many years. Herr
star cookies also were excellent!!
r

-

1

E

VEGETABLES

6')

I am glad to say I learned to make those,
so that at Christmas time now I can make

them for my great grandchildren and mail
a box to each. I have five great grandchildren -such a big family- scattered all
over the country. Everybody likes my
cooking and I like to cook. That is fine,
ja? I /off to go out into a friend's big
kitchen or into my own little kitchen in
the hotel where I live and make homemade noodles and other good things. My
own kitchen is electric -ach, wonderful,
wonderful is it not when you think that in
my life I have gone from the coarse bread
baked in the big barracks oven to Christmas Stritzle cooked in a hotel suite at the
turn of one little switch ?"
"I have tasted Stollen. or Stritzle as you
call it, but never the homemade variety," I
told Madame. "The very thought of it
makes me hungry. Have you a rccipe for
the kind you like ?" I asked hopefully.
have. I will copy it down
"'Certainly
for you."
"And are there other recipes I also
might have ?" I suggested.
"Which ones would you like ?" Madame
inquired generously.
"Which would you recommend most
highly ?" I countered.
"What I like is one thing -what you
would like might be something entirely
different. So I will give you recipes for
the kind of dishes that would be popular
in this country, that is if people knew how
to make them as we did in the old country.
I'll give you two potato recipes -Potato
Pancakes and Potato Dumplings. Then
I'll give you something I never get here
unless I make them myself- that's Marrow Balls. You never tasted them, no?
They add so much to soup that I am surprised that so few people ever serve them.
Then Bavarian Cookies for the kinder
we must not forget the children at Christmas time, that would be too bad of us.
There, is that enough or would you have

-I

-

more?"
"Yes, just one thing more," I begged, "a
good stuffing for turkey. I once tasted a
stuffing made by a Viennese cook and I've
been trying to get a recipe ever since. I
never tasted its equal for delicate flavor and
fluffiness."

"For turkey ?" replied Schumann Heink
consternation. "What do I know

in mock

about turkey, my child? I never even
tasted one until I carne to this country and
then others cooked your native bird for
me. But chicken stuffing I can make and
it is everything you seem to wish --so good
and so light."
"That's what I want then," I assured
her.
I discovered aftcr using Madame's rccipc
that it makes a sniffing quite as perfect for
turkey as it is for chicken and one even
better than that Viennese stuffing of which
I had such fond memories. This stuffing
recipe is now printed as one of this
month's recipe cards in the RADIO STARS
Cooking School Folder. By sending for
it immediately you will receive not only
this but other equally delicious SchumannHeink recipes. One is for the Marrow

ARE
BETTER
FOR
BABY

is for Freshness
Vegetables grown especially for baby. Picked
at the moment of perfection. Rushed to the cannery,
where only the choicest go into Gerber cans.

is for Vitamins
Conserved to a greater extent by Gerber
processes, which exclude the oxygen that causes vitamin loss in open- kettle home cooking.

is for Minerals
Preserved to a higher degree by Gerber
moisture -regulation. retaining minerals poured off in
water at home.

1

is for Flavor

S

is for Straining

Retained in greatest measure by the new
Gerber Shaker -Cooker. Vegetables are stirred throughout steam -cooking in sealed cans. Protects fresh flavor.
Insures uniform cooking. Gives more complete sterilization without overcooking.
c:

Gerber strains through monel metal screens,

five times as fine as kitchen sieves.

is for Uniformity
Every vegetable uniformly prepared- standard in quality, consistency and flavor.

is for Approval
Accepted by American Medical Association
Committee on Foods. Prescribed by thousands of doctors.
Baby gets a complete variety of vegetables, summer and
winter. No tedious cooking and straining. Mothers are
freed of hours of daily drudgery. Doctor's instructions
can be carried out more accurately and scientifically.
Vegetables are unseasoned, so that they may be served as
they are, or seasoned slightly as taste or the doctor directs.

When shopping look
for the Gerber line.

It means "Baby Head-

quarters."

...
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Strained Tomatoes
Beets
Green Beans .
Vegetable Soup ...
Prunes
Carrots
Peas ... Spinach ... 4íi oz. cans. Strained CeION -oz. cans.
real .

...

Ask Your Doctor

ierber's

Gerbery

\TNIr

9 Strained FoodsJor Baby

Mothers ' Here's help for you, if
-Baby a on'l eat Scientific information ... practical suggestions ...
telling how to establish sholesome. normal eating habits. FREE
booklet send for it.
GERBER PRODI CTS COMPANY

FRFMONT. MICHIGAN
(In Canada Groun and Parked by
Fine Foods of Canada. Ltd.. Wind.
,or. Ont
'Meal
Please send me free core
time Pss'choIogy. by Dr Lillian
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Balls of which Madame spoke so highly.
A few seconds work with a can opener
will provide an excellent clear soup-confew additional minsomme or bouillon

-a

utes work will produce the Marrow Balls
which will give to those soups a note of
originality and will reflect favorably upon
your knowledge of what is good along
culinary lines. Then there are the Putato
Pancakes (I am giving you the other potato recipe before signing off). And of
course I %wouldn't think of depriving you
of that recipe for Stritzle so I am including
that in the folder too. This is part cake,
part coffee cake and is full of delicious
things as raisins, citron and the like.
The folders are all ready and waiting
to be sent out. Waste no time, then, in
sending in your coupon so that you will
be able to incorporate some of these
delicious foods into your Holiday menus.
Even if you aren't able to send for them
in time for that, you'll discover one of the
very nicest features of Madame Schumann Heink's recipes is that they are good the
year 'round. Here are two of them to
try out even before getting your recipe
folder.
BAVARIAN
1

24
3

meets you, the first thing
at is your eyes.
If they are beautiful and
attractive, they will be
what he remembers most
when he thinks of you .
he looks

The Approved

Mascara

(/

COOKIES

pound)

tablespoons orange juice
teaspoon cinnamon
grated rind of 1 lemon
3 cups sifted flour
yolk of 1 egg
Cream the butter, add sugar. Cream together thoroughly. Add orange juice, cinnamon and lemon rind. Add flour gradually. Mix until thoroughly blended. Toss
dough onto flour board, roll out thin. Cut
with star shaped cutter. Spread centers
with well beaten egg yolk. Bake in moderate oven (375 °) for 10 to 12 minutes
1

More than any other
feature, your eyes express YOU. When he

cup butter
cup sugar

STAR

until cookies are a golden brown.
Variations Omit egg yolk and frost
after baking with plain confectioner's icing
Instead of rolling dough, make it into
a long roll, wrap it in waxed paper an('
store in refrigerator until firm. Cut ehilleJ
dough crosswise into thin cookies. Bak(

or

:

as above.
POTATO
1

I)t

pound potatoes (about

5

medium size

potatoes)
2 ounces suet.
4 tablespoons flour

cup stale bread crumbs.
teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon nutmeg
1/8 teaspoon pepper
2 eggs, well beaten
Peel potatoes and boil in slightly salte
Drain thoroughl}
water until tender.
Force potatoes through ricer or coars
sieve. Cool. Chop suet extremely fin(
add to cooled, riced potatoes together wit
flour, bread crumbs and seasonings. Mi
thoroughly. Add well beaten eggs. Mi
together lightly with a fork. Flour you
hands and roll mixture into dumpling
about the size of small croquettes. Ro
dumplings in flour, allow to stand % hou
Drop dumplings gently into rapidly boilin;
slightly salted water. Cover and bo
gently for 20 minutes. Serve with cheer
sauce, meat gravy or tomato sauce. (.
pinch of sweet marjoram added to duml
lings will give them a distinctive flavor.)
And now before I leave you allow n
to convey to you Madame Schuman;
Heink's good wishes for the Holidays
well as for your success with her recipe
(And you won't forget to send for the;
will you ?)
This is Nancy Wood signing off. Mer
Christmas everybody and a Happy Ne
Year.
1

make them unforgettably
alluring with the pure.

harmless Maybelline
Eye Beauty Aids.
Blend a soft, colorful

BLACK,
BROWN AND BLUE

shadow on your eyelids with
Maybelline Eye Shadow, and
see how the color and sparkle
of your eyes are instantly
intensified. Form graceful,
expressive eyebrows with the
smooth marking Maybelline
Eyebrow Pencil. Nowdarken
your lashes into the appearance of long, dark, lustrous
fringe, and presto
you
will truly have eyes he cannot forget I
Keep your lashes soft and
silky with the pure Maybelline Eyelash Tonic Cream,
and be sure to brush and
train your brows with the

...

BLACK
AND BROWN

dainty, specially designed
Maybelline Eyebrow Brush.
All Maybelline Eye Beauty
Aids may be had in purse
sizes at all leading 10c stores.
Insistongenuine Maybelline

products to be assured of
highest quality and absolute
harmlessness.
COLORLESS
'1

--............,.a.á.,,.._.
S

BLACK OR WHITE

BRISTLES

82

Alto I)

BLUE, BROWN, BLUJE -GREY,
VIOLET AND GREEN

When they're good, they're very, very crazy. And they are that way
all of the time for this couple is Charles King and Peggy Flynn, musical
comedy stars, on WJZ at 9:45 P. M., E.S.T., Sundays.
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He Rode to Glory on a Mouse
(Continued from page 17)
that in this talented rodent he held the
secret of the success that still eluded him.
In those days everyone was talking
about Hollywood. Boys and girls in their
teens were trying to raise the fare to the
Golden Nest where they could share in
the cinema boom that was skyrocketing
such stars as \Nally Reid and Mabel
Normand.
Walt determined to seek his fortune
there, too. He arrived in Hollywood with
the clothes he had on his back, an extra
sweater, a few drawing pencils, forty
dollars, and a lot of worry about unpaid
debts left behind. He had also brought
along a reel of the last fairy tale he had
made.

For three months he tramped through
the town trying to sell it, but everybody
told him the same thing -their New York
office might be interested. With a prayer
he packed it up and sent it off.

YOU'D think little Mickey Mouse would

be pretty disappointed by this time, sitting around on the edges of Disney's
drawings.
As yet he was certainly a long way
from becoming a national hero. But he
was no more discouraged than the uncomplaining, always smiling chap whose
shoes got thinner day by day.
Finally, timid, patient, long- suffering
Mickey got his chance. With his last cent
gone, Walt went to his brother and borrowed $250. This deal later turned into a
partnership whch still endures with the
brother, Roy, as business administrator.
It was this windfall, with a contract
from the New York firm to which he
had sent his film, that turned the tide.
Probably you saw some of the first pictures he did. They were about a little
girl who played with fairies. She was
pretty terrible, Walt says, and he chased
her back to fairyland as soon as possible.
Oswald the Rabbit was his next. But, as
with Alice, Walt wasn't satisfied. So he
boarded a train for New York to see the
boss about it. When Walt wanted to spend
more money on Oswald, the boss got mad.
Walt was tossed out into the street, and
Oswald went marching on without him.
That Mickey should get his chance was
inevitable now. Mickey who'd been hanging around on the backs of old envelopes
and on odd scraps of drawing board. Before the train pulled into Hollywood,
Walt and his wife, who had been one of
his artists, had the first scenario for
Mickey mapped out. As soon as they got
home, their second -hand car was dispossessed and Mickey began to dance in
the garage. That was back in 1927 when
the movies were just beginning to find
their voice. As yet, Mickey didn't even
have a squeal. So Walt found him one.
Or rather Walt talked and squealed himself blue in the face. And then he gave
to his poor, defenseless mouse that bleating, quavering falsetto which would have
disgraced any human being, but sounded in
Mickey's mouth like a million dollars.

KGDL
MILDLY MENTHOLATED
CIGARETTES

Soon Hollywood producers were knocking one another down trying to get Walt
to sign on the dotted line. That date.
history students will read about as the
beginning of the Mickey Mouse Stampede.
Theatres started showing him here and
there, then when whirring turnstiles
marked the beat of a new juvenile idol's
climb, scores and hundreds of theatres
wired for additional reels.

DOLL manufacturers created his likeness and spread him over 100.000 store
counters; breakfast food manufacturers,
watchmakers . . but you know the story.
Mickey, the Amazing, has multiplied and
divided himself until he can be purchased
in more than 600 different forms.
I have called \Valt Disney probably the
most modest man in the world. All Hollywood knows him as one of the sanest.
"It's been a struggle," Walt told me recently, "But now we're on our feet, out
of the red -and at the same time we own
and control the company ourself." Those
sentences are typical of Walt, for in them
he never once used what Broadway
columnists call the perpendicular pronoun.
Always he thinks of his company as "we."
The band of artists who began in a
one -car garage have increased to a staff
of over 200- artists, technicians, sound
and cameramen and business administrators. The crude makeshift apparatus has
gone and well over $150,000 has been spent
on the most up-to- the -minute mechanisms.
You should know this, too. His success
hasn't made him forget the other fellow.
His employees get two days off each week
to play and he pays them enough so that
they can definitely put by money for the
day when they want to pull out. But it
will be a long time before this ever happens in this jolly family. They arc having too good a time working for Walt.
Visitors to Hollywood these days almost always ask to see the place where
Mickey Mouse is made. The building itself is modest compared to other Hollywood studios. But a large electric figure
of Mr. Mouse rampant perches atop the
building. Just inside the front door there
is a coat of arms bearing the distinctive
inscription "Ickvmay Ousemay."
Outwardly. Walt Disney is no different
from the slim brown -haired fellow who
arrived in Hollywood with only forty dollars to his name. He still gets down on all
fours rapturously to observe a beetle
drinking a drop of dew. He still drives
an old second -hand car. His only luxuries
during the past year have been a new
frigidaire and a baby. Outwardly Walt
Disney is unspoiled and unaffected by the
hubbub of the world acclaim that dins
his ears.
I like to think of him, though, in connection with that spraddle -legged mouse
on top of his studio. I like to think of
that triumphant neon -lighted Mickey as
a symbol of Walt Disney himself : modest,
untiring, quietly intelligent and -sitting
on top of the world!
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Tuck a carton of K ®LS (200 cigarettes)
into any smoker's stocking and listen to the
grateful "0-ohs!" and "A -ahs!" you get.
The mild menthol cools the smoke and
soothes the holiday -harried throat, but the
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Stop a
COLD

the First
Day:

Drive It Out of Your System
-Roots and All!
16 .COLD once tooted is a cold of danger!
Trust to no makeshift methods.
A cold, being an internal infection, calls
for internal treatment.
A cold also calls for a COLD remedy and
not a preparation good for a number of other
things as well.
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is what a
cold requires. It is expressly a cold remedy. It
is internal and direct -and it does the four
things necessary.

Four Effects
It opens the bowels. It combats the cold
germs and fever in the system. It relieves the
headache and grippy feeling and tones the
entire system.
Only Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine supplies these four effects and anything less than
that is inviting trouble.
Get Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine at
any druggist, 35cand 50c. The 50c size is the
more economical "buy." Ask for Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine by
the full name and accept no substitute
on any pretext.

Listen to Pat Kennedy, the Unmasked Tenor
and Art Kassel and his Kassels-in- the -Air
Orchestra every Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Thursday, 1:45 p. m. Eastern Standard
Time, Columbia Coast -to -Coast Network.

Programs Day by Day
(Continued from page 66)
SUN 1).1I'S (Continued)

4

(1/4)- Kam.as City l'hillsarmonic
t)rchestra.
Karl Krueger, c factor;
1)e %Vol( hopper, narrator; guest artist.
(Kexnli Drag.)
WEAF, WrIC, \\'TAG. WEE!, \VJAR,
\\ ('SII, \V LIT. \\'FBR, Witt% \VGY.

:00

EST

WHEN, WTAM, WWJ, WSAI. W'RVA,
3:00
WJAX, WI OD, \VELA.
W I"I'F,
('ST -WMAQ, WDAF, WI BA, WEBC.
\\'API,
\\'AVE, WSM, WMC. WSB,
W'JDX, WSM 13, W'BA1', KTBS, KPRC.
l'ST -MST -KOA,
KDYL. I :00
2:00
I(PO, KFI, KG\V, KOMO.
4 :00
EST (1/)- Sherlock IIolInes back on
the air wit Stooge Wat son. (G. %Vnshington's Coffee.)
\\'.IZ, \\'RZ,, WBZA, \VBAL. WMAL,
\\'SYIt, WHAM, KDKA, %VGAR, WJR,
KWK.
WEN It,
3:00 ('ST
NV(' KY.
K\V('It, KSO, KOIL, \VREN.
4:30 EST (1/2) -"The Land of Beginning
Again." Ruth Everets, songs; Ilurrison
Louis Rat nylon's BoKnox, tenor;

-

hemians; I.ely %Vhite, organist.

\\'DIAL, W'BA1,, W'SYIt, \VITAM,
KW'CR,
3:30 ('ST -WENR,
KDKA.
KSO, WREN, KOIL.
(S. C. John4:30 EST (1/2) -Tony \\ons.
son & Co.)
KSTP. WEBC, KFYR, WSM, \VSMB.
3:30 CST- WDIC, WSB, \\'API, \VJDX.
'2:30
2:30 MST -KOA, KDYL, KTAR.
l'ST-KGO, KFI, KGW', KOMO, KIIG.
KFSD.
5:00 EST (%)- Charier Sears, tenor; Diary
W'.TZ,

soprano; Edward Davies, baritone; Kocstner's orchestra. ( Hoover.)
\VF:AF, WTAG, WCSH, WFBIt, WWJ,
Steele,

WJAIt, \VFI, WRC, WSAI, WGY,
NV EEL
WBEN. WCAE. WTAM, -W'TIC. 4:00
('ST- -WMAQ, WOW, WDAF.
5:00 EST (1/2) -%Valk in, folks. It's Vick's
Open house. Permit us to introduce you
to Freddie 31artin's Orchestra; Eimer
Feldkamp, baritone ; Terry Shand, blues
singer; weal trio, and the two -piano
team.
N'A13C, WADC, \VNAS, WDRC, \VEAN.
\VJSV, W'CAH, WHEC, WKBN, WOKO.
\VCAO, WKBW, WCAU, WFBL, \VLBZ,
\\'BIG, WMAS, WKRC, WIIK, CKLW,
N'JAS, WSPD, WBT, WMBG, WORC.
WFBM.
WOWO,
CST -WBBM,
4 :00
KDIBC, WHAS, KMOX, WGST, WBRC,
W'DOD, KRLD, KTRH, KLItA, WRFC,
\\'CCO, WLAC, WDSU, KOMA, KTSA,
WIBW, KTUL, KFH. 3:00 MST -KLZ.
2:00 PST-KHJ KOIN, KGB.
KSL.
KFRC, KOL, KFPY, KVI.
5 :00 EST (1/4)- "Open House" with Freddy
Martin's Orchestra. (Vick Chemical Co.)
WABC, WADC, WOK 0, WCAO, WAAB.
WKRC, WHK, CKLW, WDRC, WFBM,
KMBC, WCAU, W'.TAS, WEAN, WFBL,
WSPD, WJSV, WLBZ, \VBT, WDOD.
KRLD, KLZ, WBIG, KTRH, KLRA,
WCCO. \VLAC, WHEC, KSL, KTSA.
WMAS. WIB\V, KFH WORC, \VGR,
WBBM, WO\VO, WHAS, KMOX, WGST,
WBRC, WREC, WDSU, KOMA, WMBG,
KTUL. WKBN
Fra5:00 EST (1/2) -Roses and Drums.
grance of romance mixed with the acrid
dramas.
in
War
Civil
smell of gunpowder
(Union Central Life.)
WJZ, WMAL, WBZA, WHAM, WGAR.
WJR, WBAL. WBZ, WSYR, KDKA,
WL \V. 4:00 CST -WENR, K\VCR, KSO.
KWK, WREN, KOIL, WKY, KTHS,
WBAP, KPRC. WOAI, KTBS.
5:30 EST (1/2) -Julia Sanderson and Frank
it. (General Baking.)
C
WABC, WOKO, WAAB, WHK, WSPD.
WBNS, \VWVA, WADC, \\'CAO, WGR.
CKLW, WJSV, WHEC, WORC, WDRC.
WCAU, WEAN, WFBL, WICC, WMAS.
4:30 CST -WFBM, KMBC, WHAS, KMOX,
WDSU, KOMA, KFH. KTUL.
5:30 EST (1/2) -Tony lYons, "House by the
Side of the Road." (S. C. Johnson and
Son, Inc.)
WEAF, WEEI, WCSH, WCAE, WLW,
WJAR, WFI,
WIS. WTIC,
WRVA,
WTAM, CRCT, WTAG, WRC, WGY.
WBEN, WWJ, CFCF, WWNC. 4:30 CST
-WMAQ. KSD. WOW, WDAF, KVOO,
WKY, KTHS, WBAP, KPRC, WOAI.
5 :30 EST (1/4) -Ride adventure high while
sitting at home with the Radio Explorer's Club. (Bosch.)
WJZ. WBZ, WBZA, WBAL, WMAL,
WSYR, WHAM. KDKA, WGAR, WJR,
WCKY. 4:30 CST-WENR, WLS, KWK,
KW'CR, KSO, KOIL, WREN, WTMJ,
WIBA, KSTP. WEBC, WDAY, KFYR.
WAPI,
WSB,
WMC.
WAVE. WSM,
WJDX, WSMB. 3:30 MST -KOA, KDYL.
2:30 PST -KGO, KFI, KGW, KOMO.
Honolulu Time -KHQ.
5 :45 EST (1/4)- Ruminations on Rover. Albert Payson Terhune talks about dogs.
(Sprat es.)
WJZ, W'BZ, WBZA, WBAL. WMAL,
WSYR, WHAM. KDKA. WGAR, WJR.
WCKY. 4:45 CST -WENR, WLS. KWK,
KW'CR, KSO, KOIL. 3:45 MST -KOA,
2:45 PST -KGO, KFI, KGW.
KDYL.
KOMO, KHQ.
(1/4)- "Music by Gershwin."
6:00 EST
Louis Katzman's orchestra; Dick Rob-

ertson, tenor; Rhoda Arnold, soprano;
Lucille Peterson, soloist; Male Sextet,
and Harry Von Zell, Master of Cere-

monies.
WABC, \VOKO, WCAO, WAAB, WKBW,
\\'HEC, WKItC, \VIIK, CKLW, WDRC,
WCAU, CFRB. WJAS, WFBL, WJSV,
\\' BT,
W'I3NS.
5:00
CS'r -W 1313M.
WFBM, KMBC. W'IIAS. KMOX, WGST.
WCCO, KRLD, \VDSU. 4:00 MST -KLZ,
KSL. 3:00 l'ST KERN, KGB, KFRC.
KDB. KOL. KFPY, KWG, KALI, KIIJ,
KOIN. KFHK, KVI
6:13 EST (s/,)dully. ('oburn's Orchestra.
WJZ, WBAL, 3,VMA1.. \\'ItZ. \VBZA.
\\'HAM, KDKA, W'GAIt, W,Ilt, WSYR.
5:15 CST-NV ENIt, KNCR, KSO, KWK,
\VBEN. KOIL.
6:30 EST (1/4) -"The Iron Master." Fifty
piece band; guest artists; (Sennett Chap pie, narrator. (Armco.)
WEAF, W'F1311, WTAM, WWJ, WCAE,
WGY, W'LI'r, \\'1ìC, WBEN. 5:30
CST -WMAQ, KSD, W'OC, WFIO, WOW,
KPRC, W'DAF, KVOO, \VKY, WBAP,
KTBS, \VOA(,
6:30 EST (1/4)- (lrand I lot el.
A drama
with Anne Seymour and Don Ameche.
WJZ, WEAL. WMAL. WI3Z, WBZA,
WSYIt, WHAM, KDKA, \VGAR, \\'JR.
5:30 ('ST- WENR, K \VCR. KSO, KWK,
WREN, KOIL, WTMJ, KSTP, WEBC.
4 :30
MST -KOA, KDYL.
3:30 l'STKPO, KFI. KG\, KOMO, KI "IQ.
(1/a)- Smllin' Ed .51eConueü.
6:30 EST
Song. (Acme faints.)
WABC, WA AB, WKBW, WEAN, WQAM,
WBNS, WFEA, WK RC, \\'IIK, CKLW,
WFBL, WLBZ, WLHW°, WW'VA, \VDRC,
\\'JAS, WJSV, WBT, WHP.
WCAU,
NV B13:31,
WFBM,
WHAS,
5:30 ('ST
KMOX, WGST, \VBItC, \VDSU, KRLD,
KFAB, WREC, \\'ISN, WCCO, \VLAC.
4 :30 MST-KLZ., KSI..
3:30 l'ST -KGB,
KDB,
KOL.
KFPY, KWG.
KFRC,
KERN, KDIJ, KHJ, KOIN, KFBK, KVI.
EST
(1/;) -Voice
of
Experience.
6:45
(%%'asey Products.)
WABC, WCAO, WCAU, WDRC, WEAN,
WFBL, W'HK, WJAS, WJSV, WKBW,
WK RC, \VNAC, \VWVA, CKLW. 5:43
CST -KMBC, KMOX, WBBM. WCCO,
\VIIAS, WOWO. 4:45 MST-KLZ, KSL.
3:45 PST-KFPY, KFRC, KGB, KIIJ,
KOH. KOIN, KVI.
Don Iiestor's
7 :00 EST (1/2) -Jack Benny.
Orchestra; Frank l'arker, tenor; Mary
Livingstone.
WJZ, \VBAL, WMAL, WBZ, WBZA,
WSYR, WHAM, KDKA, WJR, WRVA,
WPTF, WJAX, \VIOD, WFLA, WTAR.
WSOC.
WGAR,
6:00
WKBF,
CST
WENR, KW'CR, KSO, KWK, WREN,
KOIL, WTMJ, \\'IBA, WEBC, KFYR,
WAVE, WSM, WSB, WKY, WSMB,
KVOO, WFAA, KTBS, KPRC, \VOM,
WDAY, WMC.
7:30 EST (1) -Joe Penner. Ozzie Nelson's
Orchestra with Harriet Milliard.
W'JZ, WEAL, WMAL, WBZ, \VBZA,
WSYR,
HA M, KDKA, \VGAR, \\'JR,
W'RVA, W'PTF, WJAX, WIOD, WFLA,
WWNC, W'LIV. 6:30 CST-WLS, KWCR,
KSO, KWK, WREN, KOIL, WTMJ,
WI BA, KSTP, WEBC, WDAY, KFYR,
WSM, WDIC, WSB, WJDX, WSMB,
KVOO, WKY, WFAA, KPRC. \VOM.
5:30 3IST -KOA, KDYL, 4:30 PST
KPO, KFI KGW, KOMO, KHQ, KTAR,
7:30 EST (1/4)- Queera Mario, soprano;
Graham McNamee.
WEAF, WTAG, WTAR, WCSH, WRC,
WGY, WTAM, WWJ, WSAI, WBEN.
6:30 CST -WMAQ, KSD, WOW.
7:45 EST (1/4)- Wendel Hall, the Red
(leaded Music Maker. (Fitch.)
WEAF, WLIT, WTAG, WJAR, WCSH,
WKBF, WFBR, WRC, WGY, WBEN,
WCAE, WTAM, WWJ, WSAI, CFCF,
WTIC. 6 :45 CST -WHO, WMAQ, KSD,
WOC, WOW.
8:00 EST (1)- Detroit Symphony Orchestra,
(Ford
conducted by Victor Kolar.
Motor Co.)
WABC, WADC, WOKO, WCAO, WFBL,
WJSV, WICC, WBNS, WLBW, \\'HP,
WDBJ, WTOC, WIBX, WSJS, WGLC,
WKBN, WDRC, WCAU, WJAS, WEAN.
WSPD, WLBZ. WSMK, W'BT, WDIC,
WBIG, WFEA, WHEC, WMAS, CFRB,
WORC.
7:00 CST- WO \VO,
WWVA,
WFBM KMBC, WHAS, KMOX, WGST,
WBRC, WDOD, KRLD, KTRH, W'NOX,
WKBH, KLRA, WREC, WISN, WCCO,
WALA, W'SFA, WLAC, WDSU, KOMA,
KTSA, KWKH, KSCJ, WSBT, WIB \V,
KTUL, WACO, WRIT, KFH, KGKO,
WNAX. 6:00 MST-KVOR, KLZ, KSL.
5:00 PST -KERN, J(MJ, KHJ, KOIN,
KOL,
KGB,
KFRC. KDB,
KFBK,
KFPY, KWG, KVI, KOH.
8:00 EST (1/2)- Symphony Concert. Guest
artists. (General Motors.)
WJZ, WSYR, WHAM, WBZ. WBZA.
WBAL, WGAR, KDKA, WCKY ( \\'JR
7:00 CST- \\'LS, KSO,
on at 8:15).
KW'CR, KOIL, WREN (KWK on at
7:15):

-

-

-

(Continued on page 86)
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Goodnight, Mother
( Continued

froid

the room. As he sang he sang to her as
had done so many times. When his last
ng was over, it was as if he were closing
door and going up to bed. Almost as a
utter of course, he added the word,
ther, after saying the conventional good ght.
The friendship between them goes back
that far day Nvhen he was two years
d. She reports that little Charlie sang
simple church hymn through, keeping on
.y. At five his father held hint up to
e altar rail and he sang before the con egation, "Jesus, Lover of My Soul."
When father. mother and son traveled
e circuit in Pennsylvania, Maryland and
her states, they became known in
lurches as the Thomas Trio. Father
ayed the organ, mother and Charlie sang.
he Trio broke up when the boy entered
-ep school and for a time his history beme one of a husky kid's prowess as a
The
.otball player and high jumper.
ilv cue for his mother's entrance came
hen he dived from a tree into a swimming
)le and stuck head down in the mud. He
as in bed for two days grinning up beveen his bandages at his reproachful par it.

)REP school over, he started studying
medicine in Baltimore. Medicine was his
fission, singing his pastime. And a doc.r he would have been today had he not
v chance captured a scholarship at the
eabodv Institute of Musical Education in
altimore. He was in a spot. What to
-)?
Father told him he must make his
wn decision.
Mother said. "Look for
)me sign."
Young Thomas made the sign by pitch ig into the air an old Spanish coin she
ad once given him.
It fell heads and
e became a singer. Actually, it was his

other who decided. What also counted
as the lad's knowledge of how poor his
arents were, how hard his mother worked
nd what an ordeal it would be for them
3 put him through medical school.
To understand the love between this
other and son, and the great career which
rew out of it, you must realize that he
of where he is by his capacity for hard
:ork. A habit bred in him by his parents.
minister's son doesn't usually sell news apers, deliver groceries and do odd jobs bout town. But John Charles Thomas
id. It planted in him the habit of diligence
nd it was for the sake of the habit they
et him work
From Peabody he went to New York to
nter the field of operetta tinder Henry W.
'avage. There was something then, as
here is today, about his voice which caught
nd thrilled his listeners. His name went

Looks?
Ashamed of Your
Sallow Skin?
Blemishes? Headaches?

page 15)

up in electric lights. But urged on by his
mother -instilled desire for perfection. he
was not content to remain a musical comedy star.
What he did took courage, the kind it

takes to ride a Methodist circuit. Abruptly he decided to study abroad and
prepare himself for a larger career. How
many of you would have the grit to quit a
career already made, for the uncertainties
of concert and opera?
After the European sojourn he returned
to America and began giving concerts. At
the first of these he scheduled two songs
by a young fellow from Texas. No one
had ever heard of him but Thomas liked
the songs. It's true, he hesitated to risk
the success of his debut with these unfamiliar ballads but the memory of the
young Texan depending on him decided it.
He gave them the best he had and when
he had finished there was a dead silence.
Thomas's heart started to drop. Then suddenly a blast of applause split the air. One
of the ballads was entitled, "Home, Home
on the Range."
With the success of his debut carne a
cable offering him a three year contract to
star with the Royal Opera in Brussels.
Again he tossed the coin his mother had
given hint and it sent hint to Brussels.
What followed upon his return from
Europe. a finished artist, is an old story
to most of you. His success in concert, in
radio, in grand opera-these were things
to gladden the heart and reward the labors
of the twinkling lady of Towson. Maryland. Upon his return to his home he told
how the Thomas Trio had gone to church
as of old and there. out of a clear sky, his
father called upon him to sing.

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS,

who had
sung before royalty and riff raff. who
had sung his first song in just this kind of
church. confesses he was scared witless.
Do not carry away the impression that
this man wino is identified in the mind of
radio listeners as the perfect son is a
mollycoddle, a mamma's boy. Look at his
picture and remember this is the man who
smashed his knuckles, sprained his wrist
and dislocated his arm socking a taxi driver who was insulting a woman. The
man who almost beat Bobby Jones at golf.
The man who played football against Tim
Thorpe.
He is married now and spends his summers golfing, fishing and tinkering with
a houseboat anchored not many miles
from his mother's home. And working
hard as usual. In the 1934 -1935 season he
will fill seventy singing engagements in
radio, concert and grand opera from New
York to New Orleans to California.

NEW BEAUTY
of skin and

complexion
This Simple, Pleasant Way
\\THY be ashamed of a blotchy, muddy,

unattractive skin when this simple
treatment will do so much for you?
Skin troubles indicate a disordered condition of your system -usually intestinal
sluggishness or a run -down nervous state.
Your trouble is internal and should be treated
internally. That is just what Yeast Foam
Tablets will help you to do.
These pleasant tablets of scientifically pasteurized yeast contain concentrated stores
of the essential vitamins B and G. These
precious nutritive elements strengthen your
digestive and intestinal organs, give tone
and vigor to your nervous system.
With the true causes of your trouble corrected, eruptions, blemishes and poor color
disappear. Your skin becomes clear and
smooth, your complexion fresh and glowing.
Any druggist will supply you with Yeast
Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only
50c. Get one today and see what this remarkable corrective food will do for you!

YEAST FOAM TABLETS
FREE

OR

a penny poil cons
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RADIO STARS tells you how to accomplish both.
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Are you beautiful?

You may paste lhss

EAST CO.
NORTHWESTERN YEAST
1750 North Ashland Ave.. Chicago. HI.
Please send free introductory package
Veast Foam Tablels
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Can you cook?
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Programs Day by Day
(Continued froid page 84)
SCN'D.1I'S (('onlinncd)
8:00 EST (I)-('hase K Saarborn Hour with
Eddie Cant or.
\\'EAF, 1\'TIC. WTAG. \VTAM, R'\YJ.
IN' LW,
CrCF, \TN'NC, 'VIS, Clt('T,
R'FBIt, \VItC, \VGY, ZVI"l'F, 'VJAR,
R'CSH, R'FtVA, R'JAX. 1VI,1T, \VSB,
W AY!. 1V BZ, 1VBZA.
7:00 CST -WM G,
W JDX,
1VOC,
1V110,
\Z'DAF,
KSD,

KFYR, KI'ItC, NV KY, R'TZ1S, KST1'.
EBC, \\'DAY, KVOO, R'FAA. \\'SM13.
WAVE. 6:00 31ST-KTAR, I{DYL. KOA.
5:00 PST- KGO, KF'1, KG\\', KOMO,
IN'

K11Q.

EST (1/4)-.\lexarider ll oolleoll towncrying for Cream of Wheal.
Robert
.lrulbrusler's Orchestra.
W A BC, R'OKO, 1\'IIK. WCAU, 1VFI31.,
1V'KItC, 'VCAO, IN* NA(', AVDItC, AV'JAS.
CSTW GIt,
\\'JS1', CK1.\V.
8:1)O

9:00

KMOX, \V1IAS, KMB(', \VCCO.
(i:(IO
.\IST-KLZ, KSL.
PST-

IV 1313M,

t.2siting New York
means living at the
H

O

T E L

MONTCLAIR
in the new smart center

of New York
Lexington Ave., 49th to 50th Sts.

Come to New York now. For
this is the time of year when
New York is at its gayest! The
Great White Way is ablaze with
lights. The theatrical world has
scored hit after hit. The proudest names in opera are singing
at the Metropolitan. The shops
are crowded with temptations.
And when you come, make
your trip completely successful
by living in the new smart
center of New York at the

Hotel Montclair.
The Montclair is modern, attractive, comfortable. It is convenient to all railroad terminals,
to the fashionable shops, to the
theatres and to Radio City.
And the service is in the finest
traditions of the Continent.

800

Outside Rooms

With Bath, Shower
and Radio
Single from
$2.50

Double from
$3.50
Dine and Dance here every evening
in the city's smartest restaurant

CASINO MONTCLAIR
New . . . and beauliful. Fealuring a
famous orchestra and slurs of the enlerlainment world,
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7:00
IC ERN,
KFR(', KDI3, KIIJ, - KO1.. KO1N,
K1'l'Y, KFI3K. K\VG, K(;13, K\'1. KAN
9:00 EST (1/-.)-3lunhalh(n Alcrry-Ga-Round.
Ita(IUC1 de Carlay, blurs singer; Pierre
Le Itrieun, lenor; .1er
Alarm, impersonator; Andy
II iiil bi '.
Oreheslra;
31 ell .\boat Town.
(It. L. Wal lkins Co.)
WEAF, \TTIC, 1VJAlt, \VTAM, 1VEBB,
'VItC, 11'GY, 11'TAG. W'V.I, R'SAI, \\'FI,
8:00 ('ST-1V NIA Q, KSD. 1VOC,
C1''CF.
'V110. 1VO\V. \VT3IJ. KSTI',
EBC.
W DAF.
7:00 31ST-KOA, KDYL. (OM
PST-KHQ, KGO. KFI, KG NV, KOMO.
(1/2)-('harles l'rc%in and his
9:00

IT

orcheslra.
arlisl.

Illgu Albani, soprano; guest

1VJZ. 11-BAL. 'VMA1., '\'33Z. W117. A.
1VSYR, WHAM, KDKA, 'VGAR, W.IR,
'VL\V, WI'TF, WIt1'A, R'1VNC, IN' JAX,
R'IOD,
WFLA.
8:00
CST
K\VCR,
1VTAR, WA VI?, IN' SM, R'S13,
IN' ENR,
WMC, WJDX. 'VSMB. WFAA. KT BS.

-

KTIIS.
9:30 EST 0/0-Waller 11'inchcll peeks and
Iells. (.Iergen's Lotion.)
\VBZ. 'VJIAL. W.1 ft, WB`/.A,
\VJZ,
1VF3AL, WSYR. \\'CKY, 1VIíAM, KDKA.
W GAR. 8:30 CST-\VI:NIt. K\VCIt. KSO,
K\VK. WREN. KOIL.
9:30 EST (1/z)-Gulf Headliners. Will Rogers und Stoopnagle 1 Budd in all Prim Orch.
lice cycles; Oscar Bradley's

(Olaf Refining ('o.)
R'AB(', 'VADC, 1VBFG,
WCAO, 'VCAi', IN' HEC,
R'MAS, 'VNAC, 1VORC,
'VDAE, 1VDBJ, WDBO,
RTBL, R'FEA, 'VHK.

R'BT, 1VBNS,
'VJAS, WKRC,
WSPD, 1VR'''A,
1VDRÇ', WEAN,
R'JS'', R'LBZ,
'1'A1BG. WOKO, 'VQA31. 1VTOC, CKL\V.
8:30 CST-KLRA. KRF.D, KTRH, KTSA,
WALA, WACO, RBRC, WDOD. R'DSU,
'1'GST, WHAS, WLAC, WMBR, WO\VO.
W it EC.
9:30 EST 0/23-American .11bann of Familiar 3Iusic. Frank 3Lmn, tenor; Virginia Rae, soprano; 01: man R Arden,
piano team ; Bertrand Hirsch, \iolinisl;
Ilaenschen Concert Orch. (Bayer.)
1VEAF, WTAG, \VEEI. WJAR, WCSH.
A'FI, R'FBR, 1Y IN' NC, 11'R C, 'VGY,
'VB EN, WCAE, WTAM. 1VWJ, WSAI.
'TSB. WIOD, WFLA, WR VA. R'JAX,
W PTF, CFCF, CRCT, WIS. 8:30 CSTKSP,
WOC,
WHO,
WOW,
1VMAQ.
W MC, WOAI, 1VJDX, WFAA, WSMB.
1''KY, KPRC, WDAF. KVOO, WTMJ,
KSTP, R'SM. 7:30 31ST-KDYL, KOA.
6:30 PST-KFI, KG W, KOSIO. KHQ.
KGO.
9:45 EST (1/4)-Songs and Comedy. Charlie
King and Peggy Flynn for Tastyeast.
WJZ, 11'BAL. WMAL. WSYR, WBZ.
TBZA, WHAM. KDKA, 'VGAR. WL W.
1VJR. 8:30 CST-1VENR. KWCR. KSO.
K71'K. WREN, KOIL.
10:00 EST (1/2)-Wayne King. (Lady Esther.)
1VABC-"'2XE. WADC WOKO, WC AO.
1TAAB, WKBW, R'KRC, R'HK, 'WRNS,
CKLW, WDRC, R'CAU, 'VJAS, 1VFBL,
9:00 CSTWSPD. WJSV, WFBM.
1VBE\I, WOWO, KMBC, WHAS, WDSU,
K11IOX, WCCO, KRLD. 'VIBW, KFAB.
7:00
PST-KERN.
MST-KLZ.
8:00
KMJ, KHJ, KOIN. KFBK, KGB, KFRC,
KDB, KOL, KFPY, KGW. KVI.
10:00 EST (1/2)-Hall of Fame. (Lehn &
Fink.)
EAF, WTIC, WTAM. WTAG, WEEI,
R-JAR, 1VCSH, R'LW, I'VE I,
W R'J,
WFBR, WRC, 'VGY. WBEN, WCAE.
CFCF, CRCT, "'SB. 9:00 CST-'VMAQ,
WFAA, WOW, WDAF, KTBS, KSTP,
'VJ DX, 'VKY. WSMB, WK BF, 'VOC.
7:00
WHO.
8:00 3IST-KOA, KDYL.
I'tiT-KGO. KFI. KGW, KOMO. KHQ.
10:30 EST (1/2)-Pontiac Program. .fane
Froman, contrail o The Modern Choir;
Don McNeill, master of ceremonies;
Frank Black's orchestra.
'VEAF, WT IC, WTAG, WEEI, WJAR.
WFI, WFBR, WRC, 1CGY,
WCSH,
'VBEN, WCAE, WTAM. WWJ, WLW.
'VRVA, WPTF, R'1CNC, 1VIS, WJAX.
WIOD, WFLA, WSB, WTAR. 9:30 CST
-WKBF. WMAQ. WOC, WHO, WOW.
WDAF, WTMJ, WIBA, KTSP, WEBC,
W DAY, KFYR, WSM. WMC, WAFT,
R'JDX, 'VSMB, WSOC, 'WAVE, WKY,
W

;

\VItAP, K'l'BS. KPItC,
DA 1.
7:30 PST- KPO. K F1, KG NV, K(»IU,
KHQ. KFSD, KTAIt
II ;00 EST 0/13-Wendell Ila II sings again
for Filch.
('S'1'
KS'l'l'. \VOA1, \l'DAF.
I0:1)0
\VTM.1, \VKY, KI'RC, \CIBA. 'VEB('.
W DAY.
KFYR. \\'I3AP, K'I'HS.
9:00
\IST-KOA, KDYL. 8:00 l'ST-KGO.
KFI. KG1V, KO3IO. KIIQ.
11:15 17S'1' (1/4 )-11'uller 11'inchcll.
10:17 CST- \7'SM, \\'3IC, \\'S13, RAPI,
\VJDX, WS 13. \\'KY, K'l'IIS. WBAD,
KTI3S, K1'R(', \TA''E. 9:15 MST-KC/A.
KDYL. KWIC KOHL. 8:15 PST-KPO.
KF'1.
KG NV,
KOMO.
KIIQ.
KF'SD,
KT HS.
8::30

31ST-KOA. KDYL, KGllt, KUHL.

-

KTA R.

\IOND.1l'S
(December 3rd, BIM, 17111, 21111 and 31.,1)
(1/1) -Burk Rogers. .\d'enluret
6 :00 EST
in the 25111 century. (CoeoulaII.)
R'ABC, R'I3NS, %YCAO, 1VCAL', WEAN
R'F13L, \VHE(', R'IfK. \VJAS. %VJS\'
\VKBW, \\'KR(:. R'NAC, CKL\\'.
(See also 7:30 EST.)
6:15 EST (1/a) -Bobby Benson and Sunn,
Cowboy slorie, for the kiddie;
.lint.
(Hecker I1 -1).)
WA BC, WAA H, \VGR, 1VC'At' -W3XAC
1VFI3L, \VLBZ. 1VDItC, 'WEAN, \V(OKO
3Iix. Western drama
(1/1)

6:15 EST

-T

for the youngsl ers. (Rats!oli.)
\V IAQ, WHO,
WOW, \VDAF',
VIRA. KSTI'
6:30 EST
Shadow.
(1/z) -The

'

drama.

\VA BC,

WCAO,

W OK('.
6 :45 EST

AVOIt('

WT31J
313 stet-)

WDHC, WEAN
IVKB \V, WNAC
(1
Lowell Thomas gives 1h.
days news. (Sun nil.)
1V.1 Z,
\VGA It,
\V1. \V. CRCT,
\V13AI.
1VI3Z. KDKA, 1V11ANI,
\V.111,
WSYR
\VFLA,
\VJAX, W101).
\\'31AL
C1VFC13ZAF',
8:15 EST (1/4) -Billy Balchellor
llorm
I: nigh
town skelches with Ray,
I
and Alice liavrnporl. (1l Ilea lena.)
IN' EAF,
\VEE1, WTI(', \VJAIt, WTAG
\\('SH, \CFI. 'WFBR, WRC, \TGY
WBEN, Wt'AE, \VTAM, WWJ, \USAI
(Subject to change.)
7:013
EST (1/4) -.1mo., 'n' Andy. (l'epso
dent.)
\VJZ. \V BAL. 'V31AL, \V13Z, \VBZP.
KDKA. WLWV, WCKY, WEN R. CRCT
WHAM, 1VGAR, 1VJR, WR VA, WPTF
WVIOD. WVFOA.
(See also 11:00 P.M. EST.)
7:00 EST (1/4) -My rl and Marge. (11rig
l ey's. )
M'A BC. \VA DC, W'BT, WCAO, WCAM
WWVA, R'DAE, WDBO,
DRC, WEAT
W FBL, CKL\V, R'HK, WJAS, WJS1
WKBW, WKRC, WNAC, WOKO, 1VQA1
W SPD, WTOC.
(See also 11:00 P.M. EST.)
7:13 EST (1/4)- 'Villard Robison and hi
Deep Ricer Orchestra with 31ildre
Bailey, blues singer.
(Vick ('hemict
Co.)
WJZ, IN' i3AL. WMAL, A-BZ, \VBZÌ"
%VSYR, WHAM. KDKA, WVJR. \VCK'
8:17 ('ST- 1VENR. KWCR, KSO, K \VF
KOIL.
7:15 EST (%)-"Just Plain Bill." Sketch(
of small town barber. (Kolynos,)
WABC, W'CAO, WCALT, \VHK, WJA:
W JSV, WKBW, WKRC, WNAC. CKLV
7:1:5 EST (1/4) -Gene and Glenn. Songs ar
comedy. (Gillette.)
\VEAF, WTAG, WEEI, WJAR, WCSI
W RC, WGY. WBEN, WFBR, \VPTI
1V1VNC, IN' IS, WJAR, WIOD, WFL/
(See also 11 A5 P.M. EST.)
7:30 EST (1/4)- Minstrel Show. Al Bernar
and Paul Durnonl ; Wallace Bntlel
worth, inlerlocutor; quartet and 31 ilk
Rettcnberg's orchestra. (Molle.)
\VEAF, WTAG, \ \'JAR. WCSH, WR(
WGY. 'VCAE. WTAM. R''\'J, 'NSA
6:30 CST-WMAQ. KSD. WOC, WH(
WOW. WDAF, WFBR.
7:30 EST (1/4)- Silver I)ust Serenaders wit
Paul Keast, baritone, and Rollo Hut
son's orchestra.
W A BC, WOKO, WCAO, AN' GH. WDR(
W CALT, \VJAS, 1VFBL, WJSV, Will
W HEC, 1VMAS, 11-\\VA, WORC.
7:30 EST (1/4) -Buck Rogers. Adventures i
the 25th century. (Cocomalt.)
6:30 CST -KMBC, KIIOX. KRLD, KTRI
WBBM, WCCO, WDSU, WFBM, WHA
KTSA. WAI BG, WBT.
EST (%)- "Red" Davis. Dra mat
7 :30
sketch. (Beech Nut.)
W JZ, WBAL, WBZA, WSYR, WRY.
11'WNC. 1VJAX, WFLA. WMAL, WB:
WHAM, KDKA, WPTF, WIS. WIOì
W SB. 6:30 CST -WENR, KWCR, KS(
KYTK, WEBC, WMC, 1VSMB, KTB
KOIL, \\'IBA, KST.
W SB. WREN,
W SM. WJDX, WKY, KPRC, WAV
7:45 EST (%) -Dramatic sketch with Els
Hitz and Nick Dawson. (Woodbury's
WJZ, WBAL, WMAL, WBZ, WBZ.
(Continued on page 88)

WIIF(',

WCAU,
WVJSY,

/t)-

I,
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Keep Young and Beautiful
(Continued from rage 8)
that a foundation cream would
re- appear through your powder, it's wiser
to use an astringent as the final step before
powdering.
When you powder, try beginning
at the neck for a change. Work up to the
This
face, and powder your nose last.
means reversing the order for most women,
and gives your neck the assurance of a
"new. deal." Forgotten necks have a way
of showing up to disgraceful advantage in
low necked growns. Pat your powder on
so oily

generously -very generously -and then
smooth the excess away with a soft powder
brush. That is much better than putting
on one skimpy layer of powder and then
`another. with your poor nose coming in
for about half a dozen retouchings.
Did you know that it is the smart thing
to make up your hands and arms as well
First, apply
as your face for evening?
a vanishing cream or hand lotion to your
hands and arms. Wipe off any oily residue
Then apply your powder.
that is left.
Always use a lighter shade of powder
than on your face. Rouge the tips of your
fingers very slightly. Rosy fingertips are
delightful touches to femininity. If you
will apply rouge along the sides of the
fingers and down the outside of the hands,
you can give too plump hands the illusion of slenderness.
Fashions have gone so very elegant
and shiny with the glow of satin, the
sparkle of metal cloths, and the gleam
of transparent velvet, that makeup shades
in general will tend to be brighter and
more vivid. Your lipstick can be like a
red badge of courage for the New Year
(we know of an indelible lipstick that
comes in the most inspiring shades of red
Coral, Exotic, Strawberry, um -m),
but that doesn't mean that it should
make your mouth look like a brutal
gash. The best rule I can give you for
applying rouge is to go out and sweep
the snow off the front doorsteps, and
perhaps the sidewalk, too ; and then come
in and follow natures lead in putting on
your rouge. (Not, of course, if nature's
lead makes your nose red.)
If you live
on the tenth floor of an apartment building,
and haven't any doorstep to sweep, you'll
have to content yourself with slapping
your face gently until the natural color
comes and then observing where nature
puts the color. Do likewise.
Your mascara can be a little heavier
for evening, and eyeshadow can do wonders
for you. Experiment with different shades
and blendings of eyeshadow.
You don't
know what exquisite effects you can
achieve until you try. and note we said
exquisite and not bizarre! Come to think

...

To

You-

of it, an eye makeup kit, with eyebrow
brushes, mascara, different shades of eye shadow. eyebrow pencil. and maybe even
an eye -wash, would make a unique gift,
and an appreciated one.
Let's imagine that you've had a very
successful evening at the party, that you
were gazed on with admiration and had
every dance taken ; but now its late and
you're "simply dead." A luke -warm bath,
with plenty of lathery soap, perfumed
water softener, and an aftermath of flower
talcum, will be a tonic to your spirit as
well as to your body. Relax completely,
from the tips of your fingers to the end
of your toes, or as Amos 'n Andy would
prefer it said-"Cn -lax." Incidentally,
don't forget the importance of a deodorant
these days and nights. Don't ever be a
wallflower on account of that!
Your mind may have a habit of insisting
on going around in circles after you're in
bed, and you keep on wondering whether
Bob will ask you for a New Year's Eve
date, or if you're a housewife, whether
to have oyster or plain bread stuffing for
the holiday bird (you'll probably decide
on bread after you've read the recipe in
this month's RADIO STARS Cooking School)
or whether you can possibly get all thr
things done the next day that you have
to do. Then you had better try taking some
deep, deep breaths in front of the open
window before you hop into bed. Twenty
deep breaths in which you breathe in
all the peace and quiet and health of the
outdoors, and your lungs will be rid of
the stale air that is conducive to keeping
stale thoughts revolving in your head.
Breathe down to the very bottom of your
lungs to change all their contents. A glass
of warm milk (if you aren't worried about
your weight), or hot water with a little
lemon or salt to kill its enervating taste
(if you are), will also help you sleep.
Blink your eyes at the patch of gray that
is your window, and roll them sideways,
up, down, until their tenseness is relieved,
and they feel as relaxed as your body. Incidentally, we know of a flabby chin support that is chic as a turban. You tie
it on and wear it while you sleep.
Next morning, for we're not going to
let you go to sleep on us yet, turn on
the radio, and make a game out of doing
a few exercises to music. Exercise when
you're tired to wash away fatigue poisons.
Take twenty more deep breaths, and yowl
feel in tune with the world.
You'll
face the day with rosier cheeks and
brighter eyes, and a happier outlook on
things in general, and Christmas shopping in particular. And do write me if
you need help with the latter!

Pí.Lile
GOLDEN AND
HENNA
S H A M P

O O S

Wash glorious color into your hair
have the loveliest of shamat the same time! That's
poos
what these Nestle color shampoos
mean toyou. Wonderfullyfine cleansers, made by Nestle formulas from
the purest ingredients, they add the
shimmer and sparkle of youth to
hak that is faded and tired -looking.

-and

-all

The Golden Shampoo for glorious
blond hair. The Henna Shampoo

gives entrancing highlights for ail
darker shades of hak. Why permit
your hair to look drab and listless
when these dependable products
shampoos per package -will
give you the happiness of well
groomed hair. Use in connection with
ColoRinse to insure perfect results.

-2

THE NESTLE-LEMUR COMPANY"
MAKERS OF QUALITY PRODUCTS

NEW YORK

from CAROLYN BELMONT

for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! If you
have any beauty or gift problems that are troubling you, write me, and
enclose a self- addressed, stamped envelope. I'll be glad to help you.
a sincere wish

at eil 10c Stems and Beauty Steep
.. Nestle Celetiase, SeperSet,

Golden lhasepoe and Neoaa Shampoos
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Programs Day by Day
(Continued from page 86)
MON DAI'S (Coot inucd)
N'SYR \VI(AM. KDKA, \\-GAR, WJR.
6:45 ('ST -WCKY, \VELAR. WLS, K\VK,
WSJ!.
KN'CIt, KSO, KOIL, \VItEN,
WSB, N'SMB, KVOO, WFAA, KPRC.
i5ouke Carter, commenta7:43 EST (t
tor on the netts. (Pltllco.)
\VAI«', WCAO, KMBC, WNAC, WJSV.
N'HK, CKLW, \VCAU. WJAS, \V í3T,
\VJ3IJM,
\VITAS,
\'GR.
6:45
CST
KMOX, WCCO.
8:00 EST (1/2)-('arson Robison and his
Buckaroos. (Asperguu'.)
\ \'ABC, WOKO, \VC'AO, \\'NAC, WGR,
WK RC, WHK, \'DItC, WJAS, N'F IIL,
\VBNS, WCAU. N'EAN, WJSV, IN' II EC.
WFBM.
CST -N'BBM,
7:00
CKL \V.
6:00
KJIBC, \\'HAS. KMOX, \CCCO.
PST -K EItN.
MST-KLZ, KSL.
5 :00
KMJ. KHJ, FOIN, KFBK, KGB, KFRC.
KDB, KOL, KEPT. KWG, KVI.
8 :00 EST (1/ )-,Ian Garber Und his orchestra. (Yeast Foam.)
WJ'z, \VBAL, \VMAL. \'BZ. WBZA,
R.
\VSYR. KDKA, N'GAR. \V LW.
7:00 CST -AWLS. KW'CR, KSO, WREN.
MST
-KOA,
\
\'KBF.
6:00
KOIL, KWK.
KDYL. 5:00 PST -K GO, ICE I, KG\'.
KOMO, KHQ.
8:00 EST (1/2)- Richard Ilimber's orches-

/t)-

-

INSTANT, SAFE, SURE RELIEF!
New De Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino pads for Corns, Callouses, Bunions and Sore Toes instantly relieve pain; stop shoe pressure;
soothe and heal; prevent sore toes CALLOUSES
and blisters; ease new or tight
shoes, and quickly, safely remove
corns and callouses.
New SKINTEX Covering
De Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino -pads have the
marvelous new, velvety soft, flesh color
Sktntex covering which does not soil,
stick to the stocking or come off in the
bath. hides foot blemishes. Sold everywhere. Get a box today.

WATERPROOF

olls
Dr
Zino-pads
Put one on-the

one!
pain is gone!

¡ARN steady Income each week, working at home.
coloring photos and miniatures in oil. Learn famous
"Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done by this
method in big demand. No experience nor art talent
needed. Many become Independent this way. Send for
free booklet. "Make Money at home."
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL. Inc.
3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 23b1, Chicago, Illinois.

HARD OF HEARING:
SEND FOR THIS 30-DAY TRIAL TREATMENT
Which has restored the hearing, removed
head noises and eliminated catarrh of the
head for so many people. This treatment
has been used by over 1,157.000 sufferers
in the past 34 years. Write for fullinformation about this ethical treatment used
by a prominent ear specialisti n his office
practice. now simplified for home use.
DR. W. O. COFFEE CO.
1151

St. James Bldg.

Davenport. Iowa

Follow
This Manon
Secret Service Operator 14.
38 ie

the job! Running down Counterfeit
Gang. Tell-tale fingerprint. in murdered girl's room. Thrill, Mystery.
The Corfid.ntial Reports
of Operator No.38 Br ade
to k4 chief. Wri tefor U.
Earn a Regular Monthly Salary
You can become a Pinger Print Ex.
pert at home. in spare time. Write
for details if 17 or over.

Free

Institute of Applied science
1920 sunnyside Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

Dept. 72.11

BE A RADIO EXPERT
Learn ai Home-Make GoodMoney
Mall the
in spare
I trained
coupon. Many men
at home
Many make $5. $10.
$40, $60. $75 a week.
a week in spare time while learning. Get facts about
Radio's opportunities and my amazingly practical 50 -50
method of training. Home experimental outfits make learning easy. practical, fascinating. Money back agreement
protects you. Mail coupon for free 64-page hook.
I J. E. SMITH. President, Dept. 5AM7
National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.
I

time make
$15

-f

your free book "Rich Rewards in Radio"
not obligate me. (Flame print plainly.)
Send me

de.

State

L.crtr
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a

oculist.

(Stude-

WTAG, WEEI, WJAR.
WCSH. WRC. N'GY, WBEN, WCAE.
N'FRR. 7:00 CST
WLIT,
WTAM, \USAI,
-KSD, \'1IO, WON', WDAF.
(N'W.f off 8:15.)
8:I5 EST (1/4) -Edwin C. hill gives the
(Wilsey
human side of the news.
Product s.)
WABC, \'ADC, WCAO, \VCAU. WDRC,
CKLW, WEAN, WFBL, WHK, \VJAS,
\VJS\-, WKB \V, WKRC, N'NAC, WOKO,
('ST-KMBC,
KMOX.
7 :15
WSPD.
N'BBM, WCCO, WFBJI, WHAS.
Concert;
Elrestone
Gorden
8:30 EST (1/2)Gladys Swart bout , Nin. I)aly'e string
orchestra. (Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co.)
N'F.AF, WTIC, WTAG, \VE61. WJAR.
WCSH. \'L IT, WFBR. \V RC, \VGY,
WBEN, WTAM, WWJ, \'LN'. WCAE.
7:30 CST- \'KBF, WMAQ, KSD. \VOC.
WHO. WOW, \VDAF, WFAA.
8:30 EST (1/2)- Concert artists; Josef Pas ternack's orchestra. (Atwater Kent.)
WABC, WHIG, WCAO. \VDRC, WFBL.
WJAS. \VKI3W, WNAC, WQAM, CKLN',
WAD(, W BT, VCAU, WEAN, WHK.
7:30
WJSV, WKRC, WOKO, \VSPD.
CST-KM BC. KMOX, KRLD, KSCJ,
WFE3M,
\VDSC.
\\-DOD,
WCCO,
w'BBM,
WHAS. WOWO. 6:30 MST -KLZ, KSL.
5:3(1 PST -KFPY, KFRC, KGB. KHJ,
KOIN. KOL, KVI.
9:00 EST (1/) -Rosa Ponselle, operatic
soprano; Andre Kosteluuetz's orchestra.
(Chesterfield.)
WABC. \VCAO, \\-ADC, \\'BIG, \-BT,
WBNS. WCAU, WDAE, WDBJ, WDBO,
WDRC, WEAN, WFBL, WNAC, WOKO,
WORC, WSPD. CKLW, WFEA, WHEC,
WHK, WHD, WICC, WJAS, WJSV.
\VLBZ,
\-LBW,
WKRC.
WKBW.
WMAS, WMBG, \VPG, WQAM, WSJS,
KFAB.
CST -WMBR,
WTOC.
8:00
KFH, KLRA. KMBC, KMOX, KOMA.
WACO.
KTSA,
KTRH,
KRLD, KSCJ,
WBBM, WBRC, WCCO, \\'DOD, WDSU,
WFB.M. WGST, WHAS, WIBW, \VISN,
WKBH, WLAC, WMBD, WMT, WNAX.
N-ODX. WOWO. WREC. 7:00 MST
KLZ, KSL. 6:00 PST -KFPY, KFRC.
KGB, KSL, KOH. KOIN, KOL, KIVI.
9:00 EST (1/2) -A .8 P Gypsies Orchestra,
direction Harry Ilorlick. Frank Parker,
tenor.
WEAF, WTIC. WTAG, WEEI, WJAR.
WCAE. WCSH, \'WJ, WLIT, WGY,
WBEN, WTASI. 8:30 CST -KSD, WOW,
WDAF, WHO, WOC, WMAQ.
9 :30 EST ( %)- Sinclair Greater Minstrels;
old time minstrel show.
w -JZ, \'GAR, WRVA, \\NUNC, WLW,
LAIS.
WJAX, WIOD, WFLA. WAPI,
WBAL. \\BZ, WBZA. WHAM. KDKA,
WSB, WSOC, WJR, WPTF. 8:30 CST
WLS. KWK. WREN, KSO, KVOO KSTP,
WEBC, WDAY, KPRC. KTBS, KOIL,
KFYR, WTMJ, WFAA, WMC, WSM.
WSMB. WJDX. WIBA, WOAL, WKY.
7:30 MST -KOA.
9:30 EST (1/2) -Joe Cook's cookoo comedy;
Donald Novis, tenor; Frances Langford,
blues singer; Don Voorhee's orchestra.
(Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.)
WEAF, WTAG, WEEI, WJAR, WCSH,
WCAE, WTAM, WRVA, WWNC, WJAR,
WFLA, WAPI, WFI. WFBR, WRC.
WGY, WBEN, WAN'J, WLW, WPTF,
WIS. WIOD, WSB, WJDX. 8:30 CST
WMAQ, WOW, KSTP, WEBC, WDAY.
KFYR, WMC, WSMB, WKY, \\-BAP,
KTBS, KPRC, WOAI, WDAF, KSD.
w'TMS. WIBA, WOC, WHO, \VSJI. 7:30
MST -KOA, KDYL.
6:30 PST -KGO,
KFI, KGW, KOMO, KHQ.
(1/2)
-Block
it
9:30 EST
Sully, comedy;
Gertrude Niesen; Lud Gluskin's orchestra. (Ex -Lax Co.)
WABC, \'ADC, WOKO, WCAO, WCAU,

WEAF, WTIC,

FLESH COLOR

EW)Se..euxA

N

tra with Joey Nash.
baker Motor ('o.)

This does

-

-

-

CKAC, \VBNS, N'BT, WFBL. N'JSV.
WNAC. \CKIJN-, WKRC, N'HK, CKLW.
WDRC, WJAS, WEAN, \VSI'D, N'IC('
8:30
CST- N'BBM. \'O WO. WFBM.
KMLI(', WHAS, KAIOX, KRLD. KFAB.
\\ RI;C, WC( '0, WDSU. 7:30 31ST
KLZ. KSL.
9:30 EST (',4)- Princess Pat Players. Dra-

-

'natic sketch.
\VJZ.
\CBZ,

\CI3AL, N'SYR, WJR, WMAL.
WBZA. N'ITAM, KDKA, N'GAIt
WCKY. IC Well. K80.
KWIC. WREN, KOIL.
10:00 EST (1/2)- W'nyne King's orchestra.
Ity11'm by the waltz king.
(Lady
Est her.)
\\'ABC, \\'ADC. WOKO. WCAO, WAAB.
WCAU, WEAN. WSPD. WRNS, WKBW,
N'KRC, WIIK, CJCL \V, WDRC, WJAS.
WFBL,
WJSV.
9:00
CST-WBBM,
WOWO, KMBC, WHAS. KMOX. KFAB.
WCCO, \CIBLA', \\'DSU. KRLD.
8:00
MST -KLZ,
KSL.
7:00 I'ST -KERN,
Eau. KHJ, KOIN, KGB, KFRC, KOL.
KFPY, KVI.
I0:00 EST
Contented Program. Lullaby Ludy; male quartet ; Morgan L. Eastman orchestra.
WEAF, \\-TAG, WEEI, WJAR, WCSH,
IVLIT, \'CAE, \'LN', WFBR, WRC.
WTIC, WGY, \VBEN, WTAM. WWJ.
9:00 CST- N'MAQ, KSD, \'OC. WIIO,
WON', WDAF, \VFAA. 8:00 MST-KOA.
KDYL.
7:00 I'.ST -KGO, KFI. KGW.
KOMO. KHQ.
1I:00 EST (%) -Amos 'n' Andy. (Pepsodent.)
WHAM, WGAR. \\'JR. WSB. 10:00 CST
-N'ENR, KWK, WREN, KOIL, \CMC,
WKY, \'BAP, N'OAI. WCKY, WTMJ.
KSTP. WSM, WSMB, KTHS, KPRC.
WDAF.
(Sr -e also 7:00 P.M. EST )
11:011 EST (1/4) -3lyrt and Marge(Chew
Wrigley's.)
10:00
CST
KFAB, KLILA,
KM BC.
KMOX, KOMA. KRLD, WGST, WLAC,
WODX, KTRH, WBBM, \-BRC. WCCO.
WDSL', WFBSI, WHAS, WRFC, WSFA.
9:00 315T -KLZ, KSL.
8:00 PST-KFPY,
KFRC. KGB. KHJ. KOH. KOIN, KVI.
(See also 7:00 P.M. EST.)
11:I5 EST (1/4)-Edwin C. Ifill humanizes
the news. (N'asey Products.)
8:15 PST -KERN KJIJ, KHJ, KOIN.
KFBK,
KGB,
KFRC,
KDB,
KOL,
KFPY, KWG. KVI, Kí.Z. KSL.
11.13 EST (1/4) --Gene and Glenn (Gillette.)
\USAI, \-TAM, \\'WJ. 12:15
1\'('AE.
('ST -WMAQ. WHO. WEBC,
WJDX.
,VKY. WOC. KSTP, WOW, WTMJ, WSM.
WSMB, KTBS, WDAF, KTHS, WIBA.
KSD, WSB. WAVE. \VOAI. WKBF.
WFAA. KPRC.
I0:15 MST
KTAR,
KDYL. 9:15 PST-KHQ, KFSD, EGO.
KFI, KGW, KOMO.
(See also 7.15 P.M. EST.)
11:30 EST (',4)-Voice of Firestone Garden
Concerts.
I0:30 CST -KSD, WOC, WHO. \\-IBA,
KSTP, WDAY, KFYR. \VTMJ, \'OC
WEBC, WKBF. 9:30 MST -KOA, KTAR
KDYL,
KGIR, KGHL.
8:30
I'STKFSD, KGV. EGO. KFI, KGW, KHQ.
KOMO.
(See also 8:30 P.M. EST.)
TUESDAYS
(December 4th, 11th, 18th and 25th.)
6:00 EST (1/4)-Buck Rogers. Sketches o'
imaginary adventure in the 25th Ceo
tury.
(For stations see Monday.)
6:15 EST (14) -Bobby Benson.
(For stations see Monday.)
6:45 EST (1/4)- Loeeil Thomas. News.
(For stations see Monday.)
6:45 EST (1) -Billy Bachellor. Small tow'
sketch.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:00 EST (1/4) -Amos 'n' Andy.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:00 EST (1/4) -Myrt X Marge.
(For stations see Monday. See ales
1I:00 P.M. EST.)
7:15 EST (1/4) -Gene it Glenn.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:15 EST (1/4)- "Just Plain BiIL" Sketche
of small town barber.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:30 EST (1/4) -Buck Rogers. Sketches o
imaginary adventures in the 25th cen
tury.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:30 EST (1/4) -Edgar A. Guest, verse
vocal
trio; Joseph Koestner's ord.:
household musical memories. (flouse
hold Finance Corp.)
\VJZ, 'WBZ, WHAM, WBZA, WBAI
KDKA, WJR. WSYR, WCKY. 6:30 CS'
-WREN. KSO. KWK, NULS.
7:30 EST (%)- Whispering Jack Smith an(
his orchestra. (Ironized Yeast Co.)
WABC, WCAO, WCAU, WNAC, WDRC
WEAN, WFBL, WOKO, WJAS, WJSV
WKBW, WORC.
7:45 EST (1/4) -Boake Carter. News.
(For stations see Monday.)
8:00 EST (1/4) -Call for Phillip Morra
(Continued on page 90)
)1:30

('ST- NV ENR,
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"If

I

Were

a

Girl

Wouldn't

I

-"

)1

- THROAT

"MOIST stopped
Douglas'

(Continued from page 25)
Cnplex some girls seem to get. If you
it coming on the next time you're
1,
s yiilg to the music of your favorite
nstro, for heaven's sake squelch the imp;e. You'll certainly be glad afterwards.
Iowever, and Ozzie wants you to know
tl , nothing gives him any more genuine
p tsure than your expressed appreciation
obis and the band's effort to please you.
I's more than grateful when you go up
a tell him how you've enjoyed his music.
I wants you to feel free to do that at
For
a- time and he'll love you for it.
t business of piloting an orchestra these
( s carries plenty of heartache and hard
\rk with it and a pat on the back from
\ i is a soul balm that all the maestros
But even if you've
i d now and then.
C.ays wanted to embrace a Greek god,
t(
to keep to a mere pat if you can.
'am you feel the urge for a public hugact-well, put yourself in the fellow's
to tens before you go ahead with it.
lye a guy a chance.
ff 1 were a girl I wouldn't put on airs.
ick around show business as long as
:zie Nelson has and you'll develop a keen
tse for poses all right. You'll learn to
'e an affected English accent about as
ich as a good case of poison ivy. As
)n as Tillie of the Chorus gets one speak; line in the show she starts putting on
big -time act and promptly giving severe
ck pains to just about everybody who
ows leer. And the putting on of airs
l't by any means confined to Tillies of
e Chorus, either. According to the Nelnian theory, she's a rare girl who is
solutely her natural, sweet self. And
cidentally she's a smart girl.
you don't believe ifs smart to be just
you, take the case of Harriett Hilliard.
horn you hear so effectively giving the
elson's orchestra's vocal choruses what
ey ought to have. Harriett was prac:ally a nobody, playing a very small role
a Paul Whiteman short. But she was
)ing the best she could and doing it with it benefit of affectation. Ozzie happened to
.op in on a movie one day, spot her, and
) to exhaustive means to find out her
entity. A month later she was in the
per strata of the blues singers.
"I never saw such pure naturalness," he
)mmented enthusiastically.
And that, one gathers, is what the averse man wants in the girl he's going to
all for. Just you, without the sophistiated attitude, the clever little fibs, the
)33 slouch and your pet false eyelashes.

Harriett Hilliard was natural.

Look

here it got her.

If

were a girl I wouldn't be utislldcrstanding. One summer night back
Ridgefield Park, New Jersey, Oswald
=eorge Nelson, fifteen, started out on his
rst date for a school dance.
Pretty
roudly, but a little uncomfortably, he ap>roached her house in his first long pants
-white duck. two -twenty -five a pair, with
crease still ;warm from the family iron.
1

Gee, but she was beautiful in her party
dress
At least he thought so until they
began dancing aird the pants didn't work
right or something. They nabbed his
knees just once too often.
When he scrambled to his feet again
she was giggling. "Oh Oswald, you blush
behind your ears too !" The kids thought
that was awful funny. Especially she. He
was crimson with humiliation and hurt.
He's never forgotten it. "She never looked
pretty to me any more."
And to this day, Ozzie Nelson ranks an
understanding of little things as being a
darned important part of a girl's attractiveness. "Because," as lie explained, "I
think that all men go through life sort of
spiritually wearing their first long pants.
If a fellow has any little peculiarities of
manner or personality, or finds himself in
any embarrassing predicaments, nine times
ont of ten it's because he can't avoid them.
He wants a girl to understand and be
sympathetic."
If I ..'ere a girl I wouldn't do any
chasing. Ozzie's strong on that point.
He's not braying on account of being pursued so much himself, for that's nothing to
be really proud of. All orchestra leaders
fall heir to it without effort. But simply from observation and personal knowledge, Ozzie thinks a girl's loads better off
when she lets the male pursue his own
prey. There is a thing, you know, called
the hunt. And ninety per cent of the fun
of the hunt, men say, lies in the chase.
When the circumstances are reversed, the
Nelsonian idea asserts that the masculine
party always feels a little humiliated and
cheated. And if you stop to think about
it all you'll agree. She's a clever girl who
lets hilt do the worrying and put up with
most of the bother.
Ozzie Nelson's ideas.
There you have them -straight from the
shoulder -and truly, a bit reluctantly given.
For Ozzie. rare individual that he is, has a
perfect abhorrence of tooting his own horn.
He doesn't want you to think him a too
candid know -it -all. He's not. He really
thinks what you'd want hint to -that you're
perfectly lovely girls and on the whole
topnotch.
But you asked him for his insight and
observations and got them. And if criticism's hard to take, you can either profit
by it or tell him right back anything you
think about him
Ozzie'll listen, all in
the spirit of just what this is
Truth
Meeting. No hard feelings.
So the next time you desire, mademoiselle, to be kissed in a taxi; strut some
Dietrich pants ; dance the semi -split sten
of the Carioca or go after the sentimental
scalp of the Yale man who's just moved in
across the street, ponder over it for a
little while first. Remember what that
Nelson man said.
Then, true to the femininity that is
yours, go right ahead and do exactly what
you please!
Girls will, anyway.

IN2DOS!

!

!
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cough

t,,,,1.401

"Douglas had such a
had cough," writes
Mrs. M. McKennett,
Brooklyn. "Doctor
advised 'Pertussin.'
His cough didn't
last two days!"

r

Extract of famous medicinal herb
stimulates throat's moisture
WHEN you cough, it's usually because
your throat's moisture glands have
clogged. Their healthy secretions change.
Your throat dries, sticky mucus collects. A
tickling
then a cough! PERTUSSIN

...

stimulates your throat's moisture quickly.
Phlegm loosens -is "raised." Relief Pertussin is safe even for
babies. Tastes good.
!

Doctors have
Pertussin

used

effectively for
over thirty years

because it is always safe and
sure.

GLANDS HERE CLOG

THROAT DRIES
WHEN YOU

-

-

CATCH COLD.

7HEh'CO!/6H/A'6S7ARl ,

"It's wonderful for all coughs,'
writes one doctor. "It always
does the work," agrees another.

PERTUSSIN
helps nature cure your cough

SAYE,'/:ON RADIOS7
Sets as low as $11.95 complete with
tubes.
Buy direct from FACTORY at
half retail price.
30 day Free Trial.
Table console. and automobile motels.
Electric and battery R. C. A. licensed
sets.
Write for Free Catalog "R2 ".

Avt

PILGRIM
1133

ELECTRIC CORP.
Broadway. New York. N. Y.

Don't let an

UNSIGHTLY SKIN

rob you of
ROMANCE, HAPPINESS
DO MEN LOOK your way -or do they
look away? An attractive complexion,
naturally fresh, unmarred by srllowness and
ugly blotches unlocks the door to the ro-

mance every woman wants. Thousands of
happy women have regained the fresh skin of

their childhood with Stuart's Calcium Wafers.
Magic, they call it. But there's nothing magic
about it. Stuart's Calcium Wafers simply rid
the system of bodily wastes and supply the
system with the little calcium nature needs to
create a healthy, glowing skin! Even stubborn
cases often show marked improvement in a
few days. Isn't it worth a trial?

STUART'S CALCIUM WAFERS
AT ALL DRUG STORES, 10c AND 60e

?

RADIO STARS

Programs Day by Day
(Continued from page 88)
N'I('C,

T1 1:SD.\I'S (Continued)

Also for Philip Duty, baritone; %with Leo
Itetsin:ui'. orchestra.
\V EA I', w'rAo. WEER, \ \'BEN, WCAE,
WIsi:I, WJAIt. \CRC. WTAM. WT IC,
W('SN, WFI. \VGY, WWJ. 7:00 (S7'\'MA(;. KSD, WO(', WHO, WOW, WSB.
also 11:30 P.M. EST.)
8:00 E.T (1/)- "La íender & Old Lace."
Songs of other days, with Frank Munn,
tenor; hazel Glenn, soprano, and Gustin e llaensehen's oreh, (Bayer's As-

(S

LANNY ROSS

ENTERTAINS
Tune in each Wednesday for the
romantic songs of Lanny Ross.
America's favorite tenor.... Enjoy
the danceable rhythms of Harry
Salter's Log Cabin Orchestra. . . .
And watch for the surprise artist

presented each week by RADIO
STARS Magazine.
7:30

p.m.-WENR-WLS, Chicago; KWCR.

Cedar Rapids; KSO, Des Moines; KOJL,
Omaha -Council Bluffs; WREN, Kansas City.
8:30 p.m -WJZ, New York; WBAL Baltimore; WMAL, Washington; WSYR, Syra
cuse; WHAM, Rochester; KDKA, Pitts.
burgh. WGAR, Cleveland; WCKY, Covington; WJR, Detroit; KPO, San Francisco;
KFI, Los Angeles; KGW, Portland, Ore.;
KOMO, Seattle; KHQ, Spokane; KFSD.
San Diego.
9:30 p.m. -KOA, Denver; KDYL, Salt Lake
10:30 p.m.-WKY, Oklahoma City; WFAAWBAP, Dallas -Fort Worth; KPRC, House ton; WOA1, San Antonio; KTBS. Shreveport; KTHS. Hot Springs.

pirin.)
\ AI C, WA DC, \VC)KO, \\'KRC, WEAN,
WJSV, \\'('AO, \VNAC, WGR, \WHK.
\VFIiL, CKLW, \VDRC, WCAU, WJAS,
\\'OWO,
\CS1'D.
7:00
CST -\VBEM,
\ \'FßNI, KMBC, \V HAS. KMOX.
Mystery
8 :00 ES'l' (1/2) -Eno Crime ('toes.
(Irauna. Second half Wednesday night.
\\'JZ, \VBAL. \\'M AL. \SSYR, KDKA,
\VGA R.
WJR, \V LW.
N'HZ, \CBZA,

KWK,
K \'CR, KSO,
7:0(1 ('ST -\\*LS.
WREN. KO)L.
8:30 EST (1F_)- "Accord hi ," frith Abe
L) in a u's oreh., \ isiea ne Segal, soprano,
and Oliver Smith, tenor. (Phillips Dental M:agursia.)
WA BC. WO KO, WCAO, \ \']VAC, WJSV,
WGIt, WHK, WDRC, WEAN. \YHEC',
\VKRC. ("KLAN'. WCAU. \W EEL, CFRII.
AWBB3f,
AVFBM,
KM BC,
7:30
CST
KMOX, AVCCO.
8:30 EST (1) -Lady Esther Serenade and
Wayne King's undulating dance music.)
WEAF, WCAE, \\'BEN. \WP.C, WSAI,
\\'F1, \WGy, WCSH, WTAM, WTIC,
WTAG. WEEI, \\'JAR, \\'\\'J. 7:30 ('ST
-WTMJ, KSD, WOC, WHO, WOW,
KPRC, W'S M, KSTP, WMAQ. WKBF,
WDAF. WKY, \VOA1, \VSB, WSMB.
Packard Program. Law4:30 EST

-

(y,)-

rence Tibbett, Wilfred l'elletier's orchestra John B. Kennedy.
\\'JZ, \YMAL, \\'HANI. \VJR, WEAL,
\WBZ. KDKA, CF('F, \ \'BZA, \WSYR,
\\*GAR. CI:CT. 7:30 ('ST- \\'LS, K\V('R,
K \VK. K5 ). WREN. KOIL.
9:00 E'T ('r) -Bing Crosby sings to the
girls with the skin you lose to touch.
(Woodbury.)
WABC, \WOKO. WNAC, WKRC, \VDRC,
WJAS, \VFBL, WJSV, WA DC. \VCAO,
\VKBW, WHK, \\*('AU, WEAN, \VSPD,
\VBBM,
8:1111
CST
W ET,
CKLW.
WOWO, WFBM. KMBC. \ \'HAS, KMOX,
KRLD, WREC, \\'CCO. \VDSU. KTUL,
6:00
WGST.
7:00 M ST-K LZ, KSL.
PST -KERN. KMJ, KHJ, KOIN, KFBK,
KGB, KFRC. KDB, KOL, KFPY, KWG,
K \'I.
9:00 EST (1/2)- Buoyant Ben Bernie and
his orch. (I'ahst.)
WEAF, WTAG, WJAR, \YGY, WTAM,
\WTIC, WEEI. \VCSH, \V BEN, WWJ,
WFI. WFBR, WHO. WCAE. 8:00 CST
-WMAQ. KSO, WOW, WTMJ, W'SB,
\VBAB, KPRC, KSTP, \VDAY, KFYR.
WMC. \VJDX, KTBS. WOAI. 7 :00 MST
-BOA.
(See also 12:00 Midnight EST.)
9:15 EST (%)-"The Story Behind the
Claim." Dramatic sketch, (Provident Mutual.)
\vJZ, \ \'BAL. WBZA. WMAL, WBZ,
WSYR, KDKA, WJR. 8:15 CST-WENR,
KWCR, KSO, KWK, WREN, KOIL.
9:30 EST (1/2) -Isham Jones and his orchestra %with guest stars and mixed
chorus. (Ches rolet.)
WA BC, WADC, \VOKO, WCAO, WNAC,
WKBW, WKRC, WHK, WDRC, WCAU.
WJAS. WEAN. WFBL, WSPD, WJSV,
R"SMK, WQAM, \VDBO, WDAE, R PG,
\VICC, WBT, WDNC, WLBW, WHP,
\VFEA, WMBG, WDBJ, WHEC, WMAS,
WIBX, WSJS. WORC, WKBN, CKLW.
CST-WBBM, WOWO. WFBM,
8:30
KMBC. \YHAS, KMOX, WMBR, WGST,
WBRC, WDOD, KRLD, KTRH, WNOX,
KFAB, KLRA, KFH, \VNAX, WREC,
WISN, WCCO, \VALA, WSFA. WLAC,
\VDSU, KOMA, WMBD, KTSA, KWKH,
KSCJ, WIBW. KTUL, WACO, WMT.
KGKO. 7:30 MST -KLZ, KSL. 6:30 PST
-KERN. KMJ, KHJ, KOIN, KFBK,
KGB, KFRC, KDB. KOL, KEPT, KWG,
KVI. KOH.
9:30 EST (11/4) -Ed Wynn, comedy. (Texas
Co.)
\VEAF, WTAG, \WAR, WGY. WTAM,
WRVA, WIS. WTIC, WEEF, WCSH,
\VBEN, WWJ, WPTF, \VSOC, WFI.
\VFBR, WRC. WCAE, WRVA, WWNC,
WKBF, WMAQ,
WAVE.
8:30 CST
WSB,
WDAF,
KSD,
WHO, WOW,
\VSMB, WKY, WBAP, KTBS. WTMJ,
\ \'TBA, KSTB. \YEBC, WDAY, KFYR,
\VJDX, K4VOO, KTHS, WOAI, KPRC.
7:30 MST -BOA, KDYL, KGIR. KGHL,
KTAR.
6:30 PST -KPO, KFI, KGW,
KOMO, KHQ, KFSD.
Walter
10:00 EST (1/2) -Camel Caravan.
O'Keefe, Glen Gray's Casa Loma orchestra, Annette Hanshaw and Ted Busing.
(Camel Cigarettes.)
NAC. WDRC, WEAN,
\VABC, B OKO,
WJSV, WDBO, \VLBZ, WBNS, WHP,
WDBJ, WMAS, \VKBN, WADC, WCAO,
WKBW, WCAU, \VFBL, WMBR, \VDAE,
;

(

-

-

\4'1.13W,

WFEA,

\YHEC,

N'SJf

Kite, \V K, CKLW, \\'J AS, N'SP[
\'QAM, \\'P(;, WET. \V BIG, \WMEt,
WTOC,
WOItC.
(-ST
\\'i3BM
9:00
\W\1"0, WPM!. KMIr3(', KMOX, W G57
W

W'ItR('.

-

KTRH, KOMA, KTSA
\WIB \',
KRLD, KFA13, KLRA
\C it EC, \WISN. \V('('O. \'SFA, \C LA(
\VDSU, \CM BD, KSCJ. KTUL,
KELI, \WAX, \ \'ALA. KWKH
10:011 EST ( 1)- 1 %11[1o44e Beauty. Box The
titre with Gladys Swarthout, mezzo -s(
prano; Frank McIntyre, Peggy Allen!):
Charlotte Walker, John Barclay an
others. Nat Shilkret's oreh.
F, \VI:El, Wit
\W BEN,
\VL \1
WB'NC, \C101), CRCT, \VTAG, N'JAI
WGY,
\'CAE, \\'RVA, \CIS, \\'FLF
('FCF, WCSHH, WEER, WWJ, WTA1
WPTF, WJAX. \WSOC.
9:00 CST \VMAQ, KSD, WOG, \'HO, KI`YR, \ \')1(
\, KItF, WAVE, KTBS, KPRC, WBAI
KSTP, WOW, WTMJ. \VEEC, \\'DA,
\WSM,
\CJ DX, \','SMB. WKY!. \'OA
KVOO, WS E. KTHS. 8:00 MST -KOF
KDYL, KGIIt, KG11L, KTAR. 7:00 l'1
-K
PO. KFI,
KGW, KOMO,
KH(
KFSD.
11:00 EST (I/t) -.1
'n' Andy.
(For stations see Monday. See also 7:(
P.M. EST.)
11:00 EST (a/.a) -31yrt L \large.
(For stations see Monday. See also 7:1
P M. EST.)
11:15 EST (%1) -Gene & Glenn.
IFor stations see Monday. See also 7:
P.M. EST.)
11:30 EST (y_.) -Leo lteisman's oreh, wit
Phil Duey. (Phillip Morris.)
\'L\\' 10 :30 ('ST -WTMJ. 9:30 MST.
KOA, KDYL. \VDAF. 8:30 PST -KP
KFI, KGW, KOMO, KHQ.
(See also 8:00 P.M. EST.)
12:011
Midnight EST (1/2)-Buoyant B(
Bernie and his oreh, (Pabst.)
9:00 PST-KPO, KFI, KOMO. KHQ.
WEDNESDAYS
(December 5th, 12th. 19th and 26th.)
6:00 EST (a/4) -Buck Rogers. Sketches
imaginary adventure in 25th century.
(For stations see Monday.)
6:15 EST (1/4
hobby Benson.
(For stations see Monday.)
6:15 EST (1/4)-Tom Mix. Western dram
for children. (Ralston.)
(For stations see Monday.)
6:30 EST ('/2)- "The Shadow." Frank Rea
ick.) (Delaware, Lackawanna & Veste
WDOD,
WACO,

%%*

,

)-

Coal Co.)
WA BC. WCAO, WORC, WCAU, WDR
WEAN. WFBL, WHEC, WKBW, \WNA
WOK O.
6:45 EST (%)- Lowell Thomas,
(For stations see Mondays.)
Sm
6:45 EST (1/4)- Billy Batchelor.
Town Sketches.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:00 EST (1/4) -Amos 'n' Andy.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:00 EST (1/4 ) -Myrt and Marge.
(For stations see Monday. See a
11:00 P.M. EST.)
7:15 EST (1/2)-Gene and Glenn.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:15 EST (%) -"Jest Plain Bill." Sketcl
of small town barber.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:30 EST (%) -Paul Keast, baritone; Ro

Hudson's orchestra.

(For stations see Monday.)
Sketches
7:30 EST (%) -Buck Rogers.
imaginary adventure in the 25th ci

tury.)
(For stations see Monday.)
Drama
7:30 EST (%)- "Red Davis."
sketch.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:45 EST (IA ) -Boake Carter.
(For stations see Monday.)
8:00 EST (1/2) -Mary Pickford and Co
pany. (Royal Gelatine.)
\VEAF, WTIC, WEEI, WFBR. W.8
WCKY, WPTF, WRVA, WJAX, WJJ

WCSH. WLIT, WRC, WSAI, CF(
WWNC, WIOD. WGY, WBEN, WC/
WTAM, WTAG, CRCT, WIS. WFI
7:00 CST -KSD, WOW, WDAF, WI
WHO. WMAQ. WMC, \VSMB, KV(
WOAI, WSB. WTMJ, WBAP. WLl
WEBC, \VKY, WDAY, KFYR, W'
WJDX, WAVE. KTBS. WSJ. KP
KTHS. 6:00 MST -KOA, KDYL, KT.
5:00 PST -KGO, KGW, KOMO, K1.
KFI.
8:00 EST (%) -Eno Crime Clues. Secs
half of mystery drama.
(For stations see Tuesday.)
8:00 EST (14) -Easy Aces. Hearts
trumps in these bridge table sketcl.
(Wyeth Chemical Co.)
WABC, WCAO, WCAU, WOKO, CKI
WFBL, WHK, WJAS, WSPD, WKI:
7:00 CS'WKRC, WNAC, CFRB.
KMBC, K\IOX, WBBM, WCCO, WFI
R"HAS, WOWO.
8:15 EST (%)-"The Human Side of e
News." Edwin C. Hill.
(Continued on page 92)
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The Saga of N
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C
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(Continued from page 35)
$2,000,000. As yet it is not possible to
send the broadcasts from station to station

But the income from adveralmost to $9,000,000.
In comes cyclonic 1929, year of stunts
and technical advance for NBC. Aylesworth, looking yearningly across the sea,
cranks up the engineering department. In
February, they are ready. Stand by. There
Nobody believes it is posis a silence.
sible. They wait pessimistically. Then
clearly comes a British voice from Queen's
Hall, London, a symphony orchestra. International broadcasting has been brought to
the American people by NBC.
The following month Hoover mounts the
White House steps. Bill Lynch, aloft in
an airplane, armed with a portable transmitter, flies over the line of march, reporting the inauguration. Thirty million listeners heard him talk to Graham McNamee
stationed on Pennsylvania Avenue, Milton
Cross on the steps of the Capitol, John
Daniel on the White House steps. It's
old technique now but it was shiny new
in 1929. Then came the inauguration with
three presidents at the mike: Hoover, Taft
and Coolidge.
by wireless.
tising is up,

THAT year Floyd Gibbons, transmitter
strapped to his body, crawls around on
the Graf Zeppelin, telling NBC listeners
what he sees. Buddy Bushmeyer, mike in
his teeth, jumps from an airplane and as
his parachute opens up recounts his impressions. The Schneider Cup races in England
come through perfectly and Christmas
brings carols and greetings from Germany,
England and Holland.
\Vith the year 1930 came no let -up, but
it was plain that Radio had entered a new
era. The rough pioneering was over. Three
years of almost superhuman effort had
laid a solid foundation from which broadcasting could grow. In these years the
prestige of broadcasting was established.
In 1930 even the Pope capitulated, breaking
the Vatican's century old silence to address America over the NBC networks.
But he was the last. The mike had cap-

tured all othcrs of any distinction -captains
and kings and convicts.
The exploration of life and the world
was still going strong, but employing a technique and proceeding on a momentum imparted by the NBC President. Portable
mikes had gone down in submarines, in
diving bells ; they had caught the shot fired
at Roosevelt, the tales yammered from the
lips of Morro Castle survivors. Symphony
orchestras and grand opera were routine.
Technically, broadcasting had advanced
beyond all dreams. The great system of
stations, coming in and out of the trunk line broadcast, operated with the split second precision of a railroad. Delays were
no more. The mike grew daily more sensitive. The objective of engineers was to
make the system, from the technical point
of view, as fool -proof as possible. And
they have succeeded.
Financially, it was becoming self- sufficient. In the last few years, it has paid all
of its enormous expenses-which, brother,
is saying a great deal!
For Aylesworth, gazing in his mind's
eye out over the web of eighty -seven stations spun out of his own vision and great
energy, broadcasting is at the beginning Of
its power. These eight years have seen
the construction of the machine. The
machine for bringing song, story and wisdom to millions. Henceforth, the machine
will go forward -in the direction of perfection and high quality, possibly to give
greater emphasis to education.
Television is but one of many fantastic
possibilities the future holds for NBC but
whatever it is, Aylesworth will be there
with his Merlin touch to give it all the
quality of a thoroughbred performance.
Bruce Barton wrote that ministers' sons
do one of the three things one third of
them end in obscurity ; another third, get
along fairly well ; and the final third rule
the world. This minister's son is apparently of the last third. The people who
work for him describe him as "just like
radio." As quick, as precise, as powerful
-as overwhelming!
:

Should Bachelors Have Babies?
(Continued from page 61)
parent than a married one who has it
thrust upon him.
When he paused for breath, the Jeering
One observed cautiously
"You seem to
have given the
matter considerable
thought."
"I have," replied Maestro Previn quietly.
Then he told how for several years he
has been on the lookout for a youngster
whom he may endow with his name and
bring up as his son.
:

WHY, one

wonders, should a well -to -do
bachelor with a taste for rare wine,
orchidaceous women and world travel, consider complicating his easy and eventful
life with a Little Stranger? What mo-

tives would impel a talented musician,
whose work is admittedly his hobby, to
disrupt the harmony of his present existence with childhood cries and nursery
noises?
Those questions, when put to him across
the luncheon table, the impresario of the
Silken Strings hour answered simply, directly. "I've always been crazy about
children," he said, "Besides, a son would
be a great pal."
Maestro Prcvin believes that when he
finds the youngster whom he thinks Fate
is reserving for him, whether that youngster is wrapped in rags and as bald and
blind as the eagle atop our national
(Continued on page 95)
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Gottschalles

KOPPER
BALL

3h405
The greatest metal scouring device
value ever offered ... you actually buy
two and get one free. Items of lesser
merit sell for 5c each. Gottschalk's
Kopper Ball does a thorough scouring job with surprisingly little effort
.. will not rust, splinter or harm the
hands. Burned, greased- encrusted
pots and pans shine up like new.
Avoid imitations. There is no substitute for Gottschalk Quality. On sale at
5 and 10 cent stores everywhere or
direct on receipt of 10c. Metal Sponge
Sales Corporation, Philadelphia.

Gottschalk's
METAL SPONGE
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!Tome of the International Correapondence Schools

Programs Day by Day
(Continued from page 90)
IV IADN I:SD,A VS (('out iuucd)
(For stations see Monday,)
Broudvvay Varieties. Ev8:31) EST
erett Marshall; Victor .Arden's orchestra.
OE-So-Dol.)
CFR13,

(')-

WCAO, ("K LW, WJSV,
'KIte,
W'GIt, WCAU, WET,
('ST7::40
WHK, W.IAS, CKAC.
WBBM, KMBC, %VITAS, KMOX, KERN,
KRLD, WCCO, A'LAC, WDSU, KOSIA.
3:311
6:30 JIST -KLZ, KSL,
WI ENV.
I'ST -KMJ, Kill, KOIN, KFIiK, KGB.
KVI.
KFRC, KDB, KOL, KFI'Y, KWG.
8:30 EST (1i.)- "Lanuy's Log Cabin Inn ";
Lanny (toss, harry Salter's orchestra,
and a guest furnished by RADIO ST.ARS
WAI3C,
WNAC,

Go to High School
at Home
Yon ran Bemire a high school education right at home
by studying the splendid new courses recently prepared
by the International Correspondence Schools.
These courses are equivalent to the courses given In
resident high schools. They have been specially arranged
for men and women who wish to meet college entrance
examinations, to qualify for a business position, or to
make up the education they missed when forced to leave
school too soon, A diploma Is awarded at graduation.

Mail Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2621, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me full particulars about the course I have checked below
D Advertising
D College Preparatory Course
High School Commercial Course D Chemistry
D Radio
E7 English
Drafting
[] Accounting
D Electrical Engineering
(] Salesmanship

-

Age

Name
dddreas

FOR DIAMONDS & OLD GOLD

Diamonds of any size bought for $25 to $500 per
carat Old gold in any form, as high as $35 per
ounce, Ship now, money sent immediately. Reliable
Jewelers tor nearly fifty years. Send fur free catalog.
All CHESTNUT ST_ PHILA, PA.
I. PRESS & SONS CO.

KEEP WIRES
OFF FLOOR
RADIO )
AMPS AND

A neat job instantly. No dam-

age to woodwork. No tools
needed. Set of eight colored
clips to match your cords,l0c.

J USTRITE
PUSH-CI_IP At Kresee's

Jane Froman sings over WEAF
each Sunday at 10:30 P.M. E.S.T.

MAKE

$25 -$35 A

WEEK

i oi: can learn at home in spare time.
Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands
of graduates. Est. 36 years. One graduate
has charge of 10 -bed hospital. Another
saved $400 while learning, Equipment
ineluden Men and women 18 to 60. High school not
payments. Write us now,
tuition
required. Easy
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Blvd., Chicago, III.
N.
Ashland
26
Dept, 71,
Flease send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages,
Name
Age
State
City
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Magazine. (Lug Cabin Sy nip.)
WJZ, WEAL, WMAL, WSYR. \VIIAM,
KDKA, \'GAIL, WCKY, WJR, KI'O.
7:30
KFI, KGW, KOMO, KIIQ, KFSD. KOIL,
CST-VW ENIt-W1.5, KW'('It, KSO,
5:311
KDYL.
OA.
WREN, 6:30 JIST-K
KPRC,
WFAA - W'BAI',
WKY,
I'ST
\VOA I. KTBS. KTHS,
Ei'r ('/t) -Lady Esther Serenade.
8:311
Wayne Icing and his orchestra. WTIC,
WEAN', \VJAR, \\'LIT, WTAM,
W'RC,
W"l'AG, WCSII, WBEN, \'\'J, CST
7:30
WSAI.
WGY, W('AE,
WOW,
KSD,
WFBR, WKI3F, W'MAQ, WSM,
WKY.
WDAF,
W'f10,
\VOC,
W'MC. WSMMB, WTMJ.
Andre
tenor;
9:1)11 EST ('/r) -Nlao Martini,
Kostelanetz's °relies(ra. (('hesterlicld.)
(For stations see 'Monday, )
Allen
9 :00 EST (1) -Town Hall Tonight.
fun with Portland; Songsmit its (luartet;
others.
Lennie Ilttyton's orchestra and
(Bristol- ,Myers Co.)
WEAF, \VJAR, WRC, WTA .E, WJAX,
W(SH, WGY,
\'RVA, W'LW WCAE, WTAG,
WL1T.
W'\'.I, \VIOD, WPTF, WTIC, WEEI.
WFBR, WBEN, WIS,
KSD.
WSB,
8:00 CST- W'MAQ, WOW,
WTMJ, \VSJI, KVOO, WEEC, WDAF,

-

-

WSMB, KBRC, WOAI, KTBS, WMC.
WHY.
(See also 12:00 midnight EST.)
9:00 EST (%)- Warden E. Lawes in 2211,1)00
years In Sing Sing. Dramatic sketches.

(William It. Warner Co.)
WJR, WEAL,
WJZ, W'MAL, WBZA, KDKA,
AGAR,
\VBZ., WSYR, WHAM,
8:1)0 CST -KTBS, W'LS,
of
Gracie."
Adventures
9:31) EST (1/2)- "The
you,
Burns and Allen, comedians, to
(General
Dolan's orchestra.
Bobby
Cigar Co.)
WNAC,

WCAO, WJSV,
CKLW, WORC, WCAU, WDRC, WEAN,
WHIG, WFBL, WHK,
WOKO,
WKBW,
WJAS, WKRC, WSPD, WET, 8:31) CST
WCCO.
WBBIL
KMOX,
-KMIBC,
WOWO, KOMA. KRLD, KTRH, KTSA,
6:30
7:30 JIST -KLZ, KSL,
WDSU,
PST -KFPY, KFRC, KGB, KHJ, KOH.
KOIN, KVI,
9:30 EST (1) -John McCormick, tenor.
(Wm. R. Warner Co.)
WJZ, 8:30 CST-WENR, KOIL. KWCR,
KSO, KWK. WREN, 7:30 JIST -KOA,
6:30 I'ST -KGO, KFI, KGW,
KDYL,
KOMO, KHQ.
Broad10:00 EST (1/2) -Cool Customers.
casts from Byrd Antarctic Expedition.
(Grape Nuts.)
WA BC, WADC, WKBW, WJAS, WET,
WEHC, WLBZ, WHP, WOKO, WCAO,
WHK, WQAM, WENS. WORC, WKRC,
CKLW, WDRC, WCAU, WDAE, WMBG,
9:00 CST -WFBM,
WNAC, WEAN.
KMBC, WHAS, KMOX, WFBL, KLRA,
W'CCO, WDSU, KOMA, W'J1T, WBBM,
WIEW, WJSV, WGST, KRLD, KTRH,
KFAB, WREC. WLAC, KTSA, WACO.
KFH, WNAX, WOWO, 8:00 JIST -KLZ,
7:00 PST -KERN, KDB, KOL,
KSL,
KFPY, KWG. KVI.
Guy Lom10:00 EST (1/)-Lombardoland.
Pat
bardo and his Royal Canadians.
(Plough,
of
ceremonies.
master
Barns,
Inc.)
WEAF, WTIC, WLIT, WGY, WTAM,
WPTF, WJAX, WSOC, WTAG, WEEI,
WFBR. WHEN, WWJ, WWNC, WIOD,
WJAR, WCSH, ARC, WCAE, WLW,
\MIS, WFLA, 9:00 CST -WMAQ, WOC,
WHO, WOW, WDAF, \VKBF, WSM,
WMC, WSB, WJDX, WSMB. WAVE,
WKY, KTHS, WFAA, KPRC, WOAI,
KTBS.
10:00 EST (1/4)- Dennis King with Louis
Katznian's. orch. (Enna Jettick Shoes.)
WJZ, WMAL, WBZA, WJR, WEAL,
\VBZ, WSYR, WCKY, WHAM. KDKA,
CST-W'ENR, KWCR,
9:00
WGAR.
KSO, KWK, WEBC, WDAY, KFYR.
7:00 PST
8:00 NST -KOA, KDYL.
KPO, KFI, KGW, KOMO, KHQ,
Sylvia.
(Ralston
(1
/4)EST
Madame
10:15
Purina Co.)
WEAL,
WRVA,
WJZ, WMAL, WBZA,
\VBZ, WSYR, WHAM, KDKA, WGAR.
9:15 CST -WENR, KWCR, KSO, KWK.
WREN. KOIL, WTMJ, KSTP, WEBC.
7:15 PST
8:15 MST -KOA, KDYL,
KGO, KFI, KGW, KOMO, KHQ
Harry
presents
Conoco
(1/2)EST
10:30
Richman, Jack Denny and his orch. and
Kennedy.
John B.
WJZ, W'MAL, WJR, WEAL, WSYR,
W'ABC, WADC,

-

W('KY.
WREN,

\VilAM. WGAR, W'ILVA. 9:30
KSO,
KWCR,
WENII,
KOIL, WT ALT, WI EA, WEEC.
WDAY, KFYR, WKY, WFAA, KPRC,
K WK. 8:311 MST-Kr/A, KDYL.
11:00 EST (1/4)-Alyrt & Marge.
(For stations see Monday. See also
7.00 P.M ES'r.)
II:00 EST (t/t) -.1mom 'n' ,Indy.
IFor stations see .Monday. See also
EST, )
7 00 l' M,
I1 :IS EST ('A ) -Gene & Glenn.
See also
(For stations see Monday,
7:15 P,M EST,)
i'dwln C. Hill in the BoI1:15 EST (1/4
man Side of the News. (Wasey Products.)
KERN,
9:15 JIST
KSL.
8:15 PST
KMJ, KHJ, KOIN, KFl3K, KGB, KF1cC.
KDII. KOL, KFPY, KWG, KVI.
12:01) Midnight EST (I) -Town 1E111 Tonight with Fred ,Allen and cast.
9:01) I'iT10:1)0 MST-KOA, KDYL.
KGO, KFI, KGW, KOMO, K1IQ.
(See also 9:00 P.JL EST, )

CST-KSTP,

)-

-

Tu

-

I.'it'l).t V.'

(December 61h, 131h,
6:1)1)

20111

ES'l' (Vs) -Buck Rogers.

imaginary adventures

In

and 271h.)
Sketches of
251h century.

(For stations see Monday.)
6:15 EST ('/f) -Bobby Benson.
(For stations see Monday.)
6:30 EFT (t/4) -Eddie Dooley on Football.
(Shelf Oil.)
WA BC, WOKO, WCAO, WNAC, W'KI3W.
WDRC, WCAU, WJAS, WEAN, WFBL,
WJSV, WLBZ, W1CC, WET, WHIG,
WHP, WFEA, WMIIG, WDBJ, WIEEC,
W'MAS, W'SJS, WDRC, \VDNC, WNEH,
\\'N EN', W'IBX.
Football Talk by Red
6:30 EST
Grange. (Shell Oil.)
W'AD(', WKRC, \VHK, CKLW, WSPD,
WDAE, W'BNS. 5:30 CST- WJMBR,
Lowell Th as.
6:45 EST (t
IFor stations see Monday )
Iiilly Batchelor.
6:45 EST
(For stations see Monday.)
6:45 EST (1/4)- Wrigley Beauty Program.
Margaret Brainard; Connie Gates, contralti).
WABC. WCAO, WKBW, WNAC, WDRC,
WCAU, WEAN,
7:1)0 EST (%) -Amos 'n' Andy.
IFor stations see Monday.)
7 :00 EST (1/4) -Mlyrt and Marge.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:15 EST (1/4) -Gene and Glenn.
(For stations see Monday,)
7:15 EST (1/4)- "Just Plain Bill." Sketches
of small town barber.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:15 EST-Football Talk. (Shell Oil.)
KMBC, KMOX, KTRH, WBEN, WBRC.
WCCO, WDSU, W'FBM, WGST, W'ISN.
\VMT, WREC, KTUL.
7:15 EST (1/4) -Gems of Ilelody. Alexander

0/0-

/s)-

(4)-

Thiede's concert orchestra, Eva Gingras'
chorus, Dwight Meade, commentator.
WJZ, WBZ, WMAL. WBZA, WSYR.
WEAL - WHAM, KDKA,
6:15 ('STWENR, KTBS, KWCR, KSO, KOIL,
WREN,
7:30 EST (i/4)-Minstrel Show.
(For stations see Monday,)
7:30 EST (1/4) -"Buck Rogers."
(For stations see Monday.)
7:30 EST (1/4)- Whispering Jack Smith
and his orchestra.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:45 EST (1/4) -Boake Carter.
(For stations see Monday.)
8:00 EST (1) -Rudy Vallee; stage, screen,
and radio celebrities; Connecticut Yankee's orchestra.
(Fleischmann's Yeast.)
WEAF, WCSH, WRC. WCAE, CRCT,
WTIC. WTAG, WBEN, WJAR, WFI,
WGY, WTAM, CF('F, WLW, WEEh
WFBR, WWJ. 7:00 CST -WMAQ, KSD,
W'OC, KSTP, WADI. WJDX, WSMB.
'WSB, WEBC. WDAY, WSM, WOAI,
KTHS, KFYR, WHO. WOW, WMC.
WTMJ, KVOO, 6:00 MST -KDYL, KOA,
KTAR. 5:00 PST -KFI, KGO, KGW,
KOMO. KHQ.
(WDAF on 8:30; WBAP off 8730.)
Dramatic
8:00 EST (1/4) -Easy Aces.
sketches.
Wednesday.)
(For stations see
9:00 EST (1) -Camel Caravan with Walter
O'Keefe; Glen Gray's Casa Loma Orchestra; Annette Hanshaw and Ted
Busing.
WAI,C, WADC, WOKO, WCAO, WNAC,
W'GR. WKRC, WHK. CKLW, WDRC,
WFBM, WCAU, WJAS, WEAN, WFBL,
WSPD, WJSV, WQAM, WDBO, WDAE.
WLBZ, WHIG, W'HP, WFEA, WDBJ,
WHEC, WTOC, WHAS, CFRB, WSJS,
8:00
\VDNC.
CST -KMBC,
WORC,
KTRH, KLRA, WISN, WSFA, WLAC,
KOMA, KTSA, KSCJ, WSBT, W'IBW,
WACO, WMT, KFH, WNAX, WALA.
6:00 PST -KHJ, KOH.
9:00 EST (1)- Maxwell House Show Boat.
Captain Henry, Lanny Ross, tenor;
Conrad Thibault, baritone; Molasses 'n'
(Continued on page 94)
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New York or Bust!
(Continued froto page 39)
aver their bankroll and discovered

that

nine dollars were left, with still no
Sign of an audition, much less a job. But
do you think they bounced hack home?
Not on your life. Careers aren't made that
_nily

way.

They moved out of their hotel into a
dark basement room for three
dollars a week. Those other six precious
dollars would have to tide them over a
Loretta worked over their
long time.
skimpy budget. She bought a large package of pancake flour for eighty -five cents
and a fifteen cent bottle of syrup. That
was their entire diet, day in and day out
for weeks. Pancakes for breakfast, pancakes for lunch and pancakes for dinner!
Once the landlady gave them some hamburg, but they didn't even have a pan in
which to fry it. Hunger, however, made
them resourceful. Loretta flattened the
meat into a long thin strip, covered it with
the cellophane wrapper and then went over
It was
it, back and forth, with a hot iron
kind of raw but it tasted swell to them.
You may laugh at this story, but it isn't so
funny on an empty stomach.
Things were reaching the breaking
point. Their mother, they learned, had
been placed in the City Hospital. Desperate, they stormed one radio station after
another. They had exhausted all of the
booking agents on their list-that is, all
but one. Walking into his office they recognized a familiar face behind the desk.
Loretta clutched Jack's arm. Sure enough
it was an old friend of their \\'BEN days
-Nat Wolff.
shabby,

!

took one look at their thin,
WJLFF
emaciated faces, at their dusty,
cracked shoes, at Jack's shiny suit and
Loretta's torn stockings. "Migod kids," he
said peeling out a five dollar bill, "you
look starved. Get something to eat and
then come back and we can talk."
Wolff had always been enthusiastic about
their work. He arranged an audition for
them at NBC. The day they liad worked,
planned and starved for dawned. But
hard luck was still dogging their heels
She
Loretta awoke with a sore throat
was barely able to talk.
Frantically she sought out the nurse in
the NBC infirmary. "Please fix my throat
up," she implored.
"It's terribly impor-

-

!

tant."
The nurse looked doubtful. "If you
sing now, you may lose your voice for
good," she warned.
Loretta started to weep. "Do anything.
because if I can't sing now I'll never need
to sing again."
Jack had to assist her to the piano. Her
head was pounding, her eyes felt heavy
and she could barely open her mouth. But
she had her voice.
They both worked

hysterically to cover up her hoarseness.
At the end of the audition, they fled
from the room, discouraged and miserable.
They didn't even ask the director how they
had done for they felt in their bones that
they had failed. A fluke had ruined their
one and only chance to get on the air.

The next morning Jack walked over to
the studio to get his guitar, his face long
and morose. "Say," the director hailed,
"I've been trying to get in touch with you
ever since yesterday. You came through
fine and we want you for the finals."
Jack couldn't believe his ears. He flew
home to tell Loretta. Maybe their luck was
changing.

WELL,

it did change for a while. They

passed the finals and were placed on
an afternoon sustaining period of their
own. They weren't making much money,
but at least they were eating regularly
and there was again money to send home.
Now another opportunity came their
way. The NBC booking offices suggested
vaudeville for them. \\That a break
If
they clicked on the stage, their future in
radio and personal appearances was assured.
The day of their vaudeville opening a
telegram arrived. Loretta ripped it open
with trembling fingers. Somehow she
had a vague apprehension that the telegram contained terrible news. She was
right. Their mother had died. Forgotten
was their big vaudeville act. Their happiness turned to ashes.
"You must go on," the booking agent
insisted. "It's too late to change the program. You must be troupers." Well, they
were troupers all right. Loretta powdered
her red nose, Jack wiped away his tears
and they both ran out on the stage. They
were bearing up well until they came to a
certain line in one of the songs "How's
your Ma? She went with pa."
At that, Loretta started to sob and Jack's
face twitched. The audience looked puzzled. That was an odd way for a light
comedy team to act. The drizzle of applause at the end of their act labeled them
!

:

flops.
So back went Loretta and Jack to their
sustaining programs, but they knew that
if they didn't soon land an important com-

mercial the studio would get tired of supporting them. Their big chance
They
needed it now. Would it ever come? And
would they be prepared for it?
It took them unawares. The Ivory Soap
people were casting the dragnet for two
kids to play the part of collegiate Bobby
Gibson and Dot Myers. his wise- cracking,
flapper girlfriend, in "The Gibson Family." Jack and Loretta auditioned. Flocks
of well- known stars were trying for the
same role.
The sponsors heard Loretta's flippant
young voice, they heard Jack's fresh, boyish answers. Here were Bobby and Dot
in the flesh. No need to look any further.
Jack and Loretta still can't believe they
are finally radio stars. When I saw them
a day before the opening of "The Gibson
Family" they were delirious with joy,
but a little bit scared, of course. At the
end of the show. listening to the praises of
everyone around. their fears were dispelled.
Their broadcast was perfect.
The curtain has been rung down on
their pancake days for good.

"This b the first
testimonial I have
ever wrlttea, but I
nave had such wonderful
results from using the
,
Hemp Bodl - Massager
that 1 feel I should express my thanks
I purchased the massager four weeks
ago, and have reduced my hips tour Inches and my waistline two and a half Inches. In fact I have had to have
an my clothes altered. and what a thrill to see the Inches
come oft! with best wishes for the success of the BodlMassager."

(Signed) Mrs. R. R. 56th St.. N. Y. City.
This is but one of many unsolicited letters from enthusiastic
users of the Hemp Bodt- Massager. (Names and addresses
on request.)

It's Easy to Reduce
uce

The Hemp Bodl- Massager removes fat wbere fat should
come oft. It takes off bulges quickly and easily from waist
-hips- arms -legs or thighs and makes double chins
disappear like magic. It firms up flabby flesh, strengthens
and flexes muscles and brings grace of carriage and a soft
and lovely skin.
Invented by a professional masseur It weighs less than
a pound and uses no electrlctly
When pushed over the
body. the soft rubber spherlcals pick up and knead the
muscles and tissues with the firm gentle action of a skillful hand massage. This Is not only an effective aid In
acquiring a lovely figure. but does wonders for a tired

bay

and frazzled nerves.

Write today for details of this safe and sure way to new
body beauty. There Is no cost or obligation.

TILE CONLEY COMPANY, INC.
First Ave.. N. W.
Rochester, Minnesota

521

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size8x10inches
or smaller if desired.

Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land scapes, pet animals. etc.,
or enlargements alloy
parrot group picture. Safe
return of onginal photo

guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY

ór

,

2P;,e
(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful life-like enlargement. guaranteed fadeless. Psy postman 47c plus postage
or send 490 with order and we per postag8e
Big 16x20-inch enlargement sent C.O. D. 78c
plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of
this amazing Offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.

-
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S.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
Dept. 1325 -A CHICAGO, IWNOIS
Jefferson St.

.

BrandNew14 v 474
TER
póRTABLES
lOtaDayEasyTerms
Sensational Low Prices

and easy terms on limited
aopplyonly. Allbrandnew,np -to -date

_,

;-t-

-4rowkeyboard. FullyGuaranteed.
SEND NO MONEY -10 Day Trial

Send for special new literature and money-saving, carry pa7 plan with
10 day trial offer, Also amazing bargains in standard size, rebuilt
office mndla on FREE trial offer.
W. Monroe St.
International Typewriter Exch., 231
Dept. 1e I.cnicaa.

!

Carry Christmas
Parcels Easily
Buy Deubener's
(America's
Standard) Shopping Bags.
The Shoppers' favorite for 16 Years.

For Sale at YOUR
5 & 10c Store
D

C

N E R
SHOPPING BAG, INC.
E

U

B

E

Garfield Park, Indianapolis, Ind.
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RADIO STARS

Programs Day by Day
(Continued froid page 92)
1311 I(SDAYS (Continued)
.lannary, couledy; Show Boat Band.
WEAF, WTAG, \VEEI. WJAR, RCS H.
\ \'FI, WFIIIt, \Vl(C, \VGY, \VIOD,

Distressing cold in

chest or throat, that so
often leads to something serious, generally
eases up quickly when soothing, warming
IMlusterole is applied.
Better than a mustard plaster, Alusterole
gets action because it's NOT just a salve.

It's

a

" counter -irritant "

- stimulating,

penetrating, and helpful in drawing out pain
and congestion.
Used by millions for 25 years. Recommended by many doctors and nurses. All

druggists. In three strengths: Regular
Strength, Children's (mild), and Extra
Strong, 40¢ each.
RADIO: Tune in the " voice of Experience,"
Columbia Network. See newspaper for time.

CODE

ACCOUNTAN

Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'s earn $3.000 to (16,000 year.
Thonaands of firme need them. Only 12,000 Certified Pnbhe Accountante in the U.S. We train yon thoroly thome iu spare time for C.P.A.
examinations or executive accounting positions. Previous experience
unnecessary. Personal training under supervision of staff of C.P. A'e.
including members of the American Institute of Accountants. Write
for free book. Accountancy. the Profession that Pays."

LaSalle Extension University, Dept 1318H,Chicago
A.'s

DEAFNESS IS MISERY

A. O.

Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of DRUM
the inventorwho was himself deaf.
LEONARD, Inc..
Suite 986,
70 Sib Ave., New

S.
GOVERNMENT

York

U.

JOBS!

*

START

$ 1260 to $2100 Year
Steady Work
Short Hours
Many Winter
Examinations
Expected

MEN -WOMEN
18 to 50
Mail Coupon
today sure
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FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

I Dept. K30I, Rochester, N. Y.
Sirs: Rush to me without charge
32 page book with list of
(1)
.o
S. Government steady Jobs.
O (2) Tell me how to get one of these
U Jobs.

QI.

/Name

/ Address

\'im

-

BECOME AN EXPERT

The School That Haa Trained Over 1,200 C. P.

R'BF'N, WCAE, WTAM. WWJ, WSAI,
R'I(VA. \V \VNC, \VIS, WJAX, WFLA.
8:40 CST-WMAQ, \VK11F, KSD, WOC.
R'I4O, \V(_)RW, R'I)AP, WTMJ, WJDX.
R'MC, \VSß, WADI, WSMB, KTIIS.
WKY, KPRC, WOAI. \NSSI, WAVE.
KTSP. 7:00 \IST -KTA R. KOA, KDYL.
KGIR, KG!! L. 6:0(1 PST-KGO, KFI.
KG W, Ku \lu, KHQ, KFSD.
(%VISAI' off 9:30, WL \V on 9:30.)
9:00 EST (%)- Ileath Valley Day's. Dra ulatlo sketches. (Pacific ('oast Borax
Co.)
WJZ,
\\'J R. WL\V,
\NI3Z,
\VBZA,
\NSYR, KDKA. WBAL, WHAM, \\'GAI(,
R MAL. 8:0(1 CST -WLS, KOIL, WREN.
KR-CFt, KWK, KSO.
9:30 EST (1/2) -Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians with guest stars. (Ford Motor
Co.)
\VABC, WA DC, WOKO, \NCAO, WNAC.
\\'K Ft W, R'KFtC, WHK, CKLW, \VLBZ,
\VL13W, WHP, \VSRG, \VHF.C,
\'MAS. ('FRB, WORC, WDRC, \VFBL,
WSPD, WJSV, \ C'ALT, WJAS, \VEAN,
WD BO, \N DA E, \VPG, \UICC, \\'BNS,
WHIG, WFEA, WDBJ, WTOC. WSJS,
WDNC.
8:30 ('ST- WFlBM.
WKBN,
WQAM.
\V\IRFt,
WOWO,
KSIOX,
WFBN, KMBC, WHAS, \V13RC, WDOD,
WACO,
KFH.
WDSU, KOMA, KTSA,
WA LA, WGST, KRLD, KTItH, KFAB,
KLRA, \VREC. WISN. WCCO, \VSFA.
WLAC, KSCJ, \\'113 \', KTCL, WAIT,
\'NAX. 7:30 31ST -KVOR, KLZ. KSL.
6:30 l'ST- KOH, KERN, KMJ, K1IJ,
KOL.
KFRC, KDB,
KGB.
KFBI {,
KFPY, KWG, KVI.
10:00 EST-Forty -fis e Minutes In Hollywood.
Movie previews, guest stars, Eton Boys;
quartette, 'lark Warnow's orchestra.
(Itordens Milk Products.)
WA BC. \VOKO, WNAC, WKBW, WJAS
\VFIIL, WRNS, \VLRZ, WORC, \\'M AS,
WKRC, WIT K. CKLW, WDRC, WEAN.
9:00 CST
WA DC. WICC.
\V'SPD,
\VI3BM, KMOX, KM BC, WOWO, \'ISN.
10:00 EST (I) -Paul Whiteman, his band
and all that goes with It. (Kraft.)
WEAF', WTAG, WFBR, \VBEN, WWJ,
WPTF, WJAX, WEEI, WCSH, Vi IS.
CRCT. WFLA. \N RC, WCAE, WLW,
WIOD, \\'JAR, WFI, WGY. WTAM,
9:00 CST
WRVA, CFCF, WWNC.
WOW,
WOC, \\'HO,
\V'MC.
VV'MAQ,
WSMB, WBAP, \\'KY, KTBS, \\'OAI,
WTMJ,
KPRC,
KSD,
WEBC,
WI BA,
KSTP. WDAF, \V'SM, WDAY, KFYR,
KTHS, WSB. WAVE, \MAPI, WJDX.
7:00 I'ST8:00 MST -KOA. KDYL.
KOMO, KGO, KFI, KGW, KHQ.
'n' Andy.
II:00 EST (1/4) -AmosMonday.)
(For stations see
Marge.
and
EST
II:00
(1/4) -3lyrt
(For stations see 31onday.)
11:I5 EST (1/4) -Gene and Glenn.
(For stations see Monday.)
FRIDAYS
(December 7th, I4th, 2lst and 28th.)

-

Bensen.
6:I5 EST (1/4) -Bobby Monday.)
(For stations see
6:15 EST (1/4) -Tom Mix, Western dramas
for children. (Ralston.)
(For stations see Monday.)
6:30 EST ( &) -Eddie Dooley. (Shell Oil.)
(For stations see Thursday.)
6:30 EST (1/4) -Red Grange.
(For stations see Thursday.)
6:45 EST (1/4)- Wrigley Beauty Program.
(For stations see Thursday.)
6:45 EST (1/4)- Lowell Thomas.
(For stations see Monday.)
Small
6:45 EST (1/4) -Billy Batchellor.
town sketches.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:00 EST (1/4) -Gene and Glenn.
(For stations see Monday. See also
11:00 P.M. EST.)
7:00 EST (1/4) -3lyrt and Marge.
(For stations see Monday. )
7:I5 EST (1/4)- Football talk. (Shell Oil.)
(For stations see Monday.)
7:15 EST (1/4) -"Just Plain Bill." Sketches
of small town barber.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:15 EST (1/4)-Willard Robison's Deep
River orchestra.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:30 Est (?!a) -Uncle Ezra's Radio Station.
Comedy by Pat Barrett, Cliff Soubier,
Carleton Guy, Nora Cuneen, and others.
WEAF, WRC. WGY, WTAM. WSAI,
WCSH. 6:30 CST-WMAQ.
Dramatic
EST
(14) -Red Davis.
'7:30
sketch.
(For stations see Monday.)
'7:30 EST (1/4) -Paul Keast, baritone; Rollo
Hudson's orchestra.
(For stations see Monday.)
'7:45 EST (1/4) -Boake Carter.
(For stations see Mondays)
'7:45 EST (1/4)- Dangerous Paradise. Dramatic sketches.
(For stations see Monday.)

8:00

EST

(1/4)

-Easy

Aces,

Druutallc

sketches.
(For stations see Wednesday.)
8:00
EST
(1)- d'Ities Service Concert,
Jessica Uragonette, soprano; quartette;
Frank Banta and Milton ILe(teuherg,
piano duo; Rosario Itourdon's orchestra.
WEAF, WTIC, WSAI, WEE!, WCAE,
WLIT, w'WJ, \V('STI WRC, \'15EN,
WTAG, CR('T, \'JAIL, RTAM. \VRVA.
WFRIt. W'GY. 7:00 CST -WDAF, ROAI,
Roe', KPRC, K'I'RS, WJAIt, KY\'. KSL.

R'll(, WOW, WEBC, KTHS, KVOO. 6:00
MST -KOA, KDYL.
(RBAI', WFAA, KPRC off 8:30 EST )
8:00 EST
(t/s) -Irene Rich.
Dramatic
Sketch.
WJz, \VBAL,

WMAL, \'B'!., \VBZA,
\VSYR, \VIIAM, KDKA.
7:00 ('STWLS,
K\VCR, KSO, WREN,
KOIL.
\'SM. \'SIC, R'SI3, WAVE.
8:15 EST (1/4) -Dick Lfebert's \luslcal Rev iew.
W.I'!. and an NBC blue network. (Sta-

tion listings unavailable.)
EST (1/4)- "The Human Side of the
News." Edwin C. IIII1.
( For
stations see Monday.)
8:3(1 EST
( c) -"Tho
Intimate Review,"
featuring
\I
(:oodnian's
orchestra,
Dwight Fiske and guest artists.
\'HAL, \N \IAL, R'HZ, WBZA,
8:1:7

\'J!
R'SYR,

WHAM, KDKA, WGAR, WJR.
7:30 CST -W LS, KWCR, KSO, WKBF.
K\'K. R' HEN, KOIL.
9:0(1
EST (t/2) -Let's Listen to IIaIlls.
Phil Harris' deep voice and Leah Ray's
songs. (Northam-Warren.)
R-JZ, KDKA. R'MAL, WEAR, WSYR.
WHAM, WBAL, CFCF, W'HZ, R'BZA,
WCKY. 8 :0(1 CST -WLS, KWCR, KSO,
\VSM, \VAPI, \'KY,
WOAI, \'FAA
KWK, WREN, KOIL, WSB, WSMB.
7:00 MST
OA. KDYL. 6:00 PST
KGO, KFI, KGW, KOMO, KHQ.
9:0(1 EST (1/2)-Vivienne Segal, soprano)
Frank Munn, tenor; Abe Lyman's or-

-K

-

chestra. (Sterling Products.)
VEAF. WEEI, RSA I. WTAG, WRC.
\ 13EN, \vWJ, \\'JAR. WCSH, WLIT.
\'FI3R, WGY, WTAM, WCAE. 8:00
CST -WMAQ, KSD, WOW, WDAF.
9:0(1 EST (1/2) -March of Time. Dramatization of the weeks news. (Time, Inc.)

\\'CAO, WCAU, WDRC,
WFBL, WHK, WJSV, \'JAS, WKBW,
WKRC, WNAC, WOKO, WSPD, CKLW.
8:00
CST-WBBII, KMBC. KMOX.
KTRH, \'CCO, VVDSU. R'FBN, WGST
WHAS, WOWO. '7:00 MST -KLZ, KSL
6:00 I'ST -KFPY, KFRC, KGB, KHJ
KOH, KOIN, KVI.
9:30 EST (1)- Campbell Soup Company
presents Hollywood Hotel," with Did
Powell, Louella Parsons, Ted Fio- Rito',
orchestra, guest stars and Jane Wit
liams, nationwide contest winner.
WA BC, WA DC, \\'BIG, WBT, WBNS
WCAO, WCAU, WDAE, WDBJ, WDBO
WDRC, WHP, WICC, WJAS, WJSV
WW VA,
WKBN,
WKBW,
WKRC
WLBW, WLBZ, WMAS, WMBG, WNAC
WOKO, WORC, WPG, WQAM, WSJS
WSPD, CFRB. CKAC, CKLW. 8:30 CS7
-WBBM. WMBR, \VALA, KFAB, KFH
KLRA, KMBC, KMOX, KOMA, KRLD
KSCJ. KMBC, KTRH, KTSA, WACO
WBRC, WCCO. WDOD. \VDSU, WFBM
WGST, WHAS, WIBW, WISH, WLAC
\V'MBD, WSFT, WNAX, WOWO, WREC
KTL"L.
7:30 3IST -KLZ, KSL, KVOR
6:30 PST-KFPY, KFRC, KGB, KHJ
KOH, KOIN, KOL, KVI,
9:30 EST (1/2) -Phil Baker, comedian, wit)
his stooges Beetle and Bottle. (Armour.
\VJZ. WBZ, WBZA, WWNC, WBAL
WHAM. WJR, WJAX, KDKA, WGAR
WRVA, WIOD, WFLA.
8:30 CST
WENR, KPRC, WOAI, WKY, WTMJ
WEBC, W\IC, KSO. WAVE, WAPI
WFAA, KWK, WREN, KOIL, KSTF
WSM, WSB. WSMB. 7:30 MST -KTAP
KOA, KDYL. 6:30 PST-KFI, KOMC
KGW, KHQ.
9:30 EST (%) -Pick and Pat, blackfac
comedians. Joseph Bonlme, orchestra
guest singers. (U. S. Tobacco Co.)
WEAF, WWJ, WTAG, WJAR, WOES
WCAE, WSAI, WCSH, WLIT, WFBF
WRC, WBEN, WTASI, WTIC. 8:30 CS'
-WMAQ, WDAF, KSD, WOC, WHC
WOW.
I0:00 EST (1/4)- Minstrel Show. Al Bernar
and Paul Dumont.
WJZ, WBAL, W\IAL. WBZ, WBZA
\VSYR. WHAM, KDKA, WGAR, WJF
9:00 CST-WENR, KWCR, KSO, WRE'
KOIL.
Drams
10:00 EST (%) -First Nighter.
(Campana.)
WEAF, \\'EEI, WLIT, WGY, WTAS
WTAG, WRC, WSAI, WTIC, WJAI
WFBR, WBEN, WWJ, WCSH, WCAI
9:00 CST -WMAQ, WSIC, KSD, WO(
WHO. \VOW, WDAF. WAPI, WK
KPRC, WTSIJ, KSTP, WEBC, WS\
WSB, WSMB, WFAA, WOAI. 8:00 MS
-KOA, KDYL. 7:00 PST-KGO, KF
WA BC, WA DC,

KG \V, KOMO, KHO.
(Continued on page 96)
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Should Bachelors Have Babies?
(Continued front rage 91)
standard, he'll know it. And the child'll
know. And there won't be anything more
to it. Nothing, that is, but the thousand
and one complications which he understands arise when a bachelor sets out to
adopt a child.
Even when that fateful moment arrives,
it is doubtful, however, whether ether land's most sportive symphonist will act
spontaneously. There are still moments,
he acknowledged with a deprecating shrug
of his sleek tailored shoulders, when he is

uncertain whether an unmarried man may
rightfully aspire for fatherhood.
"When I think back over my own boyhood," he said reminiscently, "and remember how it centered about my mother, I
begin to wonder. Have I the right to
deprive a child of his chance for a normal
home? Will the material things I can give
him compensate for the absence of a
mother? What do you think ?"
I nodded my okay, thinking how easily
he could remedy such a domestic abnormality. After all, eligible women willing to
mother a man's children are not scarce.
And I couldn't imagine a romantic riot like
Charley Previn running up against a
"No" woman, should he ever seek a
maternal parent for his foster son.
Mediumly tall, with broad shoulders,
dream -swept brown eyes, sun -swarthy skin
and dark, wavy hair, his looks would melt
any woman. And the majority of them
would find him no less irresistable to listen
to. His interests encircle the globe like
a Dollar Liner, and include everything
from the latest Maori colonization scheme
in New Zealand and the Tennessee Valley
plan, to college football, golf, radio and
real estate. He loves good books next
to good music. And when he is discussing
the latter he is as apt to be talking about
his friend, George Gershwin's "Manhattan
Serenade" as Wagner's "Symphony in C."

STILL he's never been married.

He's

never been engaged. To quote him
verbatim, he's "never even proposed to
a girl."
"I'm not saying I've never been in love."
A quick shining smile sprang out of his
eyes like a silver flash. But I've never
been able to figure a woman out long
enough to ask her to marry me."
Like so many other modern young men
who have worked out their own design
for living, he turned down a fat offer to
teach prep school boys how to scan French
poetry and translate German prose, and
embarked upon a job -hunting expedition
along Tin Pan Alley. It wasn't long until
he landed a position, playing the piano in
a music -factory, for which Earl Carroll was
song -plugging.
From pounding out the
latest jazz he gradually advanced to the
more dignified position of song salesman.

Then one bright autumn morning the
producer of a musical show, playing the
southern "sticks," burst into the music
publishing house employing him, and demanded an orchestra leader. With a sly
wink, the manager recommended Charley.
"Have you ever had any experience ?"
the producer demanded.

SWEETENS
STOMACH
GENTLY ($"opq)
Delightful Mint
Relieves Gas ..
Heartburn..Sour
Stomach..Quick
Relief for Millions

THE college -bred Paderewski said

he had.
But he forgot to add that the orchestra
he had conducted was composed of Cornell
students who volunteered their services
for the University's annual men's musical
show. Even so he got the job.
In the same way he won his first chance
at stage directing. The manager of a
light opera company whose orchestra he
was conducting went a.w.o.l. and the owner
of the production turned, distraught, to
Charley. " Previn," he groaned, "have you
ever put on a musical show ?"
Again the A.B. from Cornell answered
"Yes," without bothering to explain that
the musical show in question was one whose
lyrics he had composed and which had been
written and acted by his classmates at
college. And for the second time, he won
and held the job.
But Maestro Previn was not satisfied
to go on wielding his baton in the back
blocks. He wanted to be something more
than a hinterland virtuoso. So he found
himself a playhouse on Broadway and a
play, and before he knew it, he was
standing in the wings, watching his first
operetta go into production. At last he
was nearing his goal.
A five -year engagement with St. Louis'
world famous summer opera company was
the turning point. From the Missouri
metropolis, he went to New York's Roxy
Theatre. And, as anyone familiar with
the airlines will tell you, from there it is
only a step to Radio City.
He made his mike debut over NBC as
master of the Camel Cigarette hour. During those sixty minute intervals, he not
only produced radioland's first revue, but
widened the acquaintance of the dial twisting public by. introducing it to such
stage and screen stars as Mary Garden
and Maurice Chevalier. Later he supplied the musical background for Count
Von Luckner's breath -taking sagas of the
sea, and became one of NBC's most popu-

lar sustaining artists. Last winter he
organized his Silken Strings Ensemble.
Now that he has realized his boyhood ambition, persons knowing him as
one of those men who, once he charts a
course, never wavers, are wondering aloud:
"How long will it be until Charley Pre vin's manhood dream comes true. and he
becomes one, if not radio's first, bachelor
father ?"

PHYSICIANS have
warned against treating acid indigestion

with harsh, raw alkalies-the tumbler and
spoon method. Strong, water-soluble alkalies,
taken in excess, may turn the stomach juices
into an unnatural alkaline condition- actually
arresting digestion !
TUNIS free you from this danger. They act
as an acid "buffer." The scientific explanation
of TUNIS is that it acts gently-just enough of
the antacid compound is released to counteract
over- acidity. When our heartburn or sour
stomach is corrected the balance passes on
inert and undissolved, without affecting the
blood or kidneys.
Try TUMS. Munch 3 or 4 when distressed.
Millions have turned to this gentle, effective
treatment -it's quite likely you will, too. 10e
at all druggists. 3 -roll carrier package, only 25c.
1936 Calendar - Thermometer. beautifully designed lu colors and gold. Aleo samples TUMS
and NR. Send .tamp for postage and páckrng

to A. H. LEWIS CO..Dpt16AMM.St. Louts. Mo.

FOR THE TUMMY

TUMS ARE
ANTACID , .

For a laxative. use the safe. dependable Vegetable
Laxative NR (Nature's Remedy). Only 25 cents.

Clear enlargement, bust, full
length or part group, pets or

ONLY

other subjects made from any photo, snapshot or tintype at low price
of 49c each: 3 for $1.00. Send as
many photos as you desire. Return of origival photos guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY!

A CN

Just mail photo with name and address. In few days postman will
deliver beautiful enlargemeut that
will never fade. Pay only 49e plus postage or seud
60c -3 for $1.00. and wewtl l pay postage ourselves.

BEAUTIFULLY
To acquaint you 11 a 14 Inches
CARVED FRAME
with the HIGH
quality of our work we will fume, until further notice. all pastel col
ored eulargements FREE. illustration, of beautifully carved frames
for your dance will be sent with your enlargement. font del ey.Ac
now. Mail your Photo. today. Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
11 E. HURON STREET,
DEPT. 641
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

FR

EE!

2ewífciiuz9
fragrance..
and subtle flattery in these
lovely toiletries. French essential oils give their exquisite odeur: skin-blend powder tones harmonize
and
with all comp' ?xion types. You'll love theta
they cost so billet
Use this COUPON for FREE SAMPLES

...

"RADIO GIRL ", Saint Paul, Minn.
Send me FREE Regular Size Radio
Girl Perfume and Trial Size Radio
Girl Face Powder. I am enclosing 10c
(coin or stamps) for cost of mailing.

the latest secrets about the stars? Wilson
gives them away each month in ''Strictly

Confidential"

IR

PHOTO Enlargements

Do you know

Brow n

HANDY TO CARRY

NOTA LAXATIVE

M -1

(Offer Good in U. S. only.)

Name
Address
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RADIO STARS

Programs Day by Day

gEvFALING
(Zlec/tid

(Continued from rage 94)

MAI11 CURLS
NATURAL
cw ilmnpurty t.ull
Marvelous!

ABOVE- ordm.vy curie
reveren end.. curls tri
and u wind.
BELOW -Humph,.

f/a

rtl. huir all one wny
e tone -curlo the

Nature

imt

Curler with the quick dry tah. sets
beautiful permanent curls that last
until washed out. even when combed
daily. Forms end curls. hanging
curls, roll bobs and waves in
alluring effects before found imEasy to use: invisible:
possible.
light: comfortable: no metal to
A new discovery.
cut or Injure.
Millions sold by one user telling
another about the Humphrey
Coil Curler with the cloth tab.
A new curling method- that's the
secret) At your 5- and -10c store
if dealer can't supply. send 1Oc for

-

trial card of

HUMPHREY PRODUCTS CO.,

4.

1927 3rd Ave., DETROIT. MICH.

COIL CURLER
HUMPHREY
with the Cloth Tab!

FRIDAYS (Continued)
Benny, e
d Ian ;
(W/e) -Jack
Livingstone; Prank Marker,
is It h Mary
tenor ; Don Wilson; Don liestor's orchestra. (General Tires.)
R'EAP'. \\'TIC, WTAG, R'LIT, \\'RC,
\\"l'AMI, Wit VA, NVCAE, W.1 AX, \VELA.
R'EFI, R'.IAIt, \\'('SII, WFIEIt.
NV PTE.
\\'G Y, \VWVJ. \VI3EN. \V\vNC, \VIOD.
WIS. 9:30 ('!T-AVAIAQ. KSD, \VTSIJ,
WOW.
WDAF, \\'SM, NN' MC, WOAI.
\VEEC, KP'YI1, KTIIS, WFAA. WSB,
\VJDX WSMB, WAVE, WKY, KT BS,
\\'IBA, WDAY, WO(', \VHO.
FFPRC,
7:30
8:30 IIST-KDYL. KOA.
KFI KG%V, KOUO, KHQ, KGO.
11:00 EST (1/4) -'1yrt and Marge.
(For stations see Monday. See also 7:00
P.M. EST, )
11:00 EST (1/.a) -.tmoH 'n' .Indy.
(For stations sec :Monday.)
11:15 EST 0/1) -Gene and Glenn. .
(For stations see Monday.)
11:15 EST (1/4) -Edwin C. hill. Tile human
sicle of the news.
(For eta tams see :Monday
10:3(1

EST

SAT(' ltl).\ I's
(December

-

Investigate LAW! We guide you step by step
furnish all texts, including 14- volume Law Library. Training prepared by leading law professors
and given by members of bar. Degree of LL. B.
conferred. Low cost, easy terms. Send NOW
for Free, 64 -page "LawTrainingforLeadership."
LaSalle Extension University,

Dept.1318 -L, Chicago

Reduced Quickly

Pain stops almost instantly! Then blessed relief. Falryfoot gradually reduces
painful, ugly bunion;. Enables you to

wear smaller shoes. No cumbersome
appliances. No messy salves. Used
onover 2,000,000 feet since 1897.

Write for FREE trial treatment.
Falryfoot Products Co., Chicago, III.

1223 S. Wabash Ave.. Dent. 2711

TO BE DEAF
No JOKE
-Every deaf person knows that-

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty -five years,with bis Artificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and nigbt.
They stopped bis head
f noises. Tbeyare invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
Artiftstal Ear Drum
booklet on Deafness.
COMP
THE
717 Hofmann dg. WAY
Detroit. Michigan

-

100% Improvement Guaranteed
organs
We build,) strengtben the vocal
fundamentally
not with aviary lessons-bat by
sound and scientifically correct dent exercises..

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
speaking yolce at
free, bot enclose 3c
wonderful
you can now have
for part postage. Learn WHY
the voice you want. No literature sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Chicago 2 -11
Ave.,
8

Miin

Here's
a Queer- Way,
to Leant Music!
No teacher -no confusing details. .lust a simple. easy,
home -study method. Takes only a few minutes-averages
only a few cents a day. Every step Is clear as A -B -C
throughout. You'll be surprised at your own rapid progress. From the start you are playing real tunes perfectly
Quickly learn to play any "jazz" or classical
by note.
selection right at home in your spare time. All instruSend for Free Booklet and DemonstraF R E E tnents.
These explain our wonderful
tion Lesson.
bore study method fully. Mention Instrument preferred.
U. S. School of Music, 1441 Brunswick Bldg., New York Cily
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h, 15th, 22nd and 29th.)

/e)- l'Inaud'H
Earl
Something Old.

6:00

AT HOME
LEARN
Are you adult, alert, ambitious,willing to study?

$1

EST

(1

lomelhing

New,

Oxford, )oculist;

octet and orchestra. (finaud.)
finaud
WA Be. WOKO, WAAB, \VGMt, ('K1.\r.
WDR('. W II AS. WCAU, WFCL, WALL.
5:00 ('5T- \\'B13:I.
6:00 EST (1/e) -One Man's Family. Dramas
of American Ilome Life.
\VEAF and an NBC red network. Station list unavailable.
(1/4)- Football
score..
Eddie
6:30 EST
Dooley.. (Shell Oil.)

For stations see Thursday.)
EST (1/4) -Red (.range, football scores.
(For stations see Thursday.)
Flying Leith Captain Ai
6:45 EST (
\1 illiatlls.
\VJZ and an NBC blue network.
(Station list unavailable.)
6:45 EST (1/4) -The Briggs Sport Parade
wit li Thornton Fisher.
WEAF, \\'TIC, \\'TAG, \VEEI, \\'JAR,
AV RC.
WCSII. \CFI, WFBR,
\VGY.
\\'ßßN. \VTAM, WWJ, \VLW. 5:45 ('ST
-WA! AQ. KSD. WOW.
(1/4)- Wrigley Beauty Program.
6:4:1 ES
(For stations see Thursday.)
Soconyland $kelches.
EST
(1/4)7:00
WABC. WOKO, \CNAC, \ \'GR. WDRC,
WEAN, \CLBZ, WiCC. \V'IAS, WORC.
7 :13 EST (1/4)- Football scores. Red (:range.
(Shell Oil.)
(For stations see Thursday.)
7:30 EST (14)- Whispering Jack Smith and
his orchestra.
(For stations see Monday.)
7:45 EST (1/4)- Headline Hunting with
Floyd Gilthons.
WEAF, \VTIC, WTAG, WJAR, NVCSH,
WFI, WRC. WGY. \VBEN. \\"TAU.
WWJ, WLW. 'SVRVA. WI OD, \VELA.
6:45 CT -WMAQ, WHO, \\'OC, WOW,
AVM C.
WSB. WA PI. WSMB. WKY,
WFAA, KSD,
KPRC,
WIS, WJAR,
WDAF.
8:00 EST (1)- William Lyon Phelps, master
of ceremonies; music direction, Sigmund
Romberg. (Swift and Company:)
WEAF. \VTIC, WTAG, \VEEI, WCSH.
WEER, WRC. WCAE, WTAM, WWJ,
WL\C. 7:00 CST -WMAQ. KSD, \\'DAF,
WTMJ. \\'IBA, KSTP. WEBC, WKY.
WBAP. KTBS. KPRC, WOAI. 6:00 MST
-KDYL. 5:00 PST -KGO, KFI, KGW,
KOMO, KHQ.
(Station list incomplete.)
8:00 EST (1) -Boxy (S. L. Rothafel) brings
guest stars to the air. (Fletcher's Cas toria.)
WABC. WCAO, WCAU, WDRC, WEAN.
6 :30

)-

WFBL, WIIK, WJAS, WJSV, Wort.
W'KItC, WNAC, WOKO, WORC, CFRB,
('K AC. CKI.W 7:00 CST-WBIBSI, KLItA,
KM BC, KIIOX, KOMA, KRLD, KTItH,
KTSA, \VßItC, WREC. WCCO, WDOD,
WDSU, \VFIIM, WGST, WHAS, \VIIi\V,
WLAC. WAIT. 6:00 AIST -KLZ, KHL.
5:00 PST-KFPY, KFRC, KGB, KIIJ.
KOIN, KOL, KVI.
8:45 EST (1/1)- Musical Revue. Mary Court land, vocalist; quartet. (Luden's.)
WA EC, \\'A DC, WOKO, WCAO, WNAC,
WOE. WKRC, WIIK. WCAU, WJAS,
WEAN, WFIIL, WSI'D, WJSV, WBT,
('KLW.
WDRC,
7:45
CST -W BBM,
WFBM, KItLD. WOW() \V11 AS, KMOX
fi :43
MST-K LE.
5:45
PST-KERN,
KIIJ, KH.I, KOIN, KFBK, KGB, KFRC,
KDIi, KOL. KFPY, KWG, KVI.
9:00 EST (1/2) -Radio City Party. Guest
artists; (''rank Black and his orchestra.
John B. Kennedy, master of ceremonies.
\VJZ, WEAL, WAIAL. AV BE. WHZA,
R'SYR, WHAM, KDKA,\VGAR. W.IR,
\WKY. 8:00 CST-WLS, KWCR, KSO,
K\VK, WREN, KOIL. 7:00 MST -KOA.
KDYL. 6:(10 PST-KI'O, ItFI, KG \V,
KOMO, KIIQ.
EST (1/2) -Songs you love, starring
9:0(1
Rose Brampton.
Beardless youths singing Its Trade and Mark, the Smith
Brothers. They're Scrappy Lambert and
Billy IIilipot with Nat Shlikret's orchestra.
\VEAF, \VTIC, WTAG, WE El. WJAR,
%VIiFN, \\'CAE, WLNV, \VCSH, NV FL
WEER. \\'RC, AVGY, \VTAIJ, \V\\'J.
8:0(1 CST -WMAQ. KSD, WOW, \\'DAF,
\VTMJ, WI ILA. KSTP, WEBC. R'DAY,

ItF'YR.
EST (1/2) -Grete Stueckgold, operatic
soprano; Andre Knstelanetz's orchestra.
( Light it
Chesterfield.)
(For stations see Monday.)
9:30 EST (1) -The Gibson Family. Musical
comedy starring Lois Bennett, Conrad
Thibault, Jack and Loretta Clemens
wilh Don Voorhees' orchestra.
NVF.AF, \VTIC, WTAG, NV EEL WJAR.
\VCSH,
WFI. WFIiR, \VRC, WGY.
WBEN. WCAE, \V TA Al, \VWJ, NV LW.
8:30 CST-NV AIAQ. KSD, WOW, WDAF,
WTMJ, WIBA, WEBC, WDAY, KFYR.
7:30 MST -KOA, KDYL.
6:30 I'STKPO. KFI, KGW, KOMO, KHQ, EST ?.
9:30 EST (1)- Nat ional Barn Dance. Itural
Revelry (Dr. Miles Laboratories.)
w-JE, WEAL, WAIAL, WLW,
WBZ,
WBZA. WSYR. WHAM, KDKA, WJR.
8:30 CST-WLS. K \VCR. KSO, EWE,
WREN, KOIL, \VGAR. 7:30 MST-KOA.
KDYL. 6:30 PST -KFI, KGO, KGW,
KOMO, KHQ.
9:30 EST (1/2)- Studebaker Champions. Joey
Nash, tenor, Richard lumber's orches9:00

tra.
WABC, WADC, WOKO, WCAO,
WKBW, WKRC, WHK, CKLW,
WHY'. CKAC, WHEC, WAI AS.
WJAS, WEAN, WFBL, WSPD,
WLBZ, WICC, WBT, WLBW,
WFEA, \VDBJ, WTOC, CFRB,
WNAX, WWVA, WSJS, WORC,
8:30 CST
WBBM, WFBM,
WDOD. KRLD, KTRH, KLRA,
WCCO, WSFA, WLAC, KOMA,
KTSA, KSCJ, WSBT, WIBW,
WAIT. KFH, WALA. KGKO.

-

WNAC,

NVDRC,

WCAU.
WJSV,
WBIG,
WNOX,
WDNC.
KAIBC,
WISH,

WIIBD.
WACO.

EST (1/2)- Carborundum Band. Edward D'Anna, conductor.
\VABC, WCAO, \VAAB, WKBW, WKRC.
WHK, WCAU. WJAS, WBT, CKLW.
WBBM. K :IBC,
9:00
CST
WHAS,
KAI OX, \VCCO. 8:00 MST -KLZ, KSL.
7:00 PST -KERN. KIIJ, KHJ, KOIN,
KFBK, KGB, KFRC, KDB, KOL, KFPY,
KWG. KVI.
11:00 EST (1/2)- Studebaker Champions.
9:00 MST -KLZ, KSL. KVOR. 8:00 PST
-KERN. KM .1, KHJ. KOIN, KOH,
KFBK, KGB. KFRC, KDB. KOL, KFPY,
KWG. KVI.

10:00

-

He won't pull his punches, not Eddie Cantor.
In

next month's issue read about the exciting

adventures this great comedian has had.

will also be

a

There

story about that funny boy,

Walter O'Keefe.

RADIO STARS
ABOVE
THE CLAMOR
OF THE CROWD

Behind the Scenes with Radio's
Program Builders
(Continued from tags 55)
rople to Hollywood to help him. By
lane went Harry Salter who was to di°ct the orchestra ; William R. Baker, Jr..
.ho was to produce the program; Caroline

trouse, the girl selected to write the
:ripts ; and Ken Sisson, musical arranger.
Within a week these people had hired
rid organized an orchestra, had employed
ctors and actresses, rehearsed the pro ram and -when the sponsors tuned in for
le first time on October 3, they pronounced
: good.
When the mail began to arrive,
hey knew they knew it.
The idea of presenting little known
nests had been first discussed just two
seeks before. Lanny remembered his
truggle to fame and wanted to do his part
oward giving deserving artists a radio
.reak. His sponsor liked the idea. The
advertising agency of Benton & Bowles,
vhich handles the program, saw in the
dea a new venture in broadcasting.
RADIO STARS Magazine then came into
he picture. You see. it's quite a job to
Ind and listen to all the would -be artists
:ach week and select those which really
lave radio possibilities. And that's where
RADIO STARS comes in. Being the oldest
Ind largest radio magazine, it's natural
:hat RADIO STARS would be in a fine position to aid in this respect. So its staff
listens to artists, eliminates them down to
the few very best, and then Lanny and his
co- workers hear these finalists to pick the

guest to be invited for his program.
At first. that presented another new
problem. RADIO STARS Magazine is located in New York City. The program
originally came from Hollywood. But
RADIO STARS has an office in the sunny
state and a few telegrams back and forth
completed arrangements. When the New
York representatives arrived in Hollywood, the RADIO STARS correspondent had
a number of artists all picked and ready.
Another hearing and Miss Betty Borden
was picked to be the first guest. Never
had she spoken or sung a word into a net work microphone. The correspondent
found her singing at a Junior League Ball
and knew she would fit the bill. And
already critics have hailed his choice.
Perhaps by the time you read this, she
will be on her own network program.
When Lanny returned to New York,
the details were arranged, the script written, the guest picked, and again the program was set-ready for Lanny to take it
and make of it an entertainment worthy
of his listeners. And again his sponsors
faith was proven. And now you Lanny
Ross fans may sit back in ease, knowing
that throughout the winter his voice will
come to you every Wednesday on this program and every Thursday on Show Boat,
both over the NBC stations.
Sometimes it pays to break rules, don't
you think.?

1,7Wain-

SCOTT ALLWAVE
t
For the past
years every Scott has been an all
wave receiver ... which means that for
years
Scott owners actually have enjoyed what is just
51/2

-

4112

now
being promised by other radios. Such leadership
deserves your recognition; it sounds loud above the
clamor of the crowd.
Custom construction, to the most exacting scientificstandards, gives the Scott All-Wave Fifteen perfected reception on every channel between 13 and 550
meters. Warranted to outperform any other receiver
during a 30-day trial period in your home, and its
every part (except tubes) is guaranteed for five years.
"Tonetruth "
daring innovation in speaker
arrangement and console design, gives the Scott AUWave Fifteen a new charm of tonal beauty and
exact-image reproduction never before known in
radio. Send Now for details and Proofs!

-a

--

r -- MAILTHIS COUPON FOR DETAILS

E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.

4438 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. 615, Chicago
Send me at once, without obligation, complete
information about the Scott All -Wave Fifteen,
including technical data and Proofs of its performance.
Name
Address

`Town

the

PURE Ka I1TED

TANTLY CLEANS POTMND'PANS

,;\

kitchen work
tarn
r le theHalf-times
where the
comer
Wear,

tunnel dug for the Eighth Avenue Subway in New York ?" And then he
answered by saying. "Use zippers." That
was an original joke created by Fred.
Last month, Fred read this joke in an

jerker?

,

Beautiful Blue White Rainbow
Flash Stones. we will send a
1
Kt. IMPORTED Simulated
1)IAMONI), mounted in Lovely
18 Ft. White -Gold Finish Ring
as illustrated, for this ad. and
r5c expense. Address:
National Jewelry Co., Dept. 18.
Wheeling, W. V a. (9 for 25c.)

fill up the

John (Speed) Harrington. who has
announced all of Wayne King's sustaining
programs for the past two years, is the
new program director and assistant station
manager, at K\WK, NBC affiliate in St.
Louis, where he started his radio work
seven years ago.
The Eton Boys of CBS have been on
the air for five years and in that time
have given more than 3.000 programs.
The Chicago Board of Trade is on the
air with a sponsored program over more
than thirty NBC stations. The great Chicago grain exchange apparently is trying
to sell itself to the farmers of the mid-

18

Wear
Q.

WHITE GOLD
To Introduce our

(Continued from tagt 31)

is an ex -soda

protiide.

Patented paralIel outer

NDou

Strictly Confidential

English newspaper. This paper had taken
it from a Spanish publication.
How many guests does a guest program use? The Woman's Radio Review
of NBC, conducted by Claudine MacDonald. has used five hundred in the past
three years.
Did you know that Edgar Guest, the
poet of `Household Musical Memories,"

J

COPPEQ.,,..F-

Finished in

arthritis (chalk in the bones). As a result. Dick got over a hundred letters from
readers who had suffered from the saine
ailment.
The Mills Brothers hold the all time
record for drawing money into the Los
Angeles Paramount Theatre, according to
Bernie Mulligan. radio editor of the Los
Angeles Examiner. They grossed $26.000
in one week. The other ten toppers are :
Bing Crosby, $23.000 ; Guy Lombardo.
$19,000; Duke Ellington, $19,000; Ben
Bernie, $17.600: Abe Lyman. $17,000; Al
Pearce and His Gang, $17.000: Anson
Weeks, $16,000; Kate Smith. $14,300; and
Ted Fio -Rito, $13,000. Joe Penner, playing
only three days on a weekend. drew $10.090
worth of business.
e For that growing throng of listeners
who insist that the gags on the air are
terrible. here's a chance to help correct the
condition. Jack Ekstromer, comedian at
\WDGY, Minneapolis, has issued an appeal
for help. He's looking for brand new
jokes. If you have some suggestions,
query him at the Minneapolis station.
flow long do you suppose it takes a joke
to travel around the world? Fred Allen
says six years and here's why. That many
years ago Allen asked, "How will they

p-

State,.

send postcard for our Tree catalogue.
Thousands of bargains. address:
LITTLE BLUE BOOK CO., Catalogue
Dept., Desk 347. GIRARD. KANSAS

LEARN

Piano, Violin, Cornet.
Trumpet, Mandolin, Guitar,
Banjo, Organ ,Accordion,Saxophone,Clarinet

EASY HOME METHOD -new, fast way for beginners.
Makes you accomplished in amazingly short time. 3)0.000
enthusiastic students. Low cost; easy terms. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free Catalog gives full details.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC
1525 E. 53rd Street, Chicago
Dept. 602

*Is YOUR

II A I R

GETTING THIN?
just

back of the
\Catch your temples and
crown for beginning baldness. You can often
prevent loss of your hair, say skin specialists.
by stimulating the scalp and hair roots In time.
Japanese l`il Is a real medicine containing
ingredients prescribed by doctors for stimulating the scalp and encouraging hair growth. If
you use it before your hair roots are dead. it
may help you. Thousands have reported benefit. Delay may mean permanent baldness. Start
using Japanese Oil today -only 60e at all druggists Economy size. S1. It may save your
hair If the roots are alive.
"The Truth About the flair."
FREE booklet
explain. baldness. Its presention and
treatment. Write to NATIONAL. REMET V
CO., 36 R'. -15th st., Dept. 2211, New York.

JAPANESE OiI.

'

this advertisement

was

written by

a

registered physician.
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RADIO STARS
Donald McGibney, Chicago NBC
commentator, is doing the romancing for
west.

the pit.

To Frederic W. Wile, CBS political
analyst and newspaper correspondent,
goes an honor of long time radio service.
He has been on the air now for twelve
consecutive years.
Tony Wons, who holds forth in The
House by the Side of the Road on NBC
every Sunday afternoon, has taken a house
by the side of the lake in Evanston. The
move to the north shore was made partly
because Tony's Chicago garage was four
feet too short for his new sixteen cylinder
floating Pullman.
Here's a story Muriel Wilson ( Mary
Lou) told when she came hack after
visiting Lanny Ross in Hollywood. To
appreciate it, you should know that Muriel
is a slender, sparkling eyed brunette. Still
garbed in her Show Boat costume, she left

the studio one evening and took a cah to a
theatre where she was appearing in the
saine regalia. The gown was cut somewhat low. Puffy sleeve effects made it
rather difficult to slip into a wrap so
Muriel just didn't bother. The whole
effect must have been just a shade more
revealing than the cah driver was accustomed to, for as her escort was paying
the fare be inquired in a low voice,
"Isn't that Mae West?"
Captain Tim Healy, director of the
Ivory Stamp Club of the Air heard over
NBC, tells us that it was once a scandal in
England to lick a postage stamp. The
British objected to the stamps of 1840
because "the purchaser had to lick the
back of the stamp." This was considered
an insult to Queen Victoria whose head
was on the stamp. "No self-respecting
queen should have the back of her head
licked, especially by her subjects!"

Rudy Vallee admitted in Chicago re
cently that he is a radio fan. His favorltt
show is Fred Allen's Town Hall Tonight
Ile insists Hal Kemp has the slickes
dance orchestra in America ; says it's th(
only orchestra with a style so unique tha
it can't he copied. And he enjoys Show
Boat and l'aul Whiteman's Music Hall.
CBS now has two theatres fitted ng
for broadcast purposes. The old Avo'
Theatre, now renamed "Columbia Radi'
Playhouse No. 2," is the newest addition
Harriet Cruise, the Nebraska Skylark
is back at Columbia in Chicago after ai
absence of a year singing in Denver.
Jeannie Lang and Mrs. Joe Penner, till
former Eleanor Vogt, who are both St
Louis girls, used to appear together vitl
fourteen other girls on the stage.
Rumors that Ozzie Nelson and hi
vocalist, Harriet Hilliard, are married ar
still going around. But said pair deny them

i

Our Trip Abroad
(Continued from page 47)
the walls- they're awfully bare. Which
reminds me that Michael Angelo and my
brother have a lot in common. I hear it
took Michael Angelo twenty years to paint
the walls of the Sistine Chapel because he
was lying down while he was working. My
brother always lies down when he works
too, but it seems a pity that a great artist
like Michael Angelo had to lie down. If
he had stood up I bet he'd done the work
in half the time and it would have been
prettier too!
Well, anyway I saw the Yellow Tiber,
George saw pink elephants and they both
went very well with my little blue hat.

DID

I tell you about Mussolini ? He's a
very proud father. He's always putting his hand up to show how tall his little
boy is. The other blackshirts put their
hands up too and George said maybe
they'd put up more telephone poles so they'd
have something to lean against, which I
think is a very good idea. Of course if
my brother had been along they'd have
had to put both hands up practically all
the time, so it's a good thing he wasn't.
We went to Pisa, but I didn't care for
that so much because they have a tower
there that's so odd, it bends. So we decided to go to Venice. Everyone told me
Venice was very romantic, but I couldn't
see anything romantic about it, because
when we got there they had a flood. So
we went out in a boat and I looked around
for Noah, but I couldn't find him either.
But we had a good time in the boat which
they call a gondola. You see George sat
in front with the gondolier and I sat in the
hack and sang and pushed the boat and it
was the first time I really enjoyed myself
But honestly they're awfully
in Italy.
behind the times. They use oars when they
could just as well put up a sail and the
breeze from the singing and the garlic
would make it go better-don't you think
so?
I must tell you about the spaghetti. We
had kind of a time eating it at first. But
I finally thought up the grandest idea.
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We put numbers all around the plate
with No. in the middle. We'd wind our
forks around one and then go to two and
so on, but of course 'if you bet on six
and seven won, you'd just have to eat the
spaghetti. \ Vhich gave me an idea for
my little nephoo who's always getting lost.
When we send him out in the morning
we're going to put him in the middle of
a lot of spaghetti and then if he gets lost,
he can eat his way home.
Well to go back to our trip, I expected
to see the bullfights next and we would
have seen them but for one little thing. I
said to George "Let's go to Spain" and
he said "No!" so I got off his lap and
we went to Buda -Pest.
Do you know Buda -Pest is divided into
two parts-Buda and Pest ? We lived in
Pest because Buda reminded me too much
of my missing buda. Of course Pest did
too, but we've sort of got used to his being
a pest so it wasn't so bad. And then they
had the nicest romantic waltzes played by
the Gypsies. As soon as I saw the Gypsies
I ran out to find an A. & P. but I couldn't
find that either so we went on to Warsaw.
1

AND who do you suppose we found
there? George's tailor. I thought it
was nice to see someone from home, but
the tailor owed George a bill so George
thought he'd hide and surprise him. But
the tailor finally found George so we paid
the hotel bill with the tailor and left for
Moscow.
I heard a lot about Moscow -vites but all
I could find were mosquito -vites. Russia
is a nice country, but do you know I think
they've got a lot of Communists there!
Of course it may be just my imagination.
Everyone told me "You'll like caviar"
so I stayed in my hotel -room for three
days. Finally George asked me why I was
always fooling with the radio. I told him
I was trying to get Caviar.
"Gracie," he said, "don't be silly! Caviar
isn't on the radio, caviar is an egg."
"You shouldn't talk that way George,"
I told him. "We all can't be good."

Well after I calmed him down, w'
picked up the tailor and went to Vienna
All along I'd been hearing how Vienn;
rolls but I found it very nice and quiet
it didn't roll a bit. I looked for th.
Merry Widow but I couldn't find her either
but we had a marvelous time dancing
George didn't dance but the tailor did an'
I

really enjoyed myself.

But George needed some garters so w
had to go to Paris. The restaurants aren'
making any money there, I can tell, he
cause the people are all sitting in th
street, but I'm not so sure they wanted t.
make money because when we wanted t
go into a restaurant they put us out of
the street too. But everyone is ver:
clever there. Even little children just a
big as my nephoo can speak French.
Paris is known for its wonderful. clothe
so we bought the tailor a whole outfit an
he got married. We made a very merr_
foursome because the tailor's wife didn'
dance either and she and George had
wonderful time. We all went to the Eyeft;
Tower but I was the only sensible one o
us all. While the others went to the to
and looked down, I stood at the bottor
and looked up. I told them that was th
only way to get an eyeful but the:
wouldn't listen to me.
The four of us wound up in Londor
It's funny but in London, the Leaning
Tower of Pisa is known as the Tower o
London except that it doesn't look lik.
the Eyeful Tower.
London is known for its clothes tot
and the tailor's wife got some nice blu
stockings.
We were out shopping one day whet
we suddenly realized we'd he late for th
boat home, so we asked a policeman hov
to get to the pier. "Take two trams," h
said. I asked the tailor's wife which tran
she wanted so she took George and I tool
the tailor.
We really had a lovely time. If yo'
don't believe me, you can ask the tailor,
He's in the next room waiting for George
to finish his pants!
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HERE were other men in her life

and one in par-

her
a minute, yet
'c ticular whoclungwould marry
her
love even when he
in

this

eautiful girl
to
first
eserted her at the altar and married another woman.
of until he was divorced and was again planning to
tarry her did she find a true love and in this discovery
ain a just revenge.

unusual love story, Forsaking All Others, pro uced by M -G -M, is to be seen on the screen with Joan
rawford, Clark Gable and Robert Montgomery play tg the principal parts. Read the story complete in the
:errent issue of Screen Romances.
his

15 COMPLETE STORIES IN

THIS ISSUE
FORSAKING ALL OTHERS, Joan Crawford, Clark
Gable and Robert Montgomery; BORDERTOWN,
Paul Muni, Bette Davis and Margaret Lindsay;
NELL GWYN, Anna Neagle and Sir Cecil Hard

wicke;

REPEAL, Carole Lombard and Chester
Morris; ROMANCE IN MANHATTAN, Francis
Lederer and Ginger Rogers WICKED WOMAN,
Mady Christians, Jean Parker and Charles Bickford
MAYBE ITS LOVE, Gloria Stuart, Phillip Reed and
Rcss Alexander; THE MAN WHO RECLAIMED HIS
HEAD, Claude Rains and Joan Bennett- JEALOUSY,
Nancy Carroll and Donald Cook- WEST OF THE
PECOS, Richard Dix and Martha Sleeper- MURDER
IN THE CLOUDS Lyle Talbot and Ann Dvorak;
GIGOLETTE, Adrienne Ames and Ralph Bellamy.
BACKFIELD, Preston

Fester, Robert Young, Betty
Furness; AGAINST THE LAW, John Mack Brown
and Sally Blane; CHEATING CHEATERS Fay Wray
and Cesare Romero.

Listen to "Hollywood Highlights" reported by Sam Taylor for Screen Romances over WMCA and
Associated Stations every Monday and Wednesday Evenings at 6:30 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.

SCREEN RO M A N CES

MRS. BOYER'S BERGDORF GOODMAN GOWN IS OF UNCUT VELVET.

Among the many
distinguished women who prefer
Comers costlier tobaccos:

Another Camel enthusiast
is Mrs. Allston Boyer

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDI.E, Philadelphia

MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond

In the gay young group that dictates what's "done" in New York,

MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR.
New York

MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE,II
Boston
MRS. BYRD WARWICK DAVENPORT
New York

MRS. IIENRY FIELD, Chicago
MISS ANNE GOULD, New York
MRS. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL
New York

MRS. POTTER D'ORSAY PALMER

Chicago
MISS MIMI RICHARDSON, New Yorl,

TURKISH & DOMESTIC

MISS EVELYN WATTS, New York
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Mrs. Boyer plays a charming part.
What to wear, where to dance, what
to see, how to entertain, what
people prefer to eat, to smoke -she
knows all the answers. That is why
you find Camels in her house and
in her slim cigarette case.
"There seems to be more going
on this winter than ever," she says.

-

"Lunches, teas, parties, dances
everyone is gay and almost every-
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one is smoking Camels. They certainly add to your enjoyment with
their mild, rich flavor and I notice
that if I'm tired, a Camel freshens
me up. Lots of people have told
me the same thing. I can smoke
all I want, too, and they never
upset my nerves."
People find that Camel's finer
and MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS give them a healthy "lift"
when their energy is low. Smoke
one yourself and see.
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